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Abstract

The increasing popularity of System-on-Chip (SoC) circuits results in many new
design challenges. One major challenge is to ensure the functional correctness of such
complicated circuits. While most existing verification techniques work well at the
Register Transfer (RT) and gate levels, the growing trend is to extend verification to
higher-level design abstractions in order to catch bugs early on. In this dissertation,
we describe several innovative techniques to address the high-level verification problems for SoC designs. First, we propose a framework called BugHunter that consists
of several enhancements and methodologies to improve the scalability and efficiency
of high-level verification using symbolic simulation. To better leverage the power of
high-level symbolic simulation, we develop a technique that can perform formal codestatement reachability analysis on designs and testbenches directly. This technique can
detect bugs at high-level code directly, thus reducing verification time. Once unreachability is found, however, debugging is still an issue because the nature of unreachability
prevents the generation of counterexamples. To address this problem, we propose an
innovative diagnosis technique that can identify root causes of unreachability.
In addition to functional verification, another issue that began to emerge in SoC
circuits is the design nondeterminism problem. In order to save power or reduce
routing congestion, a popular design methodology is to reset important registers only.
However, the uninitialized registers may cause nondeterminism in circuit behavior and
cause serious problems. To catch such problems, we propose a nondeterminism verification technique using symbolic simulation and SAT solvers, and it can scale to large
designs due to the accompanied novel methodology. To further improve SoC quality,
we also develop algorithms that can automate the reset register reduction process.
v

One major characteristic in SoC designs is the existence of abundant don’t-cares.
For example, the floating-point unit of a processor may never be used in a design that
only requires integer multiplication. To utilize such don’t-cares, we utilize our formal
reachability analysis methods to identify and remove redundant code under the given
input constraints. Our case studies show that this technique can remove unused RTL
code and thus reducing the synthesized block area and power consumption. In addition,
it can also facilitate hardware/software co-design and co-optimization, a feature that is
useful in early SoC design phases.
It has been pointed out that, although considerable effort is applied to design verification, bug may still be undetected until tape-out or even the chip is commercialized,
causing serious problems. To solve the problem, we propose a software-based postsilicon bug repair methodology that can automatically generate constraints for software
so that hardware bugs can be worked around. Since the constraint may be complicated,
we also propose a novel optimization method based on don’t-cares that can dramatically reduce the size of the constraint. In this way, software can be easily modified,
either online or offline, so that it runs correctly on the buggy hardware.

Keywords: RTL symbolic simulation, verification, X-verification, code reachability
analysis, unreachability diagnosis, synthesis optimization, circuit customization
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As semiconductor technology improves, System-On-Chip (SoC) designs are becoming
popular. An SoC platform usually consists of various design components dedicated to
specified application domains. In order to ensure the functional correctness of an SoC,
finding and fixing the design errors at early design phases is important in today’s hardware development flows. The process of finding design errors is called “verification”.
However, as design complexity increases, experience shows that many bugs remain
undetected even though considerable resources and time have been devoted to design
verification, which can cause serious problems.
Due to the importance of ensuring a design’s functional correctness, a great deal
of effort has been devoted to design verification in order to reduce verification effort and promote design quality. However, most existing simulation-based verification
techniques can not guarantee sufficient coverage of the design, resulting in undetected
bugs. Furthermore, they can not accurately handle non-deterministic problems that are
becoming more and more important nowadays. In order to overcome the limitation
of simulation-based techniques, formal verification that uses mathematical methods
to verify design correctness has been proposed as a promising alternative to simulation. However, due to its exhaustive nature, the scalability remains a major issue in
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practice. In addition, many formal techniques only work well on gate-level designs,
which makes such techniques difficult to use because designers typically work at the
Register-Transfer Level (RTL). To improve design quality and reduce verification effort, we propose innovative methodologies and algorithms in this dissertation. In this
chapter, we first describe the current design verification trend and challenges. We then
summarize the key contributions of our approach and provide an outline of the dissertation.

1.1

Design Verification Trends and Challenges

With advances in semiconductor technology, functional verification continues to remain one of the primary challenges in SoC designs today. As the statistics in industry
surveys [118, 119] show, despite the fact that up to 70% of project resources have been
devoted to functional verification, only 33% of SoC designs are correct on the first pass
[118], and 75% of all design flaws are attributable to logic or functional bugs due to
shortcomings in functional verification [119].
The complications of functional verification stem from the sheer complexity of
today’s SoCs. To verify the functional operation of designs involving multiple interacting functions and protocols is virtually impossible using conventional simulationbased verification. This has lead to new imperatives to work on better methodologies
and tools where even the most basic functions need good verification plans since the
goal is avoid leaving any weak links in the verification of a design.
Improving verification productivity and avoiding respins have lead to a structured,
design-for-verification methodology. In the past decades, many functional verification
tools and methodologies have been developed, including simulators, formal verifiers,
and debugging tools. Among these verification methods, Constrained-Random Verification (CRV) has become the mainstream methodology for functional verification
2

to generate as large a representative set of scenarios for a given protocol as possible
under project constraints. However, it is shown that CRV methods can’t provide the
reliability assurance required. One of the specific challenges people are having today
is using constrained random simulation methods to reach coverage goals. Current constraint solvers only support limited complexity and require over-constraining variables
to guide the random case generation towards the interesting cases, which is not easy
to use. Although SystemVerilog language provides additional flexibility for writing
constraints, it is still not enough to support today’s verification demands.
In addition to simulation-based verification, formal verification has been developed
and in use for over a decade now. Formal methods contributes to the overall verification
methodology by ensuring well-defined properties that can guarantee the correctness in
and between blocks. This improves modularity of verification and enables finding bugs
earlier in the design process when they are easier to understand and fix. In addition,
formal methods provide comprehensive results due to the exhaustive nature of the analysis. Therefore, it can overcome most but not all of the limitations found in simulation
methods. However, formal methods have practical limitations that have to be closely
managed for complexity and functionality. Directing it at control, error and exception
handling is quite useful.
In summary, formal tools are used to increase the baseline quality for RTL before
or in conjunction with running simulation. However, most conventional formal methods were difficult to use due to the inconclusive and highly iterative process to weed
out false positives due to under-constrained or incorrect assumptions. Nonetheless formal had limited success and has become a key element of implementing an advanced
verification methodology. Furthermore, most existing formal verification techniques
operate on gate-level netlists instead of RTL or behavior code, which lose considerable
flexibility of synthesis and verification.
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Designers are now more and more drawn to support formal design-for-verification
methods and model inline design assertions in their RTL code [85, 86]. To this end, the
lack of formal tools that work natively on designers’ code greatly reduces engineers’
verification capabilities. Therefore, it is desirable to develop an effective, scalable,
and flexible formal mechanism for design verification. As we will show later in this
chapter, we focus on the challenges associated with current design verification, and
we propose several innovative techniques to improve design verification and quality in
SoC using high-level symbolic simulation.

1.2

Our Approach

To address the problems mentioned above, we first propose several methods and constructs to enhance block-level bug hunting. We integrate these features into a framework called BugHunter. Our BugHunter framework enables many new RTL symbolic
verification paradigms, such as reusing existing constrained-random testbench, heterogeneous design verification, and improving the verifiability of the design at early development stage. Compared to traditional formal methods, BugHunter combines the benefits of both high-level symbolic simulation and recent improvements in Boolean-level
verification methods. Since BugHunter operates on RTL/behavior natively, it is easier
and more intuitive to be use than most other formal tools that operate on the Boolean
level. In addition to improvements in verification constructs and methodologies, our
BugHunter framework includes a novel verification engine that tightly integrates highlevel symbolic simulation and Boolean-level solving. The engine is composed of:
1) high-level symbolic simulation, 2) word-level optimization, 3) Boolean-level conversion and 4) Boolean-level SAT solving. This engine is used throughout the work
described in this dissertation.
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Verifying the functional correctness of an SoC is a major concern in its design
process, and our bug hunting techniques can improve the verification quality at early
design phases by providing designers formal-verification methods that are easy and
intuitive to use. However, due to the dramatic increase in design complexity and the
miniaturization of transistors, a new challenge is emerging: routing the reset signal
to all registers in a design [83] can be problematic. A commonly used approach to
address this problem is to reset important registers only and then rely on software sequences to initialize the rest of the registers. Some registers, such as those used to hold
intermediate values in an arithmetic unit, may even be left uninitialized. Those uninitialized registers will have unknown values, often denoted as Xs, which can be either 0
or 1 in real hardware. If those Xs are not handled correctly, they may leak to important
registers and leave the design in a nondeterministic state, causing serious problems.
Therefore, it is important to find those Xs and make sure they do not affect design
correctness. To address this problem, we develop a novel technique, X-observability
checking (also called X-analysis), that uses symbolic simulation and SAT solvers to
find X-problems at the RTL.
Although the proposed X-analysis approach is effective in finding Xs, scalability
remains an issue due to the formal nature of this analysis. In addition, several practical
issues in X-analysis still need to be addressed. For example, it is difficult to identify
what to check in X-verification. Since Xs can exist in the design, reporting all the Xs
in registers will undoubtedly result in too many false alarms. Asking engineers to write
an assertions for every register that needs to be checked may also be infeasible because
the number of such registers may be large. In this work, we supplement our formal Xverification technique with a scalable methodology called eXact. This methodology
utilizes intelligent partitioning techniques to solve scalability issues while maintaining
the correctness of our X-analysis.
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In addition to function correctness and X-verification, reachability analysis that
performs an exhaustive exploration of reachable states and their transitions in a design is also an important method for hardware verification. Traditionally, reachability
analysis operates on design states; i.e., Finite State Machines (FSMs) in a design. However, as the designs become larger and more complex, developing the corresponding
checkers to describe the behavior of the FSMs under verification is getting more difficult because engineers have to work on the Boolean level instead of the RTL code
they wrote. To this end, we propose a new algorithm that utilizes high-level symbolic
simulation to perform formal code-statement reachability analysis, which can prove
whether or not a specific code statement can be reached. Note that our analysis is
considerably different from traditional code-coverage methods in that we can formally
prove the reachability of code statements, while traditional methods cannot.
Once a conditional block is determined to be unreachable, the next step is to diagnose the problem and find out why the code is unreachable. The latter step can be
challenging because the conditions that caused unreachability can be highly convoluted
and hard to analyze. To address this problem, we propose an algorithm that analyzes
key variables in a design to find out which variables are responsible for the unreachability. In other words, by removing the constraints on those variables, the conditional
block will become reachable. Note that our unreachability analysis can also suggest
new values for those variables to break the unreachability. In this way, designers can
debug and fix unreachability problems much more efficiently.
Although a lot of verification effort is spent on ensuring that design can work correctly, experience shows that bugs may escape all verification efforts in the design
phases and be detected after tape-out. In addition to design respin which is very expensive, one approach is to change the firmware or software running on the hardware
that can turn off certain features in the hardware. In this way, post-silicon bugs can be
worked around. In this dissertation, we propose a software-based bug repair method6

ology that can automatically generate constraints for software, so that any possible
operation which can trigger hardware bugs will never be used. In other words, hardware bugs are masked. Since such a constraint can be complicated, to facilitate the
use of our methodology, we also propose a novel resynthesis technique to simplify the
constraint so that it can be handled efficiently.
Because our approach focuses on high-level code directly, it can scale to larger designs and can identify many optimization opportunities that are difficult to be detected
at the gate level. Therefore, in this dissertation, we propose two important applications
for improving design quality in SoC. The first application is to reduce the number of
registers that need to be initialized. By reducing the number of registers that need
to reset signal, routing problems can be alleviated, which can consequently shorten
physical design time. The second application is to customize circuits by our reachability analysis. Specifically, we utilize symbolic code-statement reachability analysis to
identify and remove unreachable code statements in the circuit, and then execute traditional logic synthesis tools to produce optimized netlists. In this way, we can reduce
the die area and avoid unnecessary power consumption after synthesis.

1.3

Dissertation Outline

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.

• Chapter 2 provides an overview of preliminary work on design verification. In
this chapter, we first summarize the benefits and limitations of recent verification
techniques, and then describe several verification practices proposed in recent
work in order to better understand how our techniques address their limitations.
• We start from our proposed bug hunting techniques in Chapter 3. In this chapter,
we propose several methods to enhance block-level bug hunting using high-level
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symbolic simulation, and we integrate these features into a BugHunter framework which provides a robust, scalable, and flexible solution for design verification. In addition, we propose four types of verification guides specially designed
to utilize the unique proving power provided by high-level symbolic simulation.
They are: 1) data dependency, 2) data transport, 3) statement reachability analysis and 4) design embedded constraints. The proposed constructs can perform
additional checks for designs and testbenches in a more flexible manner and improve the performance of symbolic simulation.
• Chapter 4 presents our X-verification techniques. Traditional verification techniques based on logic simulation can not accurately handle X-values. As a result, such Xs may escape verification and leak to the final design. To solve the
problem, we propose innovative techniques to accurately handle X-values using
high-level symbolic simulation and check observability of X-values using SATsolver. To enhance the scalability of these techniques, we design a methodology
called “eXact” that incorporates several partitioning techniques. Our case studies show that our techniques and methodologies are useful and can be applied to
practical designs.
• Code coverage and code reachability analysis are two popular methods to find
design bugs and verification loopholes. However, traditional reachability analysis operates on design states, i.e. FSMs, which is not appropriate for current
verification practice because the trend in hardware design and verification moves
towards the higher-level code instead of the Boolean level. Furthermore, once a
piece of code is determined to be unreachable, diagnosing the cause of the problem can be challenging. To address these problems, in Chapter 5, we propose
symbolic code reachability analysis that operates on code statements. Based on
the our reachability analysis technique, we develop an automatic unreachability
diagnosis technique that can identify the cause of the problem. Our techniques
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can further facilitate debugging and greatly reduce an engineer’s effort in analyzing unreachable code.
• Once bugs escape in verification phases and be exposed after tape-out, it is very
expensive to change the layout and then do a respin. To address the problem, in
Chapter 6, we propose a methodology that tries to mask hardware bugs. Unlike
most existing solutions that focus on fixing the problem on the hardware, our
approach is software-based which utilizes formal reachability analysis to extract
the conditions that can trigger the bugs. By synthesizing the bug conditions, we
can derive input constraints for the software so that the hardware bugs will never
be exposed. We also propose a novel resynthesis technique to reduce the complexity of the constraints, making our methodology more efficiency in hardware
bug repair.
• Being able to handle X conditions accurately at higher levels enables many logic
optimizations. In chapter 7, we propose three algorithms to find registers that
can be uninitialized in a design. The first two algorithms are developed based
on Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) and Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF), respectively. These algorithms are optimal in nature and can find the maximum set of
registers that do not need the reset signal; however, they are computation intensive. To handle larger designs, we propose a fast heuristic algorithm that finds
approximate solutions. By using these techniques to reduce the number of registers which need to be initialized, the routing problem can be alleviated because
routing resources used by the reset signal can be reduced.
• Chapter 8 presents our techniques and methodologies that utilize abundant external don’t-cares existing in an SoC design for optimization. More specifically,
we utilize existing testbench or other design blocks to search for such don’tcares and perform symbolic code-statement reachability analysis to identify code
9

blocks that become redundant due to the don’t-cares. Because our approach focuses on high-level code directly, it can scale to larger designs and can identify
many optimization opportunities that are difficult to be detected at the gate level.
• Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background and Prior Art
Before delving into our techniques for achieving high-quality SoC designs, we are
going to review how an SoC design is verified and optimized. In this chapter, we
first summarize the benefits and limitations of recent verification techniques, and then
describe several verification practices proposed in recent work.

2.1

Prevalent Verification Techniques

Verification techniques for hardware designs have been extensively investigated over
the past decades [12, 65, 72]. Among the verification methods that exist today, logic
simulation is the most commonly used technique that verifies the functionalities of
the Design Under Test (DUT) through pre-defined or constrained-random patterns.
Although there are several known limitations such as incomplete corner-case coverage and complicated constraint writing procedure, this technique is still the preferred
method for design verification due to it scalability and simplicity.
To overcome the limitations of simulation-based verification, formal verification
techniques have been developed, such as symbolic simulation, Bounded Model Checking (BMC) and reachability analysis [65, 13]. Formal verification tools exploit mathe11

matical methods to verify whether the design satisfies the specification under all possible inputs. Thus, it can offer more comprehensive verification compared to simulationbased methods. As the article by Ranjan et al. [89] pointed out, handing don’t care
states through high-level formal verification can provide additional benefits in synthesis and verification. However, formal verification tools often have scalability issues;
in addition, writing assertions to describe the intended behavior of the design can be
challenging.
Symbolic simulation is a formal verification method that provides superior proving
power and is easier than other formal methods to use since it can work with traditional
simulation-based methodologies. While most symbolic simulators are restricted to
gate-level netlists, RTL symbolic simulation has become popular recently due to several unique advantages over other methods that we will analyze in detail in Section 3.2.
One such work is by Kolbl et al. [67, 68]. Their approaches focus on how to handle
RTL Verilog constructs containing delay and array structures in a symbolic simulator.
Sunkari et.al [100] also proposed a word-level symbolic simulator; they address the
issues on how to accurately evaluate events that mutually trigger each other.

2.2

Recent Verification Practices

Assertion-Based Verification (ABV) [47] is a verification methodology that simply
embeds many checkers, called assertions, into a design. It then exploits simulation or
formal tools to verify whether the design behaves as expected using those assertions.
The main benefit of ABV is that it is easier to localize and debug design errors because
most design errors can be caught by a nearby assertion. Therefore, this methodology
can facilitate the detection of functional bugs, leading to higher-quality verification.
Ho et al. [55] extended this idea and utilized well-known practices such as coverage
points and assertions to improve RTL verification.
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Since behavior and RTL code is closer to software program than gate-level netlists,
software verification and debugging methods may also be applied to high-level verification. To this end, Bloem et al. [15] pointed out the difficulty for existing formal tools
to localize design errors at the RTL and proposed corresponding solutions. To handle
high-level verification, Kroening et al. [69] pointed out the capacity issue for current
formal verification tools. Xie and Liu [108] focused on semantic gaps of software and
hardware co-verification. They developed a unified property specification language
called xPSL and improved the efficiency of system-level co-verification. Jain et al.
[57] introduced VCEGAR which performs word-level predicate abstraction to verifying RTL Verilog testbenches. Ganai et al. [48] propose a framework which utilizes
high-level design information to make the verification model “BMC friendly”.

2.3

Logic Synthesis and Optimization

Logic synthesis is a process of converting a high-level design description into an implementation representation, most likely in terms of logic gates. High-level design descriptions provide a software-like abstraction, allowing designers to concentrate their
effort on design functions instead of implementation details. In this way, designers’
productivity can be improved significantly. Traditionally, synthesis tools operate on
Register-Transfer Level (RTL). Due to the productivity benefits from working on even
higher levels such as the behavior level, high-level synthesis is also becoming popular.
In the early days, logic designs involved manipulating the truth table representations such as Karnaugh maps (K-map) [64]. K-map provides a straightforward procedure for simplifying Boolean functions up to four variables. Although maps for five
and six variables can be drawn as well, they are more cumbersome to use. The first step
toward automation of logic minimization was the introduction of the QuineMcCluskey
algorithm [77]. This algorithm is functionally identical to K-map simplification, but
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the tabular form makes it more efficient to be used by computer algorithms. This exact minimization technique presented the notion of prime implicants and minimum
cost covers that would become the cornerstone of two-level minimization. Nowadays,
the much more efficient Espresso heuristic logic minimizer [91] has become the most
commonly-used tools for two-level logic minimization.
Although two-level logic optimization is applicable to Programmable Logic Array (PLA), it can not work for Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) domain because
most designs use multi-level circuit representation. In addition to industrial efforts,
many useful logic synthesis tools have been developed in academia, such as SIS [96],
MVSIS [50] and ABC [113] from U.C. Berkeley. ABC is a state-of-the-art synthesis
tool that can handle large designs. It is based on And-Inverter-Graph (AIG), a semicanonical logic representation that allows efficient Boolean manipulations. Based on
AIG, ABC implemented several logic synthesis algorithms, such as disjoint-support
decomposition [7], logic sharing detection [90] rewriting [81], node merging [11, 82],
and retiming [56]. Due to its efficiency and scalability, it is used in our work.
Another area that has begun to attract people’s attentions recently is the use of
don’t-cares for logic synthesis optimizations. For example, don’t-cares in two-level
circuits are utilized to expand implicants into minterms that are don’t-cares, and don’tcares in multi-level circuits have been utilized for rewiring [109] and node merging
[87, 112]. Recently, Yamashita et al. [110] proposed the concept of Sets of Pairs
of Functions to be Distinguished (SPFDs) which can represent don’t-cares more efficiently in multi-level circuits. In addition, SPFD also provides more flexibility to
handle networks whose internal logic of each node is not fixed. To address the scalability issues for large circuit, Bergamaschi et al. [9] presented an optimization technique which encompasses both high-level and logic synthesis domains. Mishchenko
and Brayton [79] presented a window-based approach for don’t-care computation, and
Chang et al. [27] proposed a framework called SWEDE, which can utilize don’t-cares
14

in large-scale designs. Empirical results from their case studies demonstrated the effective of the approaches.
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Chapter 3
General Bug Hunting
The miniaturization of transistors in recent technology nodes requires tremendous
back-end tuning and optimizations, making bug fixing at later design stages more expensive. Therefore, it is imperative to find design bugs as early as possible. The first
defense against bugs is block-level testing performed by designers, and constrainedrandom simulation is the prevalent method. However, this method may miss cornercase scenarios. Although many formal techniques are developed to facilitate design
verification, most of them remain in the gate level and require the development of convoluted temporal-logic properties, making them difficult to be used by designers. The
lack of formal tools that work natively on designers’ code greatly reduces engineers’
verification capabilities since the proving power of formal tools is irreplaceable by the
commonly-used logic simulation methods. To address these problems, we propose
an innovative methodology that reuses existing constrained-random testbenches for
formal bug hunting. We integrate state-of-the-art word-level and Boolean-level verification techniques into a common framework called BugHunter [31]. Furthermore, we
propose several innovative constructs [33] to enhance symbolic simulation that operates natively on the code written by designers. The proposed constructs can be easily
embedded in designs and testbenches to provide a more flexible way for developing
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constraints and assertions. From our case studies DLX, Alpha and FIR, BugHunter
found more bugs than constrained-random simulation using fewer cycles, including
four new bugs in the verified design previously unknown to the designer. In addition,
the proposed constructs can be easily adopted by designers to verify their code as well
as improve the performance of symbolic simulation. The results demonstrate that the
proposed techniques provide a flexible, scalable and robust solution for bug hunting.

3.1

Background and Previous Work

Due to the dramatic increase in design complexity, verifying the functional correctness
of a circuit becomes more and more difficult. This verification problem is further
exacerbated by the miniaturization of transistors that require numerous back-end and
Design For Manufacturing (DFM) optimizations. In the past, it is often conceivable
to synthesize a circuit from scratch to fix a bug. However, this approach is no longer
sustainable in recent technology nodes because doing so may invalidate all the backend design efforts. As a result, it is imperative that bugs are found as early in the design
process as possible.
The current circuit-design trend is to use higher levels of abstractions to describe
the designers’ intention. Most EDA tools catch up well with the shift in design methodologies. For instance, synthesis tools for RTL or even SystemC languages [116] are
readily available, and logic simulation tools have no problem handling all levels of
design abstractions. However, most formal verification tools and techniques stay at
the gate level. For example, most Bounded-Model-Checking (BMC) and reachability analysis techniques still operate on Boolean functions that describe a circuit’s behavior, and these Boolean functions are essentially a gate-level representation of the
design no matter what level the design was written at. As a result, most formal tools
need to perform quick synthesis in order to produce a gate-level netlist suitable for
18

formal analysis. This synthesis step not only limits their supported language to a synthesizable subset but also makes it difficult to be used on testbench verification. In
addition, important design information available in the design code is often lost due
to this synthesis step, which can considerably complicate formal analysis. Since most
engineers design at the behavior or RTL nowadays, the lack of formal tools that work
directly at these levels significantly limits engineers’ verification capabilities. After
all, the proving power of formal methods is much greater than other means like logic
simulation.

3.1.1

Constrained-Random Simulation

Logic simulation plays an important role in design verification flows. In its simplest
form, called direct tests, input patterns targeting specific functionalities are generated
for simulation, and the output vectors are compared against expected values. Because
direct tests are often developed manually, only the scenarios that the designers can
think of can be tested, making it is difficult to cover all possible input scenarios. To
avoid this problem, automated test generation can be used[106]. Constrained-random
simulation is the methodology that automatically generates random patterns which
comply with specified constraints. In this way, the simulation stimuli can be created at
a very high speed, and a large number of marginal cases can be examined. However,
writing constraints for design under verification can be challenging in constrainedrandom simulation. Although many enhancements have been proposed [98, 111], it is
still not enough to support today’s verification demands.

3.1.2

Symbolic Simulation

Symbolic simulation treats primary inputs and outputs in Boolean expressions as symbols instead of specified values; therefore, it can evaluate all possible values simultane19

ously, as shown in Figure 3.1. Traditionally, Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [18]
have been widely used to represent the Boolean expressions due to their flexibility in
Boolean manipulations. To this end, Burch et al. [20, 21] proposed symbolic model
checking that adopts BDD to encode state space, which can handle much larger designs than traditional model checking. Seger and Bryant invented Symbolic Trajectory
Evaluation (STE) [95] which allows precise constraining and checking of system state
during sequences of operation. STE is a BDD-based method and is much less sensitive to state explosion. Kolbl et al. [67, 68] introduced symbolic RTL simulation; this
approach is the first to enable RTL Verilog construct with delay support.
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Figure 3.1: Example of symbolic simulation which inputs/outputs are treated as symbols instead of scalar values, it can evaluate all possible values simultaneously.

3.1.3

Word-Level and Boolean-Level Verification

Performing logic operations at word level can solve some problems that are difficult
at the Boolean level. For instance, multipliers can be described easily using wordlevel constructs, but are more difficult to represent using Boolean-level netlists. CounterExample Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) is one of the methodologies for
word-level verification. To this end, Andraus et al. [3] proposed a refinement procedure to remove spurious behaviors from the abstract model. Jain et al. [57] introduced Verilog CounterExample Guided Abstraction Refinement (VCEGAR) which
performs word-level predicate abstraction to verifying RTL Verilog testbenches. Other
than CEGAR-based techniques, Brinkmann and Drechsler [19] proposed a word-level
method for transforming linear bit-vector arithmetic designs into Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problems using a set of constraints. Their ILP-based technique can
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solve problems that are difficult for traditional Boolean solvers. At the Boolean level,
Mishchenko et al. [80] proposed several methods based on SAT and And-InverterGraph (AIG) that greatly improved verification efficiency.

3.2

Characteristics of High-Level Symbolic Simulation

Symbolic simulation, like logic simulation, can be either cycle-based or event-driven
[5]. In this dissertation we focus on the event-driven type since it is more generic
than the cycle-based one. The most prominent difference between high-level symbolic
simulation and other formal methods is that it is intrinsically a combination of software
and hardware verification techniques. In particular, it is similar to hardware-based
methods in that it generates Boolean expressions to describe the functions between
design variables. On the other hand, it also traces the execution of code statements like
software verification methods.
Take Figure 3.2(a) for example (ignore the #1 delay for now), hardware methods
convert the code to a gate-level netlist as shown in Figure 3.2(b) for analysis. While
the netlist faithfully captures the logic relationship among variables a, b, i1 and i2, it
is more difficult to handle the #1 delay that may exist in testbenches and the $display
message that can be useful in debugging. Although software symbolic simulation is
able to execute the $display statement, it has trouble handling the delay and the eventtrigger constructs due to the sequential nature of software program execution. Highlevel symbolic simulation combines the best of both worlds so it can generate precise
Boolean expressions as shown in Figure 3.2(c), as well as show the $display messages
when symbolic simulation executes those code statements (S3 and S5). Note that in
Figure 3.2(c), we use subscript to represent the time that a symbol is generated, and
we assume the execution of S1 is at time 0. Subscript “s” denotes the initial value of
the variable.
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always @(cond, i1, i2) begin
S1:
if (cond) begin
S2:
a = i1;
S3:
$display(“Important debugging message”);
end else
S4:
#1 a = i2;
S5:
$display(“Execution finished”); end
S6: always @(a) b =∼ a;
(a) RTL code.

cond
i1

a

b

i2
(b) Gate-level netlist

a0 = casecond( (cond@0 )
– 0: a@s , 1: i1@0 )
b0 = casecond( (a@s == a@0 ) – 0: ∼ a@0 , 1: b@s )
a1 = casecond( (cond@0 )
– 0: i2@1 , 1: i1@0 )
b1 = casecond( (a@0 == a@1 ) – 0: ∼ b@0 , 1: ∼ a@1 )
(c) Symbolic trace of variables a and b, where a@s and b@s denote initial
values of variables a and b, and a@1 is the value of a at time 1.

Figure 3.2: Example of high-level symbolic simulation.
Like all formal methods, the comprehensive nature of symbolic simulation also has
its drawbacks. Most notably, it has to keep track of code execution under all possible
conditions. For instance, it has to execute the “if” statement in Figure 3.2(a) twice, one
with “cond = true” and one with “cond = false”, generating two different simulation
traces. If no delay exists in either branch, then then the trace explosion problem can
be alleviated by merging both traces after executing the “if” statement to produce a
Boolean expression like “a = cond ? i1 : i2” for the execution of future code starting at S5. However, when delays exist, merging becomes unlikely and the execution
traces have to be split afterwards. Such splitting can produce a large number of traces,
all under different conditions or delays, and makes symbolic simulation inefficient.
One solution for this problem is to merge such traces based on additional information
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provide by the designers, as we will shown in Section3.5.3. Another important feature
of high-level symbolic simulation is that it operates on the word-level instead of the
gate-level. This feature allows designers to utilize word-level information for verification or simplification. To better utilize this feature, we propose dependency analysis
and data transport guides in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2
The difference between high-level symbolic simulation and other gate-level based
formal methods is summarized in Table 3.1. It is noteworthy to mention that reachability analysis in gate-level techniques typically operates on complex state transition
diagrams. Therefore, writing properties to describe the states that should be verified
can be challenging, and debugging can be difficult when illegal states are reached. On
the other hand, high-level symbolic simulation can perform code statement reachability analysis in designs/testbenches. Therefore, it is much simpler to trace the behavior
of the whole simulation. Moreover, when a bug is found, it is much easier to localize
the bug since high-level symbolic simulation can pinpoint the code that should not be
reached. In summary, gate-level methods treat the design like hardware, while highlevel symbolic simulation combines both software and hardware verification mechanisms. This characteristic makes high-level symbolic simulation much closer to what
designers are working on and allows them to find bugs in the design/testbench much
more easily.
Table 3.1: Comparison of prevalent formal verification
bolic simulation.
Gate-level
formal methods
Abstraction
Boolean-level
Model
Clock driven1
Reachability
Design state
Debugging methodology Hardware oriented

1

methods and high-level symHigh-level
symbolic simulation
Word-level
Event driven
Code statement
Software + hardware

Gate-level symbolic simulation can be event driven. But most existing techniques, such as model
checking and reachability analysis, are clock driven (cycle based).
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3.3

Enhancing High-Level Symbolic Simulation

The efficiency of high-level symbolic simulation greatly affects the quality of BugHunter.
In this subsection we propose several simple but effective methods to improve existing
high-level symbolic simulation methods.

3.3.1

Integrating High-Level Symbolic Simulation and
Boolean-Level Verification

To leverage the benefits of both high-level symbolic simulation and recent improvements in Boolean-level verification methods, we propose a novel framework for highlevel symbolic verification as shown in Figure 3.3. This framework can be divided
into four phases: high-level symbolic simulation, word-level optimization, Booleanlevel conversion and Boolean-level verification. In the first phase, we perform highlevel symbolic simulation to generate word-level logic expressions. Next, we perform
word-level optimizations to simplify these expressions (these optimizations will be described later in this section). In the third phase, we decompose word-level expressions
to Boolean level and generate a netlist. Finally, we feed the netlist to existing Booleanlevel verification tools, such as VIS [105] or ABC [113], to solve the problem instance.
BugHunter
High‐level
Symbolic Simulation

Word‐level
optimization

Boolean‐level
conversion

Boolean‐level
verification

Figure 3.3: Integrated framework for bug hunting using symbolic simulation and
Boolean-level verification (BugHunter)
By decoupling Boolean-level verification from word-level simulation and optimization, we can achieve even better performance by running multiple Boolean-level
engines simultaneously. Since different engines may be suitable for different designs
and verification targets, we utilize the following Boolean-level verification methods to
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support various verification goals.
1. BDD/SAT based method [105]: this method is suitable for small designs whose
BDDs can be built easily.
2. AIG/SAT based method [113]: this method first converts the design into AIG
and then uses SAT to solve the verification problem.
3. AIG/SAT/synthesis-for-verification approach [113]: this method performs several synthesis-for-verification optimizations, such as node merging and local
AIG rewriting, before calling SAT. This approach is suitable for verification
problems with abundant structural similarities, such as sequential equivalence
checking between a golden model and its optimized variant.
Our experimental results show that this framework can leverage the power of both
word-level and Boolean-level verification techniques. As the FIR example shows (refer
to Section 3.6.1), problems that are difficult for Boolean-level verification tools can be
solved easily using our framework due to our word-level optimizations. On the other
hand, our use of both word-level and Boolean-level engines allows us to handle both
control and datapath circuits.
Many different techniques have been proposed to improve the scalability and efficiency of symbolic simulation [10, 8, 104, 112]. In our implementation we also utilized
high-level structural hashing and on-line simplification. Structural hashing can dramatically reduce the size of generated Boolean expressions. In some cases, a problem
instance can be proved or disproved using symbolic simulation alone due to structural
hashing. In addition to traditional on-line simplification methods that rely on Boolean
manipulations such as simplifying “1 OR A” to “1”, we also perform algebraic simplifications like converting “A*2” to “A1”. We found that when used correctly, these
techniques can improve simulation efficiency significantly.
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3.3.2

Branch and Bound of Simulation Traces

Symbolic simulation needs to consider all possible execution paths of the design code,
which may produce a large number of simulation traces, all under different conditions.
For example, in an “if-then-else” statement, symbolic simulation will need to execute
both branches under different conditions. Although branch merging techniques exist
[67, 68], they can only alleviate this problem but cannot totally solve it.
To address this problem, we use Boolean-level verification tools to check the conditions when branching is necessary and bound the simulation traces that cannot possibly
happen. Take an “if-then-else” construct for example, if the condition can be proven to
be constant 0 or 1, then only one branch needs to be evaluated, thus reducing the complexity of symbolic simulation. Currently, we use this technique to check two types
of branching situations: 1) conditional statements like “if-then-else” or “while” loops;
and 2) edge detection constructs like “@(posedge signal)”. Empirically, we found that
this method can greatly reduce the Boolean expressions generated by symbolic simulation, thus reducing memory use. However, this simplification may sometimes increase
runtime due to the overhead to call Boolean-level solvers, showing a trade-off between
runtime and memory usage. In our experiments shown in Section 3.6, we only turn on
the check of conditional statements for the best performance.

3.4

New RTL Symbolic Verification Paradigms

Our BugHunter framework enables many new RTL symbolic verification paradigms
that can improve bug hunting at the block level. In this section we describe these new
paradigms in detail.
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3.4.1

Reusing Constrained-Random Testbench for
Symbolic Verification

In a constrained-random testbench, random numbers are assigned to certain variables
in order to explore more design space. Usually, constraints are also used to make sure
the inputs to the design are legal, and an example is shown in Figure 3.4(a). In our
work we reuse the same testbench for symbolic verification by injecting a new symbol
to a variable whenever a random value is assigned to a variable in logic simulation.
Therefore, after simulating the same testbench symbolically, expressions such as those
shown in Figure 3.4(b) will be generated. In this way, we can explore all possible
states that can be reached by the testbench simultaneously to achieve full proof. Note
that due to high-level structural hashing, the expression is reduced to constant 0 in
this example because both sum1 and sum2 are produced by adding the same operands;
therefore, there is no need to execute Boolean-level verification.
module top;
reg [7:0] a, b, sum1; wire [7:0] sum2;
add8 adder (a, b, sum2);
initial begin
{a, b} = { $random, $random };
sum1 = a + b;
if(sum1 ∧ sum2) nonequal = 1;
end
endmodule

reg nonequal;

module add8 (output [7:0] sum, input [7:0] a, input [7:0] b);
assign sum = a + b;
endmodule
(a) Testbench for testing 8-bit adder

sum1 = a + b;
sum2 = a + b;

⇒

nonequal = 1’D0

(b) Symbolic traces for sum1 and sum2, nonequal is
simplified to 1’D0 due to high-level structure hashing

Figure 3.4: Simple Illustration of testbench and the generated symbolic expression.
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3.4.2

Heterogeneous Design Verification Using Common Testbench

One challenge in constrained-random simulation is how to determine the correctness of
results. Usually, designers use a golden model, typically a high-level behavior model or
a previously-known correct RTL model, to generate outputs for comparison. However,
this approach cannot be used if no such model exists. Alternatively, self-consistency
can be used to verify a pipelined design running in a relaxed mode [62]. Although
effective, this method cannot discover bugs that are unrelated to the pipeline, such as
a bug in the multiplier. To solve this problem, we propose the use of heterogeneous
designs to verify each other under the same testbench.
To illustrate the idea, we describe a flow to verify a DLX design using an Alpha
processor in Figure 3.5. In the flow, we first write a testbench that generates common
high-level transactions, and then convert them to corresponding instructions for each
processor. These instructions are executed by DLX and Alpha separately, and the
results are used to verify each other. In this methodology, we do not compare the
architectural states between the two processors because their discrepancy may still be
large. Instead, we compare a few architecture-independent results such as values in
general registers or program counters.
{`SPECIAL, rs, rt, rd, sa, `ADD}
Instruction(DLX)

equal
no bug

DLX

ADD
Instruction generator

Instruction convert

Comparator
Alpha

Instruction (Alpha)
{`INTA_GRP, ra, rb, 4'b0, `ADDQ_INST, rc}

General
registers
i
bug
nonequal

Figure 3.5: Verifying DLX using Alpha.
To better explain how our methodology works, we use the verification of the addition instruction as an example. The instruction converter generates ADD for DLX and
ADDQ for Alpha, and then asks both processors to write the results to their first gen28

eral registers. The comparator then compares the results in both registers. If there is
any difference, then there is a bug. The same procedure can be applied to many other
instructions as long as there are mappings between the MIPS and Alpha instruction
sets. By running more than one instruction symbolically using both processors and
comparing their final register-file values or program counters, more comprehensive
verification can be achieved.
It is important to note that this approach will generate difficult problem instances
for traditional Boolean-level verification techniques because the heterogeneity of circuits makes structural hashing and signature analysis difficult. However, with wordlevel simplification and structure hashing, this approach can be applied successfully.

3.4.3

Improving Verifiability by Identifying Hard-to-Verify Code
at Design Stage

Besides the methodologies mentioned above, we can also exploit symbolic simulation
to find “inconclusive results” proposed by Ho et al. [55]. Inconclusive results indicate
design properties that are intrinsically difficult to verify, such as those buried deeply in
a design and require very specific conditions to trigger. By identifying such properties
early in the design phase, the design may be modified so that it can be verified more
easily. In order to use existing tools for this purpose, they have to write assertions to
encode all the conditions, which is a manual and error-prone process.
This design-for-verification tuning method can be supported well by BugHunter,
and it works as follows. Most back-end verification tools that we use have a “timeout” mechanism. For example, in ABC we can specify the number of conflicts that are
allowed during SAT solving. As described in Section 3.3.2, we use those verification
tools to determine whether or not branching should take place. By reducing the “timeout” threshold, the conditions that timed-out during the bounding process, as well as
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the properties under those conditions, are those which may be intrinsically more difficult to verify in the future. Since this testing can be performed before the design and
testbench are finished, BugHunter can be used to improve the verifiability of the design
at early development stages, thus making the design more formal-friendly.

3.5

Achieving High-Quality Verification
at Early Design Phases

In this section, we proposed several verification guides to utilize the unique proving power specifically provided by high-level symbolic simulation. These guides include dependency analysis, data transport, statement reachability analysis and designembedded constraints. As shown in Table 3.2, for each verification guide we propose
one or more constructs to be used by designers in their code for high-quality symbolic
verification. Moreover, the efficiency of symbolic simulation can also be improved by
these guides for quicker solution generation.
Table 3.2: Verification guides and their constructs.
Verification
Guide
Dependency
Analysis
Data
Transport
Reachability
Analysis
Design Embedded
Constraints

3.5.1

Construct
Name
sym affect

Description

Verify causality relationships
between variables
sym compare Verify temporal or spatial relationships between
design variables and perform simplification
sym wait
Verify reachability of HDL statements (states)
sym assert
and time-out conditions
sym assume Derive additional constraints from the DUV for
dynamic test generation or assertion verification

Dependency Analysis Guides

In the verification process, it is often desirable to know whether one variable affects another one by cause-effect analysis. Although logic simulation often performs well for
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this purpose, its accuracy deteriorates rapidly when complex interactions are involved,
which can create masking conditions of signal propagation in the variable’s fanout
cone. To solve this problem, we utilize the fact that symbolic simulation tries all possible values and execution paths and propose a verification construct called sym affect.
To be precise, sym affect tests whether a variable, Va , can be affected by another one,
Vb , by not only considering whether Vb is in the support of Va but also analyzing all
controllability and observability issues in the current simulation traces.
Figure 3.6 shows the syntax and semantics of sym affect which checks whether a
variable Va can be affected by the specified variables, Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn . To achieve
this goal, sym affect creates symbols for Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn and performs symbolic simulation for a certain period of time. After a symbolic trace that captures the Boolean
relationship between Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn and Va is generated, sym affect checks the trace
and tries to find a set of values so that different values of Vb will result in different values of Va , where Vb ∈ {Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn }. If such Vb values can be found, it means Va
can be affected by Vb , and a causality relationship is established. Otherwise, variables
Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn do not affect Va even though they may be in the support of Va .
1 Construct sym affect (Va , Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn )
2
return different values in {Vb |Vb ∈ {Vb1 , Vb2 , . . . , Vbn }}
affect (Va ) ? true : false;
Figure 3.6: Syntax and semantics of sym affect.

Figure 3.7 is a simple example to show how sym affect can be used in a design. In
this case, the result of prod2 only depends on the value of opa no matter what value
opb is due to signal cond is tied to 1. While traditional structural analysis may erroneously identify that prod2 can be affected by opb, sym affect will correctly return
false, meaning that prod2 is not affected by opb. With sym affect, we can easily develop an environment to find control or data corruption bugs from unintended control
paths, as well as discover unexpected side effects between transactions.
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1
2
3
4

{opa, opb} = {$random, $random;}
cond = 1; prod1 = opa + opb;
if (cond) prod2 = prod1 − opb;
else
prod2 = prod1 + opb;

Figure 3.7: Example of sym affect, prod2 should not be affected by opb.

3.5.2

Data Transport Guides

Data integrity is an important verification target in many designs. For example, the
outputs of a decoder module should match the original encoded data, and the packets
coming out of a switch design should be the same as the ones injected at its inputs. To
facilitate the testing of such targets, we propose a construct called sym compare to test
data integrity at the word level. As shown in Figure 3.8, suppose that variables Ds and
Dd denote the data sampled from the source and destination points, respectively. This
construct extracts the symbolic traces for both Ds and Dd at the end of the transport
period, and then it verifies the equivalency of Ds and Dd . If equivalency cannot be
proven, a counterexample will be generated to show the difference and potential bugs.
Otherwise, Ds and Dd are equivalent, and we can replace the expression of Dd with
Ds , thus reducing the complexity of the generated symbolic traces.
1
2
3
4
5

Construct sym compare(Ds , Dd )
if(Ds and Dd are logically equivalent)
replace the expression of Dd with Ds ;
else
generate a counter example to show the difference;
Figure 3.8: Syntax and semantics of sym compare.

3.5.3

Reachability Guides

Reachability analysis is a popular verification technique that performs an exhaustive
exploration of reachable states and their transitions in a design. Traditionally, reachability analysis operates on design states; i.e., finite state machines (FSMs) in a design.
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However, as the designs become larger and more complex, developing the corresponding checkers to describe the behavior of the FSMs under verification is getting more
difficult because engineers have to work on the Boolean level instead of the higherlevel code they wrote. To this end, symbolic simulation provides engineers softwarelike statement reachability analysis capabilities for verifying and debugging their code.
To enhance the use of such a feature, we introduce two additional verification constructs: sym wait and sym assert. By utilizing these constructs, designers and verification engineers can more easily perform reachability analysis in their block-level
testing. Note that our analysis is considerably different from traditional code-coverage
methods in that we can formally prove the reachability of code statements, while traditional methods cannot.
In software debugging, the “assert” statement is used to check whether certain
conditions will be violated when the program executes the statement. This mechanism
can be equally useful in RTL debugging to check the reachability of certain statements
and the conditions when those statements are executed. Our sym assert construct,
shown in Figure 3.9, is designed to serve this purpose. To simplify its usage, however,
sym assert only checks whether the statement can be reached, and the condition to be
checked can be encoded using the “if-then” construct. In our implementation, when
sym assert is reached under symbolic simulation, we will check whether the symbolic
condition to reach this statement can be true. If it is possible to reach the statement,
then the assertion is violated.
1
2
3
4
5

Construct sym assert
if(symbolic condition to reach this statement is true)
assert violated;
else
assert holds;
Figure 3.9: Syntax and semantics of sym assert.
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Recall the previous example in Figure 3.2(a), if it is expected that cond should
never be true when the code is executed, then we can add sym assert after S3 to verify
this property using symbolic simulation, as shown in Figure 3.10. It should be noticed
that, unlike other formal tools that involve complex assertions and can only analyze
the reachability of finite state machines, our sym assert can be used to evaluate the
reachability of statements, which is more flexible and easier to use.
Verification Guides
sym_assume (0, infinity, i1 = 1)

S1:
S2:
S3:

sym
y _assert
sym_wait (0)

S4:
S5:
S6:

always @ ( cond, i1, i2 ) begin
if (cond == 1) begin
a = i1;
$display(“Important debugging message”);
end else
#1 a = i2;
$display(“Execution finished”); end
always @(a) b = ~a;

Figure 3.10: A simple example to show how to embed sym assert, sym wait and
sym assume in RTL code.
Sym wait, shown in Figure 3.11, is another construct that we propose for reachability analysis. It determines whether all code execution paths, all under different
conditions, can reach the specified code statement within a timeout period (denote as
To ). Specifically, the time difference between the first and the last simulation paths that
reach sym wait should not be larger than T0 . Otherwise, the verification construct is violated. This construct is implemented by blocking the execution of code statements at
sym assert and go forward only after all traces have reached the construct. Therefore,
this construct can find deadlock or latency-related problems in testbenches or designs.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Construct sym wait(To )
if(all path sequences from reset state under
all conditions can reach this statement within To )
merge different Boolean expressions at this point;
else
generate a illegal path sequence that reproduces the problem;
Figure 3.11: Syntax and semantics of sym wait.
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Figure 3.12 is a simple illustration to show how sym wait works on the design
described in Figure 3.2(a). Suppose that sym wait is added before statement S5 and
timeout is 0. When sym wait is first reached by one of branches (S5, cond==true),
it will block the execution until all possible branches reach this statement or timeout
occurs. In this case, the other branch reaches S5 at time 1, thus violation occurs.
Time 0

Time 1
S2
( cond==1)
d 1)

S1
S4
( cond==0)

S3
( cond==1)
d 1)

S5
( cond==1)
d 1)

S6
( cond==1),
@
@a

S5
( cond==0)
sym wait (0)
sym_wait
S6
( cond==0),
@a

Figure 3.12: Statement execution diagrams to illustrate how sym wait checks the timeout of statement reachability.
In addition to reachability analysis, sym wait can also be exploited to reduce the
complexity of symbolic simulation. As mentioned in Section 3.2, symbolic simulation
of a design or testbench may involve many conditional branches, and it is very timeconsuming and memory intensive to trace all branches. In some cases, engineers can
put sym wait in their code to merge such branches and reduce the effort of further
symbolic simulation. Take Figure 3.10 for example, suppose that as long as statement
S5 can be reached before time 1 under all conditions (e.g., cond is constrained to 1),
then the accumulated delay is no longer relevant in further verification. In this case,
sym wait can be added before S5 to verify this property. And once this property holds,
the execution traces can be merged, creating only one trace that should go forward as
if the delay does not exist. To the best of our knowledge, the concept and implication
of sym wait have not been previously utilized for high-level symbolic verification. As
shown in our empirical results, this technique can significantly reduce the complexity
of symbolic simulation.
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3.5.4

Design Embedded Constraints

In order to automatically produce random legal inputs for the design under test, it
is important to develop a set of constraints from the specification. To this end, we
propose a verification construct, called sym assume, which can be used to constrain
test generation according to the execution trace in the design. As shown in Figure
3.13, sym assume takes three input arguments: the start time Ts , the end time Te , and
a logic expression constraint. The main objective of sym assume is to ensure that the
defined rules (constraint) cannot be violated between Ts and Te under the condition
that sym assume is executed. No matter symbolic simulation is used for verification
or test generation, this construct makes sure the generated tests or counterexamples
comply with the specified constraints.
1
2
3

Construct sym assume(Ts , Te , constraint)
constraint should be true between time Ts to Te under
the same condition that sym assume is executed;
Figure 3.13: Syntax and semantics of sym assume.

The most important benefit of sym assume is that it can be put anywhere in the testbench or the design itself to produce constraints only under certain conditions. Traditionally, such conditions have to be encoded explicitly in the testbench to constrain the
inputs properly. With this new approach, the conditions to activate the intended constraints are encoded naturally by the designers’ code. Take Figure 3.10 for example,
suppose we want to add a constraint saying that when cond = 1, i1 = 1. A traditional
constraint-random testbench has to have this condition explicitly encoded. In our new
approach, however, we just need to add sym assume(0, infinity, i1 = 1) after statement
S2. The condition that the sym assume can be executed (i.e., cond = 1) automatically
takes care of the intended triggering condition. This feature can be extremely useful
when the condition to enable a constraint is complicated.
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3.6

Experimental Results

We integrated all techniques mentioned above into a commercial symbolic simulator
called Insight [114]. Several RTL/behavior-level testbenches are developed as our case
studies: a DLX processor, an Alpha processor, FIR, and a Crossbar switch. The results
are conducted on a Dell PowerEdge 2900 (2 GHz Quad-Core Xeon processor with 24
GByte main memory) running Linux Fedora Core 6.
The experimental studies include two parts. We first evaluate the performance
of symbolic simulation with our BugHunter framework, comparing it with traditional
constrained-random simulation. We integrated several Boolean-level verification tools,
such as ABC and VIS, into BugHunter. We execute all Boolean-level tools in parallel
and use the results from the one that returns first2 . Note that, we currently do not have
access to commercial formal verification tools other than [114]; therefore, we could
not compare our results with them. In addition, existing formal verification tools cannot symbolically simulate behavior-level testbenches used in our case studies. As a
result, we only compare our results with constrained-random simulation. The second
part of experimental studies is to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed verification constructs. We utilized the immediate assertions in SystemVerilog for sym assert,
and supported the rest of the verification constructs in the form of User Defined Task
Functions (USTFs). Note that although we reused the syntax of immediate assertions,
their semantics are quite different in the context of symbolic simulation. The architecture of our verification system is shown in Figure 3.14, which is composed of an RTL
symbolic simulator and a SAT solver [113]. Whenever symbolic simulation reaches
a verification construct, it uses the SAT solver to check the satisfiability of the logic
expressions generated by the construct. If there is no violation, i.e., no counterexample
can be found, the design property is verified and the result is utilized by the symbolic
simulator for simulation simplification. Otherwise, some potential bugs are hit.
2

Consistently, ABC with iprove [113] has better performance than other SAT solvers.
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Verification constructs
sym_affect, sym_compare, sym_wait, sym_assert, sym_assume
Violation
Design under
verification
ifi ti

RTL symbolic
simulator
i l t

Verification
engine
i
No violation

Reuse sym_wait and sym_compare results
for symbolic simulation simplification

Figure 3.14: Architecture of integrated RTL symbolic verification system.

3.6.1

Design Verification Using BugHunter

Case Study: DLX Processor
DLX is a well-known 32-bit RISC microprocessor with 5-stage pipeline [54]. It is a
simplified version of the MIPS architecture and provides a good reference point for
verification. The Bug UnderGround project from University of Michigan [115] provides a DLX implementation3 , with 40 bugs and it is used in this case study4 . We
first developed a testbench to perform sequential equivalence checking (SEC) of DLX
between the correct model and the buggy model. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach, we performed symbolic simulation and constrained-random simulation to compare the execution time, memory consumption and the number of cycles
needed to catch the bugs. The circuit is initialized to a random state.
We found that several bugs can never be triggered (i.e., 20, 22, 29, 31, 33 and
34). For testing purpose only, we changed the buggy design to trigger bugs 20, 22,
and 31 based on designers’ description. As shown in Table 3.3, our symbolic method
can catch 37 bugs while constrained-random simulation can catch 36 bugs. Although
constrained-random simulation can catch several bugs using small numbers of cycles,
large numbers of cycles are needed for corner-case or data-dependent bugs. For example, bug 27 can be triggered when an ADD (addition) instruction is followed by a SW
(store word) instruction, and the target register of the SW instruction is the same as the
3

DLX has approximately 1200 lines of RTL code.
BugHunter found four additional bugs in the DLX correct model that are confirmed by the designer.
These bugs are removed from our DLX correct model.
4
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Table 3.3: Verification results for DLX (SEC)
Bug #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
(29)
30
31
32
(33)
(34)
35
36
37
38
39
40

Symbolic simulation
Runtime Max. Mem. Cycles
(sec)
(MB)
needed
31.815
252
12
32.192
286
12
32.319
283
12
32.228
279
12
30.672
266
12
32.415
271
12
31.070
272
12
32.596
284
12
32.585
274
12
32.243
281
12
29.161
253
12
32.584
282
12
32.850
266
12
32.675
279
12
27.792
206
12
32.944
285
12
32.724
267
12
32.413
278
12
27.271
248
12
28.648
261
12
29.085
258
12
420.037
258
12
29.180
265
12
381.419
254
12
303.175
276
12
36.398
281
12
380.307
249
12
32.160
279
12
672.133
273
12
31.615
271
12
32.516
285
12
29.822
259
12
679.139
252
12
678.060
249
12
32.206
256
12
613.277
266
12
391.901
260
12
36.555
285
12
29.774
259
12
32.720
287
12
39

Constrained-random simulation
Runtime Max. Mem. Cycles
(sec)
(MB)
needed
0.109
8.3
36
0.103
8.3
17
0.110
8.3
39
0.247
8.3
361
0.183
8.3
211
4.152
8.3
9497
0.930
8.3
1937
0.161
8.3
147
0.105
8.3
16
0.105
8.3
16
0.111
8.3
31
0.102
8.3
18
0.153
8.3
129
0.103
8.3
16
0.275
8.3
415
0.101
8.3
17
0.101
8.3
20
0.110
8.3
16
0.562
8.3
1102
0.271
8.3
404
0.156
8.3
141
470.542
8.3
1092935
3.770
8.3
8565
214.059
8.3
499267
1267.371
8.3
2936454
73.444
8.3
169386
2402.056
8.3
5576017
10.439
8.3
24101
>2 hrs.
8.3
>20M
6.857
8.3
15814
46.720
8.3
109082
1.214
8.3
2618
>2 hrs.
8.3
>20M
>2 hrs.
8.3
>20M
3.996
8.3
9122
>2 hrs.
8.3
>20M
54.262
8.3
126579
63.207
8.3
147803
5.943
8.3
13569
0.103
8.3
20

source register of the instruction following SW. To trigger this condition, constrainedrandom simulation needed more than 5 millions cycles. On the other hand, our symbolic method can hit all the bugs using a fixed number of cycles due to its formal nature.
The maximum execution time of BugHunter is 613 seconds and the memory usage is
less than 287 Mbytes. Moreover, for bugs 29, 33 and 34, BugHunter proved the equivalency between the correct model and the buggy models in less than 700 seconds up to
12 cycles, and this cannot be done by constrained-random simulation.
The results demonstrate that our symbolic method can dramatically improve the
verification quality compared with constrained-random simulation using the same testbench. A comparison with intelligent test generators such as StressTest [106] shows
that the performance of BugHunter is still better: the number of cycles generated by
StressTest is much larger; moreover, they need additional monitor for status checking
and parameter turning, while BugHunter only requires existing constrained-random
testbenches and is easier to use.
When a golden model does not exist, BugHunter can be used for self-consistency
checking. To evaluate this feature, we made a simple experiment that feeds pipelined
and non-pipelined instructions to verify DLX Bug22. The result shows that even
though the structural similarity between two designs is weak, our BugHunter can still
catch the bug in 107.997 seconds using 758 M memory.
In summary, BugHunter provides the following benefits compared with constrainedrandom simulations. First, it can verify designs using much smaller numbers of cycles.
This feature not only exhibits good performance gain, but also reduces the complexity
of debugging. In addition, our method can catch all bugs and achieve a much higher
coverage than constrained-random simulation. The most important feature of our symbolic method is that existing constrained-random testbenches can be reused for formal
verification. Therefore, it can be easily integrated into currently prevalent simulationbased verification flows.
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Case Study: Alpha Processor
Alpha is a processor which includes 64-bit registers, instructions and datapaths. The
BUG project from Michigan also includes an Alpha implementation with 10 bugs5 , and
it is used in this case study. Similar to the previous case study, we prepared a testbench
to check the equivalence of the correct model and the buggy model. The results are
presented in Table 3.4. We observe that both symbolic and constrained-random simulation can hit all 10 bugs. However, symbolic simulation uses significantly smaller
numbers of cycles in most cases, making debugging much easier. On the other hand,
Alpha processor is more complex than DLX, but the execution time and memory consumption does not increase significantly. This result suggests that our symbolic bug
hunting method is a practical solution for block-level design verification.
Table 3.4: Verification results for Alpha (SEC)
Bug #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Symbolic simulation
Runtime Max. Mem. Cycles
(sec)
(MB)
needed
44.091
391
12
60.176
419
12
47.928
391
12
53.111
549
12
57.062
437
12
54.265
418
12
57.563
583
12
54.058
549
12
52.445
420
12
50.823
417
12

Constrained-random simulation
Runtime Max. Mem. Cycles
(sec)
(MB)
needed
0.275
8.9
727
1670.588
8.9
7698703
0.138
8.9
203
0.256
8.9
773
3.837
8.9
17847
152.047
8.9
710647
3.391
8.9
14649
1.533
8.9
6839
0.115
8.9
97
0.426
8.9
1539

Case Study: Verifying DLX with Alpha
We developed a testbench to check the functionalities of DLX using an Alpha processor. The testbench includes an instruction converter for transforming DLX and Alpha
instructions. Since there are some architectural differences between DLX and Alpha
5

Alpha has approximately 1600 lines of RTL code.
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implementations (e.g., forwarding logic), we did not convert every instruction included
in DLX. For instance, jump and branch operations are not converted. In addition, the
testbench tests DLX operations using non-pipeline mode by injecting four NOP (no
operation) instructions after every randomly-generated instruction.
BugHunter found that the DLX correct model includes 4 bugs:
1. For LUI instruction, the implementation ORs the value in rs, which is incorrect
because rs should be ignored.
2. SLT is performed incorrectly due to insufficient bits for borrow operation.
3. It does not have bypass for the JAL instruction, which writes to reg 31.
4. In ALU unit, all shift operation should use 5-bit displacement instead of 6-bit.
Our heterogeneous design-verification method caught the last 2 bugs of DLX, as
shown in Table 3.5 (the other two bugs were caught by performing sequential equivalence checking between a behavior Instruction-Set Simulator (ISS) and the correct
DLX model, and the results are not shown in this work.)
Table 3.5: Results of Verifying DLX Using Alpha
Bug
SLT
LUI

Heterogeneous Design Verification
Run Time (sec) Max. Mem.(MB) Cycles needed
235.292
1103
12
44.687
838
12

Golden model plays an important role in verification. In case study DLX, the DLX
correct design is used as the golden model to verify other design variants. Since the
golden model is incorrect, the 4 new bugs in the DLX design can never be found by
traditional equivalence checking or self-consistency checking. However, half of the
bugs can be found by our heterogeneous design verification methodology, showing the
power of this new methodology. Note that in practice it is often easy to find heterogeneous designs that have similar functionalities as the design under test, especially for
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processors and arithmetic cores. Writing testbenches is also simple because BugHunter
supports symbolic simulation of behavior-level code. These characteristics ensure that
this methodology can be applied to solve many practical design verification problems.

Case Study: FIR
FIR is a testcase (see Figure 3.15)used in Brinkmann’s paper [19] that cannot be handled by the reported Boolean-based method. In this case study, we use our tool to prove
that the equations are always equivalent. Table 3.6 shows the performance of our bug
hunting method. From the table, we found that our method can solve the problem in
20 seconds even up to 64 bits. Although Brinkmann’s technique has very short runtime (< 0.01 second), it cannot be applied to generic designs with mixed word-level
datapath and Boolean-level control logic. On the other hand, we can solve the problem
using very short time and is much more flexible.
module FIR;
parameter leng = 63; reg [leng:0] a, b, c, d, e, f;
wire [leng:0] t1, t2; wire nonequal = t1 ∧ t2;
assign t1 = a + (b << 2’d1) + (c << 2’d2) + (d << 3’d3)
+ (e << 3’d4) + (f << 2’d2);
assign t2 = a + 4’d2 ∗ (b + 4’d2 ∗ (c + 4’d2 ∗ (d + 3’d2 ∗ e))) + 4’d4 ∗ f;
endmodule
Figure 3.15: FIR example.

Table 3.6: Runtime of testcase FIR.
Bit length Runtime (sec)
4
0.25
8
8.24
16
10.83
32
13.82
64
14.15
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3.6.2

Design Verification with Verification Guides

Cast study: DLX Processor
In this case study, we developed three testbenches to verify the DLX implementation
provided by the BugUnder Ground (BUG) project [115]. The first testbench is developed to verify a customized DLX that only allows the use of instructions ADD, ADDU,
SUB, SUBU, LW and SW. In this way, the logic for the unused instruction set can be
removed to reduce the size and power consumption of the new design. This methodology is called circuit customization and is becoming popular recently [26]. Although
designers often know which lines of RTL code becomes unnecessary in the circuit customization process, verifying the changes using logic simulation or traditional formal
methods can still be challenging. To deal with this problem, we use sym affect to check
whether the primary outputs and registers will be affected by the removed code.
Take the case statement in the decoder unit shown in Figure 3.16 as an example,
since instructions SLT and SLTU cannot possibly occur due to testbench constraints,
our newly injected variable RDaddr affect should not affect the primary outputs and
registers. By verifying that RDaddr affect indeed does not affect any primary outputs
or registers, we can safely remove the code in lines 5 and 6. The runtime and memory
consumption of this verification step are 366.7 seconds and 153 Mbytes, separately.
Approximate 74% size reduction of decoder is achieved after customization.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

always (IR) begin
casex ({IR[8 op], IR[8 function]})
{8 SPECIAL, 8 ADD
}: RDaddr = IR[8 rd];
{8 SPECIAL, 8 ADDU }: RDaddr = IR[8 rd];
...
{8 SPECIAL, 8 SLT
}: RDaddr = RDaddr affect;
8
8
{ SPECIAL, SLTU }: RDaddr = RDaddr affect;
...
endcase
end
Figure 3.16: Example of DLX decoder unit.
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The second testbench for this case study performs sequential equivalence checking (SEC) between the DLX correct model and 4 designs that contain real bugs from
the BUG project [115]. The primary inputs were constrained to random legal instructions and the number of cycles used in verification was 12. The results are shown in
Table 3.7, which shows that sym compare can catch the bugs within 14 minutes. However, since sequential equivalent checking involves two designs, memory requirement
is larger than sym affect.
Table 3.7: Performance of sym compare.
BUG #
1
2
3
4

Runtime Max. Mem. (MB)
13m24.5s
310
3m49.3s
277
3m59.3s
300
7m56.9s
303

The last case study in DLX is for constraint generation, and the goal is to only allow
local jump for jump or branch instructions. In other words, jump address should be restricted within a specified range. Traditional constrained-random testbenches achieve
this goal through complexity constraint rules that are often difficult to write. Comparatively, we can simply apply sym assume to the statements that generate jump or
branch instructions as shown in Figure 3.17. In this case study, we successfully used
sym assume to develop a succinct testbench for this constraint.
Cast study: Crossbar Switch
Crossbar switches can be found in many designs including routers, network-on-chip
circuitry and communication chips. Our switch

6

contains two input ports and two

output ports. It can forward a packet from any input to any output based on its priority
bit and a round-robin arbitration scheme.

6

The Crossbar switch implementation we used has approximately 800 lines of code.
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1 case (type)
2
{8 ARITH RR }: gen instr arith rr;
3
{8 JMP BR
}: gen instr jmp br;
4
...
5 endcase
6 task gen instr jmp br;
7
$sym assume(Ts, Te, imm < 12344);
8
{opcode, rs, rt, imm} = $random;
9
instruction = {opcode, rs, rt, imm};
10 endtask
Figure 3.17: Example of sym assume used in testbench. By embedding $sym assume
into the code, writing testbenches and verifying properties become much easier and
intuitive.

To verify the crossbar switch, we stress on data consistency; more specifically, each
packet’s parity bit and checksum should be valid in the receiver side. Note that in the
testbench that generates data packets for verification, many execution branches will be
created in symbolic simulation because data length can be random, and this behavior
makes symbolic simulation less efficient.
Our first goal verifies the driver and the receiver components that are indispensable for crossbar switch. We prepared a testbench that connects a driver and a receiver
through a FIFO, and then check if a specified data value can be correctly transmitted
to the receiver. We use this verification configuration to evaluate the effectiveness of
sym wait, which was added after the code that generates a packet. As we analyzed
in Section 3.2, numerous simulation traces have to be produced to track all the packets due to different payload sizes that require different number of cycles to transmit.
However, sym wait can merge those traces again. We found that when sym wait is applied, the runtime reduced from 25.5 minutes to 7.5 minutes, achieving 70% runtime
reduction. In addition, memory consumption reduced by 44% due to branch merging.
Our second goal targets at the switch itself, and we use sym assert to verify the
design and the testbench which is not synthesizable. Several sym assert constructs are
inserted into the code to indicate illegal conditions, such as incorrect checksum, par46

ity bits and latency. If sym assert is proven to be reachable, then a bug exists in the
crossbar design. Note that although sym wait helped significantly for data consistency
properties; it cannot be applied to latency checking because of its time-dependent nature. Our results show that when sym wait is not applied, more symbolic simulation
traces will be created, which will require more time to solve the problem. On the other
hand, approximate 20% performance gain is obtained from sym wait.
Our last verification goal focuses on design latency, and it is proven to be violated by sym assert within 30 minutes. We analyzed this bug and found that it is
caused by incorrect latency estimation in testbench. After fixing this testbench problem, sym assert reported that no violated statements can be reached.
From this case study, we found that designs and testbenches can be verified easily
and effectively by adding a small number of verification constructs into designers’
code. This is considerably different from traditional formal methods where designers’
often have to write convoluted temporal logic assertions to achieve the same goals.

3.7

Summary

In this chapter, we stressed on the high-level verification problem and proposed several methods to enhance block-level bug hunting using high-level symbolic simulation.
Furthermore, we proposed several verification constructs to enhance symbolic simulation that operates natively on the code that designers wrote. The proposed constructs
can perform additional checks for designs and testbenches in a more flexible manner
and improve the performance of symbolic simulation.
We integrated these features into a BugHunter framework and applied our methods to verify DLX, Alpha, FIR and a crossbar switch. Our empirical results demonstrate that BugHunter can reuse existing constrained-random testbenches and effectively catch all the bugs. Moreover, it supports design verification using heterogeneous
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models, such as verifying DLX with Alpha shown in our case study, as well as improve the verifiability of the design under development. From the empirical results,
we can also observe that our methodologies can improve verification quality at early
design phases by providing designers formal-verification methods that are easy and
intuitive to use. These results suggest that our BugHunter provides a robust, scalable,
and flexible solution for design verification.
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Chapter 4
X Verification
Due to the increase in design complexity, routing a reset signal to all registers is becoming more difficult. One way to solve this problem is to reset only certain registers
and rely on a software initialization sequence to reset other registers. This approach,
however, may allow unknown values (also called X-values) in uninitialized registers to
leak to other registers, leaving the design in a nondeterministic state. Although logic
simulation can find some X-problems, it is not accurate and may miss bugs. To address
this problem, in this dissertation we propose an innovative approach [32, 36] based on
symbolic simulation that can handle Xs accurately. Moreover, we analyzed the characteristics of X-problems and propose a methodology, called eXact [35], that leverages
the accuracy of formal X-analysis and can scale to large designs. This is achieved by
our novel partitioning techniques and the intelligent use of waveforms as stimulus. We
applied this methodology to two industrial designs: one for finding unexpected Xs after reset and the other one for fixing gate-level logic simulation problems. These case
studies show that our methodology can handle today’s multi-million gate designs and
successfully solve simulation nondeterminism problems.
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4.1

Background and Previous Work

Due to the dramatic increase in design complexity and the miniaturization of transistors, routing the reset signal to all registers is becoming more difficult [83]. A commonly used approach to address this problem is to reset important registers only and
rely on software sequences to initialize the rest of the registers. Some registers, such
as those used to hold intermediate values in an arithmetic unit, may even be left uninitialized. Those uninitialized registers will have unknown values, often denoted as Xs,
which can be either 0 or 1 in real hardware. If those Xs are not handled correctly, they
may leak to important registers and leave the design in a nondeterministic state, causing serious problems. Therefore, it is important to to find those Xs and make sure they
do not affect design correctness. Because Xs have many other applications like enabling synthesis tools to perform better optimizations [9, 89], such X-related problems
will become more serious in the future.
Since engineers design circuits at the Register Transfer Level (RTL), it is desirable
to find and fix all X-problems at this level. The most commonly used method to find
X-problems in an RTL design is to set uninitialized registers to Xs and then perform
logic simulation to check whether those Xs will propagate to important registers. Although this approach is fast and easy to implement, the result is often inaccurate due
to X-optimism and X-pessimism in logic simulation. Another method is to run gatelevel simulation and compare the results with RTL simulation. However, gate-level
simulation has several disadvantages: (1) it is much slower than RTL or system-level
simulation; (2) once a bug is found, identifying the root cause of the problem in the
RTL code may be challenging [30]; and 3) when any X does exist in the design after
reset, this X will propagate to other parts of the design and corrupt the whole gate-level
simulation, producing simulation waveforms that can no longer be trusted.
To address the issues, in this section, we first briefly describe constrained-random
simulation and the concept of under-constrained and over-constrained testbenches since
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they are important for understanding the benefits and limitations of our eXact methodology. We then explain X-optimism and X-pessimism problems in logic simulation.
Finally, we analyze the characteristics of design nondeterminism problems (X-problems)
and then describe current solutions that try to solve the problem.

4.1.1

Concept of Under-/Over-constrained Random Testbenches

Constrained-random simulation is a design verification method that automatically generates random but legal patterns. The advantage of this method is that it can generate
input scenarios that designers did not think of, thus increasing verification quality.
However, writing constraints for designs under verification can be challenging because
the testbench may be over-constrained or under-constrained. As shown in Figure 4.1,
under-constrained testbenches produce illegal inputs that may result in false alarms,
leading to the analysis of irrelevant states and increasing verification effort. Overconstrained inputs cannot cover the whole valid input space and may miss bugs, thus
reducing verification quality. Since it is often difficult to write testbenches that are
precisely-constrained, proper methodologies must be used to ensure verification correctness.

State space
St t space covered
State
d by
b
under‐constrained testbench
State space covered by
proper‐constrained testbench
State space covered by
over‐constrained testbench

Figure 4.1: States covered by different constrained testbenches.
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4.1.2

X-Pessimism and X-Optimism in Logic Simulation

Logic simulation is the most widely-used verification technique and may be able to find
some X-problems in a design. However, X-handling in logic simulation is often inaccurate due to X-optimism and X-pessimism [17, 89, 102]. Take the simple code shown
in Figure 4.2(a)as an example, if “a” is 1’bx, “out” can be either “b” or “c”. However,
due to X-optimism in logic simulation algorithms, only one branch is considered and
“out” will be equal to “c”. Figure 4.2(b) shows another example where signal “out”
should not be affected by “a” but is assigned X erroneously due to X-pessimism.
a = 1’bx;
if (a) out = b;
else out = c;
result: out = c;

a = 1’bx; b = 1’b1; c = 1’b1;
out = ( a & b ) | ( ∼ a & c);

(a) X-optimism

(b) X-pessimism

result: out = 1’bx;

Figure 4.2: A simple example to show X-optimism and X-pessimism problems in logic
simulation.

4.1.3

Analytical Study of X-Problems and Current Solutions

In order to devise practical solutions for the design-nondeterminism problem, we performed an analytical study on X-problems in RTL designs. We found that such problems have the following characteristics:
• The source of Xs is often localized and can be traced back to just an if-then
block or a case statement. As a result, once the bug is found, fixing it is often
simple. On the other hand, the fact that Xs are highly localized also means they
can be easily masked, making their detection much more difficult by RTL logic
simulation.
• When an X does exist in a design, it tends to propagate out and affect many other
registers, especially at the gate-level. The positive side of this characteristic is
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that one may be able to catch X-problems by observing just a few registers.
However, since there may be Xs everywhere at that point, finding the root cause
of the problem may be extremely challenging.
• In a design where Xs are allowed after initialization, it is often difficult for engineers to figure out whether the Xs found in the design are acceptable or not
unless the engineer knows the purpose of every register. As a result, knowing
what to check becomes challenging because if a tool just reports all the Xs, there
will be too many false alarms, rendering the tool ineffective. One solution is to
write an assertion for every key register; however, this approach is tedious and
can be error-prone.
One way to detect X-problems at the RTL instead of the gate level is to write RTL
code that is closer to the semantics of gate-level netlists. To achieve this, Kaiss et al.
[63] proposed a SAT-based method for computing reset sequences that can be utilized
to prevent undesirable X propagation. Haufe and Rogin [52] proposed a technique
that utilizes automatic RTL code transformation to avoid unexpected X-propagation.
However, their method is based on templates and cannot handle all the RTL syntax.
Another way to detect X-problems is to run gate-level simulation by assigning random
values to Xs and then compare the results with RTL simulation. The major advantage
of this approach is that simulation is easy to use and existing verification infrastructures
can be used. However, setting up gate-level simulation still needs time, and gate-level
simulation is slow. In addition, once a bug is found at the gate level, finding the root
cause of the problem at the RTL can be difficult.
In order to accurately handle Xs at the RTL, we presented an innovative method
[32] that exploits high-level symbolic simulation to accurately handle X, which will be
described in detail in Section 4.2. However, scalability remains an important issue. To
cope with such a problem, in Section 4.3 we will describe several methods that allow
us to apply this technique to large designs.
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4.2

Handling X-Values at Higher Levels of
Design Abstraction

In this section, we describe how symbolic simulation can be used to accurately handle
X-propagation at the RTL1 and check the observability of those X-values. The reason
why we chose symbolic simulation is because it is a combination of hardware and
software verification methods, thus it can natively handle high-level code without the
synthesis step [42]. Furthermore, handling X-values at higher levels can also provide
additional benefits for synthesis and verification, as we will show in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1

Accurately Handle X-propagation at the RTL

Although many logic simulators support 3-value (0/1/X) simulation, the handling of
X-values is often inaccurate. Consider a simple example shown in Figure 4.3(a), the
RTL code includes an uninitialized register i which controls the value of output o. In
this example, if i has X-value, output o can be either b or c. However, logic simulation
can only take one branch and makes o = c according to the Verilog standard. Consequently, simulation mismatch between RTL code and the synthesized netlist could
occur. Unlike logic simulation, symbolic simulation treats the X-value in i as a symbol
and produces output expressions in terms of the symbols. Since a symbol represents
both 0 and 1, symbolic simulation can handle all possible values of i simultaneously, as
shown in Figure 4.3(c). Therefore, symbolic simulation can be employed to accurately
handle X-propagation.
In this dissertation, we use RTL symbolic simulation instead of synthesis-based
approaches to generate Boolean expressions for X-propagation checking due to the
following reasons. First, RTL symbolic simulation performs logic operations at word
1

We only use RTL in the text for simplicity, but our techniques can also be applied to behavior-level
code as long as the design can be symbolically simulated.
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(a)

module X (o);
(b) Logic simulation results:
output reg o; reg i, b, c;
o=c
always @(i)
(c) Symbolic trace:
if (i == 1) o = b;
o = multiplex(si ) –
else
o = c;
1: b;
endmodule;
0: c;

Figure 4.3: Simulating X using logic and symbolic simulation. Assume i=1’bx, symbolic simulation produces more accurate results by replacing i with symbol si . Variable
o will then have a Boolean expression as its value instead of a scalar value.
level, which can provide more flexibility than gate-level methods. For instance, a
multi-bit signal of RTL symbolic simulation is represented by a single word-level expressions instead of a 1-bit vector of Boolean expressions. This feature allows us to
consider an N-bit register as one register instead of N registers when performing Xpropagation checking and initialized register minimization. Second, since symbolic
simulators that support behavior-level code are readily available [114], using symbolic
simulation instead of synthesis-based methods allows us to utilize non-synthesizable
testbenches for X-propagation checking and initialized register minimization. Finally,
behavior and RTL code is closer to software program than gate-level netlists. This
characteristic makes the outputs of RTL symbolic simulation easier to understand by
designers and allow them to identify X-propagation problems more easily.

4.2.2

Checking the Observability of X-values

As shown in Figure 4.3, by using symbolic simulation to handle the propagation of
X-values, those values can be handled accurately at the RTL. However, even if the
symbols representing X propagated to primary outputs, it does not necessarily mean
that those X-values will affect primary outputs because they may be Observability
Don’t-Cares (ODCs). In this section we formulate the X-value checking problem as a
SAT problem. In particular, we use RTL symbolic simulation to generate word-level
expressions so that we can perform word-level simplifications and manipulations. We
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then decompose the expressions to 2-value (0/1) Boolean level netlists for SAT solving
after all high-level simplifications are done. A more detailed description on how the
symbolic simulator works can be found from Section 3.3.

Problem Formulation
The main objective of X-value checking is to determine whether any X will propagate to any observation points (e.g., primary outputs at each cycle, register values at
the end of the reset period, etc.), and the problem is formulated as follows. Given a
design containing N primary inputs P I1 , P I2 , . . . , P IN , M registers R1 , R2 , . . . , RM
and K observation points O1 , O2 , . . . , OK , check whether any Oi can be affected by an
uninitialized Rj within a given number of cycles C, where 1 ≤ i ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ M .
C is the number of reset cycles for the design, and it is often defined in the specification. Alternatively, our experiments suggest that one can incrementally prolong
the reset period until the number of uninitialized registers no longer increases. Note
that although in our current formulation we only consider X-values in registers, our
methods can be applied easily to any signal in the design.

Converting the Problem to a SAT Instance
To solve the problem formulated above, we propose a new scheme that converts the
problem to a SAT instance. The built instance is shown in Figure 4.4, and the scheme
works as follows.
1. Duplicate design A to create an identical copy A0 . Use symbol XAi to represent
the initial state of register Ri in design A. Similarly, use symbol XA0 i for design
A0 .
2. Inject a symbol P Ii@c to both design’s primary inputs P Ii at cycle c, perform
symbolic simulation for C cycles.
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0

“X” can’t
“X”s
’t be
b propagated
t d

1

“X” can b
“X”s
be propagated
t d

Miter
OA’1@c OA’2@c …. OA’K@c

OA1@c OA2@c …. OAk@c
Design A

….
XA1 XA2

XAM

Design A’

….

….

….
PIA1@c PIA2@c PIAN@c

PIA’1@c PIA’2@c PIA’N@c

XA’1 XA’2

XA’M

PI1@c PI2@c …. PIN@c

Figure 4.4: Illustration of symbolic X-propagation checking (P Ii@c , P IAi@c and
P IA0i@c denote primary inputs, XAi and XA0 i denote registers’ initial states, and OAi@c
and OA0i@c denote observation points).
3. Observation points OA1@c , ..., OAK@c and OA01@c , ..., OA0K@c are connected to
a miter. When the miter’s output is 1, it means there exists a pair of observation
points, OAi@c and OA0i@c , whose values are different; otherwise, the equivalency
of these observation points is proved.

Note that Figure 4.4 only shows a snapshot at cycle c for P I and O. The SAT
instance should include P I and O from cycle 1 to cycle C. Finally, a SAT solver is
called to find if a solution exists to make miter = 1. If the solver can find a solution,
then ”X”s can be propagated to one or more observation points. The reason is that
if we have a circuit and apply the SAT solutions to the primary inputs, then we will
have two different initial states that can make the values at observation points different,
which means the X can be propagated out. On the other hand, if the solver proves that
the SAT instance is unsatisfiable, then we know that none of the X can propagate to
the observation points.
Take Figure 4.3(a) as a example, assume i and b have X-values, c = 0 and o
is the observation point. In our formulation, uninitialized registers are treated as Xs
and are duplicated. A miter is then used to check whether the observation point o
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can be different. In this way, the built SAT instance can be represented by Boolean
expressions, as shown below:
o
o0

=
=

Xi
Xi0

? Xb : 0 ;
? Xb 0 : 0 ;

⇒ solve miter(o, o0 )

Finally, a SAT engine is then used to solve the problem. In this case, the SAT engine
returns a solution, (Xi , Xi0 , Xb , Xb0 ) = (10 b1, 10 b1, 10 b0, 10 b1), which causes o to have
different values.
Note that in this example, Xi and Xi0 need to have the same value because it is the controlling value for the X in b to propagate to o. In addition, there are other solutions that
can cause o to have different values, such as (Xi , Xi0 , Xb , Xb0 ) = (10 b0, 10 b1, 10 b1, 10 b1).
It is noteworthy to mention that this formulation is considerably different from SAT
constructions designed for equivalence checking [23] because inputs due to X values
are not connected to the duplicated copy. It is also different from those designed for
SAT-based ODC check [79] in that our formulation is not cut-based and we do not
need to iterate through satisfying solutions.
The proposed X-observability checking can be directly applied to RTL and behavior code, which provides designers more flexibility in developing designs and testbenches. Furthermore, being able to check the observability of X-values at the RTL
instead of gate-level can improve synthesis quality because synthesis tools can use this
information for better optimizations. As we will describe in Chapter 7, this verification
technique can be used to reduce the number of initialized registers. This application
is very attractive because routing the reset wires to all registers is becoming a major
concern in current industrial practice.

4.2.3

Applications of Accurate X-Handling

Accurate X-handling can be used to solve several verification [89], synthesis [22] and
error diagnosis [101] problems. In this section we describe two such problems and
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show how our techniques can be used to solve those problems.
Identifying Xs in logic simulation: due to X-pessimism and X-optimism, Xs are
not handled accurately in logic simulation. As a result, designers may not be able
to trust their waveforms when Xs are involved [89]. This is problematic in many
designs because those Xs may leak to important registers without being noticed. As we
mentioned in Section 4.2.1, our symbolic simulation and X-handling method consider
all possible values of an X. In this way, we can detect variables that are not X in
logic simulation but can be potentially be X in real design, thus preventing those Xs
from reaching the final product. To achieve this goal, designers should set important
registers and outputs as observation points and then perform X-propagation checking.
Our method will then report all the Xs propagated to those observation points. Note
that it is typically not necessary to check every X in the waveform because some of
the Xs are actually ODCs and will not propagate to observation points. Our SAT
formulation automatically takes care of this problem.
Improving synthesis quality: DCs have already been utilized in gate-level logic synthesis successfully [110, 112, 113]. With our techniques, we can identify such DCs at
a higher level of design abstraction and find more optimization opportunities, such as
those utilized in Chang’s work [22]. In Chapter 7 we will describe one application, the
reduction of initialized registers, in detail

4.3

eXact: Scalable X-Verification Methodology

Theoretically, our X-observability checking (also called X-analysis) method can find
all the X-problems in a circuit if used correctly. However, scalability remains an important issue due to the technique’s formal nature. It is highly unlikely that one can
symbolically simulate a circuit for thousands of initialization cycles to obtain the correct analysis. To cope with such a problem, we strive to design a practical methodology
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that can find X-problems in industrial-size circuits. To achieve this goal, the methodology should fit in the simulation-based verification flow that most people use, and it
must scale to large designs. In this section, we first formulate the X-analysis problem, and then discuss how our eXact methodology addresses several practical issues
in X-analysis, including how to generate stimulus, what to check, and how to enhance scalability. Finally, we provide a comprehensive flow of our scalable X-analysis
methodology.

4.3.1

Problem Formulation

Given a design in which Xs may still exist after reset, we seek to find X-problems
that corrupt important registers. In other words, we want to make sure that all key
registers 2 which have known values in logic simulation after reset are indeed X-free.
In our work, we assume that logic simulation has been carried out to the extent that
most simple bugs, including some X-problems, are already found. Therefore, the rest
of the bugs are those masked by logic simulation due to X-optimism. Note that Xproblems are not necessarily design errors and can be caused by incorrect software
reset sequences or misinterpreted specifications. In this work we only focus on Xproblems in designs.

4.3.2

Generating Stimulus for X-Analysis

Constrained-random simulation is a commonly-used verification technique. Therefore, constrained-random testbenches are readily available for most designs for stimulus generation. If one has properly-constrained or under-constrained testbenches that
can generate all possible reset sequences, and the symbolic simulator can simulate
enough cycles that cover all the sequences, then the X-analysis problem can be solved
perfectly. However, this is unlikely to happen in practice.
2

Key registers are usually identified by users according to the specification.
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Since many designs, including the one used in our case study, only have a limited
number of possible initialization sequences, we propose to use simulation waveforms
as stimulus for the design block under X-analysis. Using waveforms for X-analysis
has the following advantages:
1. It allows us to partition a design into smaller blocks. Since it is easy to dump
waveforms for any part of the design, we can partition the design and then perform X-analysis on smaller blocks. In this way, the formal analysis technique
that we adopt will be able to handle the blocks due to their smaller sizes. Parallel
processing also becomes easy due to partitioning.
2. It fits into verification flows whose testbenches cannot be symbolically simulated. In our case, the testbenches are written in C++, SystemC and Verilog, and
they cannot be symbolically simulated. By dumping waveforms for X-analysis,
our verification environment does not need to be changed.
Figure 4.5 shows our X-analysis flow. First, we partition the design and then perform logic simulation of the initialization sequence to dump a waveform for each design block. Next, we perform X-analysis on each block by replacing all the Xs in
uninitialized registers with symbols. We then symbolically simulate each block using
the waveform as its stimulus. When Xs are encountered in the waveform, we replace
them by new symbols at every input timestep. Finally, we use our formal X-analysis
technique (refer to Section 4.2) to find Xs at observation points. In the next section we
will describe how we determine observation points. Note that if a design has multiple
reset sequences, all of them need to be verified to make sure no bug is missed.
Since logic simulation is inaccurate when handling Xs, our use of waveforms will
create stimulus that may be both over-constrained and under-constrained. It may be
over-constrained if there are X-problems in the block that fans out to the current one
and the Xs are masked due to X-optimism, and it may be under-constrained because
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1
2
3

Partition the design into smaller blocks;
Perform logic simulation of the initialization sequence and dump a waveform
for each design block;
For each design block, perform X-analysis using logic values from waveform
as initialization sequences (Xs in the waveform are replaced with symbols
during symbolic simulation);
Figure 4.5: X-analysis flow using waveform as stimulus.

we treat each X as independent symbols. An under-constrained example is shown in
Figure 4.6(a), and an over-constrained example is shown in Figure 4.6(c).
Our use of waveforms as inputs may produce false alarms but will not miss bugs.
False alarms may exist because we treat each X as an independent symbol. As the example shows, doing so reduces the chance to eliminate the Xs. From our case studies,
however, this is not a problem because we can eliminate most of the false alarms by
having the designers quickly inspect the report. Bugs may be missed because overconstrained conditions in waveforms are caused by X-optimism when simulating the
block that has X-problems. Therefore, as long as the problematic block is also checked,
we will find unexpected Xs at its registers or outputs and discover the problem. Since
in our methodology we check all the blocks that may have Xs, we will be able to find
X-problems if they do exist and will not miss bugs. In the example, the X in B2’s output may be missed because simulating B1 produces 0 instead of X at its output, making
the input signal in B2 0 instead of X. Since simulating 0 produces 1 on B2’s output
in symbolic simulation, the X will be missed. However, the source of the problem is
actually in partition 1, and the X-problem will be caught when verifying partition 1.
As a result, no bug will be missed because our methodology verifies all the blocks.
After the engineer fixes the problem in B1, the X-problem in B2 will also be fixed.
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y
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s2, s3: symbols for X‐analysis

Partition 2
x/s2&s3

AND
Input

Output

Output

x/s3

False alarm due to under-constrained
under constrained inputs.
inputs

(a)

module B2(sel, out2)
i
input
t sel;
l
output reg out2;
if(sel == 1) out2 = 0;
else
out2 = 1;
endmodule

module B1(sel, out1)
i
input
t sel;
l
output reg out1;
if(sel == 1) out1 = 1;
else
out1 = 0;
endmodule
(b)
Partition 1

Input

x /s1

B1

Partition 2
s1: symbols for X
X‐analysis
analysis
0 /s1

B2

1 / s1

Output

Partition 2
Input

0/0

B2

0 1: symbols for X‐analysis
0,
X analysis
1/1
Output

X missed due to over-constrained input from partition 1.
The problem can be caught when checking partition 1.
(c)

Figure 4.6: An example to show over-/under-constrained characteristics using stimulus
from waveforms and design partitioning. In symbolic simulation, Xs in waveform are
replaced by symbols (denoted as sn ). Logic and symbolic simulation results are shown
using “logic/symbolic”. (a) False alarm at AND gate’s output after partitioning due
to under-constrained inputs caused by replacing Xs with new symbols. (b) RTL code
for blocks B1 and B2. (c) Missed X at B2’s output after partitioning due to overconstrained inputs caused by X-optimism in B1. This X-problem will be caught when
verifying partition 1.
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4.3.3

Deciding What to Check

Most industrial designs contain a large number of registers. For designs that allow
Xs after initialization, designers need to specify which registers to check in order to
avoid false alarms. This can be achieved by writing assertions using SystemVerilog’s
$isunknown which returns true if any bit of the expression is X or Z. If this information
is available, our methodology will only check those assertions and can have the most
accurate results. However, it may not be practical to specify everything that needs to be
verified because the number of such registers may be large. Therefore, it is desirable
to have a way for the tool to figure out what to check.
To address this problem, in our methodology we propose to check only the registers
that do not have Xs in logic simulation. The major reason is that if registers already
have Xs in the waveform, engineers are probably aware of them already. Therefore,
there is no need to check those Xs again. By only checking registers that do not have
Xs in the waveform, we can identify potential problems that are masked due to Xoptimism in logic simulation. In this way, any X found by our methodology will be new
to the engineer and is worth looking at. In our experience, we found that this approach
can reduce the number of false alarms and point out problems that catch designers’
attention right away. With this method, designers can now trust their waveforms, making our X-analysis methodology easily adoptable by people who use simulation-based
verification flows.

4.3.4

Enhancing Scalability

To further improve the performance of our methodology, we perform temporal partitioning of our X-analysis by creating checkpoints in the initialization sequence and
then execute formal analysis in intervals. The process of X-analysis after temporal partitioning is shown in Figure 4.7. We first execute symbolic simulation to a checkpoint
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and then perform formal X-analysis. At the checkpoint, if any X is found, designers
should check whether the X is acceptable or not. If the X is not acceptable, then a bug is
found. If it is acceptable, then the non-X value in the design register should not cause
any problem in the future, so we can simply execute logic simulation to the current
checkpoint. Next, we perform abstraction [10, 53] by injecting new symbols for all
the registers that have Xs at the current checkpoint, switch to symbolic simulation, and
then simulate until the next checkpoint. X-analysis is then performed again at the next
checkpoint. This process repeats until the whole initialization sequence is verified. It
should be noted that checkpoints in the initialization sequence are all independent, and
there is no need to carry any information between checkpoints.
Checkpoint #1
Perform symbolic simulation
to checkpoint #1 for X‐analysis

Checkpoint #2
No X

Reset sequence

Perform symbolic simulation
until checkpoint #2 for X‐analysis

X is
i acceptable
t bl
Designer checks
if the X is acceptable

X is not acceptable
p

A bug is found, designer
debugs the problem

Figure 4.7: Verification flow after temporal partitioning.
The main advantage of temporal partitioning is that formal X-analysis can be performed for a shorter period of time because new symbols are used to replace the Xs
in registers at each checkpoint, thus reducing the complexity of symbolic simulation.
However, since such Xs are now free symbols instead of complex Boolean expressions,
temporal partitioning creates under-constrained conditions for the next interval. As a
result, no bugs will be missed, but there may be false alarms.

4.3.5

Overall Methodology

Given a design and a reset sequence that includes both hardware and software reset,
our eXact methodology, shown in Figure 4.8, works as follows:
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1. Partition the design so that each block can be verified efficiently by the formal
X-analysis engine.
2. For a block, select checkpoints for temporal partitioning. Run logic simulation
using the reset sequence to dump a waveform. X-free registers at those checkpoints are also identified.
3. Use waveform as stimulus to perform X-analysis on X-free registers for every
interval according to the method described in Section 4.3.4. Potential Xs will be
reported.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 for all the blocks.

Design Under Verification (DUV)
Reset sequence

Dump waveform of the
reset sequence as stimulus

Stimulus waveform

Design partition

Design block

Logic simulation
Select checkpoints and identify registers
without X based on logic simulation

Checkpoints and registers to be checked

X‐analysis using symbolic simulation
All registers that are not X in logic simulation
but can be potentially be X

Figure 4.8: Flow chart of the eXact methodology. By design and temporal partitioning,
eXact can scale to large designs.
Our methodology utilizes design and temporal partitioning to reduce X-analysis
complexity. In our experience, partitions with 200-300K gates are appropriate for Xanalysis. While smaller sizes can reduce runtime, more blocks will need to be verified.
If a computer farm exists for parallel processing, one can run several blocks in parallel
to reduce throughput time.
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In order to determine the number of cycles between checkpoints for temporal partitioning, one must find a balance between runtime and false alarms. Shorter intervals
will make symbolic simulation faster, but there may be more false alarms to analyze.
Although one can partition the sequence into equal-length intervals, it is recommended
to consider signal activities for better performance. A heuristic is that shorter intervals
can be used during hardware reset because there will be lots of signal activities and
X-analysis can be slow. Longer intervals can then be used for software sequences to
reduce false alarms since Xs in many registers have been removed already.

4.4

Case Studies for Finding Reset Nondeterminism in
RTL Designs

In this section, we first describe the characteristics of the design blocks used as our
case studies and then show our X-analysis results. Finally, we describe what real bugs
were found. Our experiments were performed using a commercial symbolic simulator
called Insight [114] running on a Linux server farm. The machines in the server farm
have Quad-Core Xeon processors with frequency ranging from 2.93 to 3.16 GHz, and
they have memory between 16G and 128G.

4.4.1

Description of Design Blocks

In our case study, we applied the eXact methodology to a six-million gate high-speed
tester design. The initialization sequence was composed of two phases of hardware
reset and two stages of software reset. The hardware sequences were only a couple
cycles long. The first stage of software reset (called mapping sequence) was approximately 20,000 cycles long, and the second stage (called pre-pattern sequence) was
roughly 500 cycles long. The total length of the initialization sequence was approxi67

mately 40,000 cycles long because there were idle cycles in the sequence. The whole
reset sequence was prepared by the hardware team and approximately 70% of design
registers were initialized. Obviously, it will be difficult to write assertions to specify
all the registers that need to be checked. We used C++ to generate the transaction level
stimulus for the initialization sequence, and used a SystemC interface to pass the stimulus to the Verilog testbench. Since the design was too large for formal X-analysis,
partitioning was necessary.
To select appropriate block sizes for partitioning, we first picked a block and ran
symbolic simulation for a few cycles. Next, we measured the runtime of symbolic
simulation. If the runtime seems to be reasonable (at least 20 cycles per hour in our
case), then the block is suitable for formal X-analysis. In this work, we found that
200K-300K is the maximum number of gates that symbolic simulation can handle efficiently. We then applied our methodology on five blocks that the verification engineer
was interested in. The characteristics of the blocks are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Characteristics of design blocks.
Block
Name
alp pcm

Register Count Gate Lines
Description
RTL Gate-level Count of RTL
367
9247
30632 7802 Program counter memory which
stores vectors used for digital
sourcing.
alp mpg
6739 109882 224986 42937 Memory pattern generator which
can automatically generate test
pattern for memory testing.
alp cmem eng 3614
13148
44291 35115 Capture memory engine which
can store captured data.
alp per gen
331
5324
11011 5636 Period generator which can generate user period according to
users requirement.
alp lvm
15481 89848 234938 28523 Large vector memory which can
be used as extra storage for vector data, capture data, etc.
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4.4.2

X-Analysis Results

After we selected the blocks to verify, we then chose checkpoint intervals according
to simulation speed. Our goal was to finish X-analysis of each block in at most two
days with as few checkpoints as possible. Since the verification engineer was more
interested in the correctness of the pre-pattern sequence, we performed X-analysis
only on the sequence.
The X-analysis results of the blocks are shown in Table 4.2. As our results show,
most blocks could be verified without temporal partitioning. However, block alp cmem
eng took more than one week to run without temporal partitioning and did need 129
checkpoints to be able to finish in two days. We analyzed the reason why this block
had especially long runtime even though it was not the largest block. We found that
there were several FIFOs inside the block that were implemented using memory. Since
memory is more difficult for symbolic simulators to handle [103], runtime is also much
longer. Apparently, it is impractical to handle such complex X-analysis problems using
brute-force methods, showing that our methodology is useful for handling realistic
designs.
From Table 4.2, we can see that there are still X-problems in the design even though
the design has been heavily verified. The percentage of registers with X-problems,
however, is still small, suggesting that our under-constrained methods did not create
large amounts of false alarms. It is interesting to note that a relatively large number
of Xs were found in alp mpg and alp cmem eng after software reset. More analysis
shows that most Xs were from a couple modules that were instantiated several times.
After ruling out repeated ones, only 71 Xs in alp mpg and 69 Xs in alp cmem eng
really needed to be checked. The designers quickly pinpointed 5 registers that were
worth looking at in alp mpg, and they turned out to be false alarms due to temporal partitioning. The rest of the Xs were mostly real Xs but would not affect design
correctness.
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Table 4.2: Verification results using eXact methodology.
Checked/Total
Block Name # CKPTs. Runtime
# Found Xs
Registers(%)
alp pcm
1
7hr5m
79.0%
2
58
6m
75.3%
43
alp mpg
1
49hr12m
90.3%
793
alp cmem eng
129
53hr16m
85.3%
848
alp per gen
1
45m
98.8%
4
2
29m
93.8%
16
4
3m
94.1%
18
8
3m
93.1%
18
alp lvm
1
4hr49m
78.5%
1
2
4hr30m
78.5%
3

In Column 4 of Table 4.2 we provide the percentage of registers that need to be
checked according to the method described in Section 4.3.3. It is observed that by
focusing only on the registers without X in logic simulation, we can reduce the number
of registers that need to be analyzed. Take alp mpg for example, we only need to
analyze 90.3% of the 6739 RTL word-level registers. If gate-level simulation were to
be used for X-analysis, then 109,882 bit-level registers needed to be checked, which
would be even more inefficient. Note that we started X-analysis at the second software
initialization sequence where a large number of Xs have already been eliminated. For
designs that allow more Xs after initialization, this heuristic will provide even more
benefits.
To examine the effect of different number of checkpoints on X-analysis runtime
and the number of false alarms, we varied the number of checkpoints for alp per gen,
block alp lvm and alp pcm. As shown in Table 4.2, when the number of checkpoints
increased, the runtime for X-analysis decreased, but the number of Xs increased. This
trend is consistent with what we predicted earlier — shorter intervals will make Xanalysis faster, but it could create more false alarms. The runtime of block alp lvm,
however, did not improve significantly with more checkpoints. The reason is that it
took almost four hours for logic simulation to reach the pre-pattern reset sequence and
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formal X-analysis only took less than one hour. As a result, although formal analysis
time was reduced by approximately 40%, the overall improvement was less obvious.
To check how well our methodology can handle long traces, we also tried running
alp per gen for the whole initialization sequence that was almost 40,000 cycles long.
Without temporal partitioning, we could not finish symbolic simulation in a week. By
partitioning the trace to 19,148 checkpoints, X-analysis of the whole trace finished in
43 hours and 51 minutes, and 32 Xs were reported. This result shows that the temporal
partitioning technique scales well to long traces.
The memory usage of our case studies was under 2G for most design blocks. One
exception is alp lvm, which used 10G because it contained large memory models.
Note that this memory usage is an over estimation because the symbolic simulator that
we used does not free symbolic traces. However, in our methodology the traces can
actually be freed after we finish a checkpoint. As a result, the reported memory usage
can be much larger than necessary.

4.4.3

Bugs Found and Discussions

In order not to miss bugs, the designer has to check all the found Xs and decide which
Xs should be analyzed. In our case study, although designers found that most Xs were
OK because they did not affect circuit operation, they confirmed that most of the Xs
were real and they were not aware of the Xs in the past. In our experience, approximately 20% of the Xs were false alarms caused by under-constraining conditions, 70%
of the Xs did not need to be analyzed because the designers knew right away that the
Xs were not important, and only 10% of the Xs needed to be further analyzed. Using
eXact, we found 3 bugs that escaped initial verification. One of them is illustrated
in Figure 4.9. As we analyzed in Section 4.1.3, the source of X is often localized;
therefore, if we remove irrelevant RTL code, the structures of found bugs all look like
simple if-then blocks as shown in the figure. In this case, register r1 is supposed to
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have a known value that controls the value of enable o. However, since r1 is not initialized properly and enable a != enable b, enable o can have an unknown value in
the circuit, leading to a unexpected result.

// r1 = 1’bx; enable a != enable b;
if (!r1) enable o <= 8 DELAY enable a;
else
enable o <= 8 DELAY enable b;
Figure 4.9: A simplified example of bugs found by eXact. Register enable o has nondeterministic values due to X in r1.

The X-problems found in the design were serious because they could break the
data bus and left the chip in a nondeterministic state. This may eventually break all the
functionality associated with the chip. Once the bug was found, however, fixing the
problem was easy – we routed the reset signal to the problematic register.
Actually, one of the bugs was also found by a traditional method that compares the
results of gate-level and RTL simulation. However, it took the verification team more
than one man-month to set up gate-level simulation due to numerous transactors used
in behavioral and RTL code. In addition, delta delay caused a lot of race conditions,
which was very difficult to solve in gate-level netlists. Once simulation mismatches
between RTL and gate-level designs were found, it took the team another man-month
to find the corresponding RTL code that caused the X-problem. However, it only
took us three hours to set up the environment for each block, and the X-problem is
found by our methodology within 3 minutes. In addition to the huge reduction in bugfinding time, fixing the bug is also considerably easier because the eXact methodology
works earlier in the design cycle on the RTL code directly. Therefore, the designer can
easily identify the problematic code and fix it. This experience suggests that our eXact
methodology provides a practical solution for finding reset nondeterminism problems
in RTL designs.
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4.5

Fixing Gate-Level Logic Simulation When Xs Exist

In the previous case study, we showed that too few Xs due to X-optimism can cause
problems. In this section we present another problem caused by too many Xs. In order
to design lower-power and higher-performance circuits, aggressive physical synthesis
optimizations are being used more frequently. One such optimization is to move the
reset signal of a register to its input cone, as shown in Figure 4.10. One advantage of
this approach is that a smaller cell can be used for the register because the reset signal is
no longer required. In addition, routing may also become easier since the reset signal
does not need to reach the register. However, this optimization causes problems in
gate-level simulation due to X-pessimism.
a

Reset

AND

Reg1

OR
NOT

Reg2

AND

b

(a)
a
1/1
Reset

1/1
OR

AND

x / s1

x / s1

x/0

Reg1

NOR

Reg2

x / s1
b

NOT

OR

AND

1/1

x / s1

(b)
Figure 4.10: (a) Original netlist. (b) Netlist after optimization where the reset signal
has been moved to Reg2’s input cone. When reset is 1, input to Reg2 should be 0 even
though Reg1 is X. However, due to X-pessimism in logic simulation, Reg2 will be X
instead of 0. On the other hand, symbolic simulation uses a symbol (s1 ) to represent
the value of Reg1 and can produce the correct result: 0. (Simulated values for each
wire are shown using logic value/symbolic value).
As Figure 4.10 shows, “1 AND X” becomes X and erroneously makes the output
of the NOR gate X instead of 0. This X will propagate to other parts of the design and
corrupt the whole gate-level simulation. One way to solve this problem is to force the
registers to 0 by assuming that all registers will be properly initialized after the reset
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period. This approach, however, may be dangerous since physical synthesis tools may
have bugs. In addition, some registers may not have the reset signal at all and forcing
them to 0 may mask real bugs. As a result, it is imperative to find a way to solve this
problem so that gate-level simulation can be correctly performed.

4.5.1

Reset Controllability Analysis

The problem described above can be formulated as a “reset controllability” problem.
Given a gate-level netlist and a reset sequence, we seek to find all the registers whose
values are Xs in logic simulation but should really be 0 or 1 after simulating the reset
sequence. In other words, these registers are dominated by a reset signal and should be
X-free after reset. To deal with the problem, we reuse the SAT instance developed for
X-analysis with one change. In the SAT instance built for X-analysis, only the Xs in
registers are replaced with new symbols. To perform reset controllability analysis, we
replace all the symbols injected at primary inputs that are not part of the reset sequence
with new symbols as well. A miter is then built to check whether the target register can
have different values. If a solution can be found, then we know that the target register
can be both 0 and 1, and it is not controlled by a reset signal. Otherwise, the target
register is formally proven to be constant.
Using this technique, we can accurately identify registers whose values are constant after reset. However, in order to fix gate-level logic simulation, it is essential to
determine what the constant values are so that the correct values can be assigned to
the registers. To solve this problem, we replace the symbols in the symbolic traces
with a random value and run logic simulation to evaluate the traces. Since the registers
have been formally proven to be constant, any value assigned to the symbols should
not affect the result of this simulation. In this way, we can derive the correct values
of registers that have Xs in logic simulation. By replacing those Xs with those correct
values, we can fix gate-level logic simulation problems.
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Note that above solution for reset controllability analysis has to build a SAT instance for each registers and may be slow. To improve the performance of reset controllability analysis, we propose a new scheme that can reduce the number of SAT calls,
and it works as follows. We first execute symbolic simulation to generate the symbolic
trace of the target register. Next, we perform random simulation on the symbolic trace
several times to see if the register value is a constant. If not, then we have already
found a counterexample and the target register is not dominated by a reset signal. If all
the random patterns produce the same register value, we use the SAT solver to check
whether the register can have any other value or not. If no solution can be found,
then the register is controlled by the reset signal and the simulated value is its constant
value. Compared with the old algorithm, the number of SAT calls can be greatly reduced due to the use of random simulation. In addition, since we no longer need to
duplicate the design and build miters, the SAT instance is much smaller, leading to
shorter SAT solving time.

4.5.2

Case Study

A multi-million gate communication chip is used in this case study, and its reset sequence is 74 cycles long. Our experiments were running on a Linux workstation with
2 GHz Quad-Core Xeon processors and 48 GByte main memory. We applied design
partitioning techniques to solve scalability issues and partitioned the design into 204
blocks. 266 registers that have Xs in logic simulation but should be X-free are identified. Gate level simulation is then fixed by replacing the Xs in the identified registers
with their correct values. It is noteworthy to mention that using the scheme that builds
a SAT instance for each register, runtime was 12 hours and 45 minutes. But if we perform random simulation on the symbolic traces first, runtime was reduced to 5 hours
and 46 minutes. This result demonstrates the significant performance gain of our new
approach for reset controllability analysis.
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4.6

Summary

The increasing complexity of integrated circuits and the miniaturization of transistors
make routing the reset signals to all design registers difficult. A commonly used approach to address this problem is to reset important registers only and rely on software
sequences to initialize the rest of the registers. However, such an approach may leave
Xs in registers and causes the design to enter a nondeterministic state. To address this
problem, in this chapter we first proposed an X-analysis technique to accurately handle X-values using high-level symbolic simulation and then check observability of the
X-values using SAT-solvers. We then developed the eXact methodology which uses
design and temporal partitioning techniques to improve the scalability of X-analysis.
Furthermore, we discussed several important issues when applying X-analysis to real
designs, including how the testbench should be designed and what to check. By utilizing waveforms as inputs and checking only variables without X-values in logic simulation, our methodology can be easily adopted into most simulation-based verification
flows to find potential X-problems quickly. We utilized this methodology to solve two
industrial design problems, including finding unexpected Xs after reset and fixing gatelevel logic simulation. The results show that we can find and fix X-problems accurately
and efficiently for today’s multi-million gate designs.
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Chapter 5
Code Reachability Analysis and
Unreachability Diagnosis
Code coverage is a popular method to find design bugs and verification loopholes.
However, traditionally code coverage analysis is performed using logic simulation,
which may miss corner cases and cannot reflect the true reachability of each code
statement. To address this problem, we propose a formal methodology [34] that can
perform code-statement reachability analysis on designs and testbenches. By proving
whether a code statement can be reached or not, we can find bugs earlier and more
easily. After all, few people will put unreachable code into a design on purpose. In
addition, unlike traditional reachability analysis that operates on Boolean-level FSMs,
our technique works directly at the RTL. Therefore, we can detect bugs at high-level
code directly, thus reducing verification time.
Since few people will intentionally put unreachable code into a design, debugging
the cause of unreachability becomes important once a piece of code is determined to
be unreachable. However, diagnosing the cause of the problem can be challenging.
One reason is that since the code is unreachable, no counterexample can be returned
for debugging, forcing engineers to analyze the legality of nonexistent execution paths
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and doing so can be difficult. Another reason is that debugging code unreachability requires the understanding of design operation as well as simulation execution algorithms, which is often more complicated than debugging pure hardware bugs. To
address these problems, we analyzed the cause of unreachability in several industrial
designs and proposed an automatic unreachability diagnosis technique [37] that can
identify the cause of the problem. Our method provides suggestions on how to solve
the unreachability problem, which can further facilitate debugging. Our experimental
results show that this technique can greatly reduce an engineer’s effort in analyzing
unreachable code.

5.1

Background and Previous Work

Code coverage is a popular verification technique to identify code statements that are
reachable. Since this technique is easy to apply, it is used to detect several types of bugs
in a design, such as verification loopholes and unexpected dead code. Code coverage is
often performed using logic simulation; however, the stimulus used by logic simulation
may miss corner cases and logic simulation cannot prove whether or not a specific code
statement can be reached. To address this problem, symbolic code reachability analysis
can be used [34]. Due to the formal nature of this technique, the reachability of code
statements can be exhaustively examined and accurately determined.
Although the process of finding unreachable code has been highly automated, diagnosing the root cause of unreachability is still a manual process that can be tedious and
time consuming. One major reason is that unlike most bugs for which verification tools
can provide counterexamples, the fact that a statement is unreachable means no counterexample can be provided. The lack of stimulus that can expose the unreachability
problem makes debugging more difficult because designers will have to imagine new
execution paths to make the code reachable. The lack of counterexamples also prevents
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the deployment of existing automatic error diagnosis methods [24, 25, 59, 60] because
there is no trace to utilize and no expected values to solve for. Another reason why
debugging unreachability from logic simulation is more difficult is because it may be
due to the side-effect of the simulation algorithm or may be caused by event-ordering
problems. These problems are difficult for hardware designers to identify unless they
are familiar with simulation algorithms. The third reason is that debugging hardware
code can be much more difficult than debugging software code because software code
is executed sequentially1 while the execution traces in hardware designs are parallel in
nature. As a result, software dead code analysis techniques cannot be utilized [58]. In
addition, the conditions that caused a piece of code to be unreachable can come from
remote blocks that seem to be irrelevant and can be extremely difficult to identify.
To facilitate unreachability diagnosis, we propose a new technique that uses symbolic simulation to identify key variables that caused the unreachability and provide
execution paths that can reach the target code. Since our unreachability diagnosis
method is based on symbolic simulation and is related to hardware error diagnosis
techniques, before delving into our unreachability diagnosis method, we first provide
an overview of existing hardware error diagnosis approaches, and then show how to
perform code coverage and dead code (or called unreachable code) identification 2 .

5.1.1

Hardware Error Diagnosis Techniques

Error diagnosis techniques for hardware designs have been extensively investigated
over the past decade [16, 59, 60, 70, 73, 97]. Early work for error diagnosis mostly
focused on the gate-level and was limited to single errors [70, 73]. Recently, error diagnosis is enhanced to handle RTL designs and multiple errors. For instance, Boppana
et al. [16] exploited hierarchies available in RTL designs to locate design errors. Shi et
1
2

Debugging parallel programs is more difficult and is similar to debugging hardware code.
More detailed discussions about high-level symbolic simulation can be found in Section 3.2.
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al. [97] employed a software-analysis method to reduce error space. Jiang et al. [59]
proposed an approach that reduces the error candidates by estimating the correctness of
potential erroneous statements. They also proposed error diagnosis techniques based
on observability analysis [60].
Error diagnosis and debugging have also been addressed by formal SAT-based solutions [1, 24, 25, 46, 99]. To this end, Smith et al. [99] and Ali et al. [1] proposed
SAT-based error diagnosis for sequential circuits: they use SAT to check whether the
correct output can be generated by changing a limited number of gates in the erroneous circuit. Chang et al. [24, 25] adopted this concept and proposed an efficient
technique that can handle RTL statements. To address the problem that large potential
sites are returned by probabilistic techniques, Fey et al. [46] proposed a property-based
approach that can greatly improve the accuracy of error diagnosis.

5.1.2

Hardware and Software Code Reachability Analysis

A code statement that can never be reached is called dead code (or unreachable code).
Dead code in a software program wastes memory, while dead code in a hardware
design occupies more die area and consumes unnecessary power after synthesis. Since
dead code is often correlated with design bugs, it is important to identify and eliminate
such code in both software and hardware domains. To this end, several techniques for
dead code identification [29, 58] and code coverage [34, 41] have been proposed. For
example, Janota et al. [58] devised an automated technique that detects unreachable
code in the presence of code annotations. Chen et al. [29] introduced a special-purpose
parser and semantic analyzer for C++ to produce the repository that supports dead code
detection.
Code coverage for a hardware design can be estimated through simulation or formal
methods [34, 41]. Cunningham [41] et al. used model checking to perform reachability
analysis of expression cases. Recently, Chou et al. [34] proposed a block optimization
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technique by removing unreachable code statements. Unlike traditional state-based
reachability analysis, Our work proposed in this Chapter utilizes symbolic simulation
to formally prove that the removed code can never be reached under the given inputs.

5.2

Code Statement Reachability Analysis

Code statement reachability analysis is a technique that performs an exhaustive exploration of reachable code statements. Unlike state-based reachability analysis commonly used in hardware verification and synthesis, high-level symbolic simulation
provides capability to perform software-like statement reachability analysis. Specifically, each conditional code block in high-level symbolic simulation is treated as a
branch which involves one or more statements that will always be executed under the
same condition. To identify whether a conditional code block can be reached or not,
we utilize the formal nature of symbolic simulation to evaluate all possible values of
variables involved in the conditions to execute those statements.
Although the exhaustive nature of symbolic simulation allows us to explore all the
paths to reach each conditional block, keeping track of all the symbolic conditions
to enter the block is still a non-trivial task. One major reason is that hardware design languages include semantics to model hardware behavior like events and delays.
These semantics allow the execution of a code segment to be triggered under numerous
reasons by some code that may seem to be unrelated to the code segment itself.
To handle these semantics, we modify the event-driven symbolic simulation algorithm to make sure we can correctly keep track of the symbolic conditions when
entering each conditional block. The modified algorithm for symbolic code-statement
reachability analysis is shown in Figure 5.1. In the algorithm, an event can be a delay
or a signal change condition that triggers the execution of certain code blocks. Variable curr sym cond saves the symbolic condition when executing the code statement.
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The variable is updated when entering or leaving a conditional block, as shown in lines
4-8. If a new event needs to be generated, we save the current symbolic condition to
the event’s sym cond field. In this way, all the code segments triggered by the event
will have the correct symbolic condition.
1 event = event queue.pop();
2 curr sym cond = event.sym cond;
3 while execute statement triggered by event
4
if statement is a conditional block with condition cond
5
curr sym cond &= cond;
6
do not execute statement if curr sym cond is proven to be 0;
7
else if leaving conditional block with condition cond
8
restore curr sym cond by removing cond as constraint;
9
else if a new event nevent needs to be generated
10
nevent→sym cond = curr sym cond;
11
event queue.add(nevent);
12
statement = statement.next;
Figure 5.1: Pseudo code of symbolic code statement reachability analysis.
To perform statement reachability analysis, we use SAT solvers to check whether
curr sym cond in line 5 is satisfiable or not. This is different from other work on
symbolic simulation [67] which uses BDDs to encode all symbolic conditions thus no
SAT calling is necessary. If curr sym cond is satisfiable, we mark the conditional block
as reachable. After simulating all the required cycles, if a conditional block is never
reachable, then we report the block as unreachable. Note that in symbolic simulation,
if the symbolic condition is unsatisfiable, then we can prune the simulation by not
executing the conditional block, thus reducing overall runtime and memory use. As a
result, performing reachability analysis may not decrease the performance of symbolic
simulation significantly.
Sometimes designers use Xs to explicitly tell the synthesis tools to treat certain
input combinations as don’t-cares so that the code can be optimized. For example,
it is common to see code that assigns Xs to a variable in the default branch of a select/case statement. To support this usage in our reachability analysis, whenever an
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X is assigned to a variable, we replace the X with a symbol. In this way, if the X
does affect the reachability of a conditional block, the symbolic condition to enter the
block will become satisfiable and the block will be marked reachable. The ability to
correctly handle Xs is one reason why the reachability analysis technique described
earlier cannot be replaced by traditional code-coverage analysis performed using logic
simulation: due to X optimism and pessimism, logic simulation cannot correctly handle such Xs and may produce incorrect reachability reports.

5.3

Analysis of the Unreachability Problem

The objective of our work is to design a technique that can perform code-statement
unreachability diagnosis. To better understand the unreachability problem, we studied
several industrial designs and analyzed the cause of unreachability in these designs.
In this section, we first formulate the problem, and then summarize possible causes of
unreachability according to our analysis. Finally, we provide several potential applications that can benefit from code unreachability diagnosis.

5.3.1

Problem Formulation

As we described in Section 5.1.2, unreachable code is often associated with errors
and should be corrected. The main objective of our code-statement unreachability
diagnosis is to find the cause of such errors and fix them. The diagnosis problem is
formulated as follows. Given a design, a testbench and a list of unreachable code
statements, we seek to find the cause of unreachability and provide a set of suggestions
on how to fix the unreachability problem. Note that in our formulation, unreachability
can be caused by design bugs, testbench bugs or improper testbench configurations.
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5.3.2

Common Causes of Unreachability

In order to design useful methods for unreachability diagnosis, we analyzed several
industrial designs to identify the causes of unreachability. We found that the reason
varies. However, they can be broadly classified into three major types: hardware bugs,
design modalities, testbench errors, and reachability analysis limitations.
Hardware bugs are often due to incorrect use of predicates in conditional branches
such as conflicting conditions. These bugs are usually serious because the circuit’s
behavior would not match the designer’s intention when such bugs exist — few people
put dead code into a design on purpose. Other common hardware bugs include obsolete code that has not been removed, such as unused tasks and functions. Although
such unreachable code is harmless for design’s functionality, it may still occupy extra resource after logic synthesis. Therefore, it is still useful to detect and remove all
obsolete code statements.
From our analysis, we found that the most common types of testbench errors that
result in code unreachability are incorrect operating modes and over-constrained rules.
For example, the design is constrained to run in mode 1 but the designer is checking the
code that is written for mode 2. Unreachability due to reachability analysis limitations
is often caused by insufficient verification depth. For example, the number of simulated
cycles may be too small for a counter to assume a value that allows certain code to be
reached, such as code that detects the buffer full condition. Although such problems
are not design bugs, they limit the power of formal tools and reduce the thoroughness
of verification.

5.3.3

Potential Applications

Being able to automatically diagnose unreachable code can solve many verification
problems. In this section, we describe four applications that can benefit from our
unreachability diagnosis.
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1. Reducing debugging effort: Existing verification tools cannot provide counterexamples for the bugs revealed by reachability analysis, forcing designers to trace
imaginary execution paths in order to find where the bugs come from. Obviously, such manual work is time-consuming and inefficient. Our unreachability
diagnosis method can identify key variables that designers should look at and
can automatically generate a set of suggestions to reach the target code. By
modifying the testbench or design to produce the suggested values for those key
variables, the unreachability problem can be solved, which can make debugging
much easier.
2. Facilitating formal verification: Formal verification techniques based on Bounded
Model Checking (BMC) can provide comprehensive results for the unrolled cycles. Due to its bounded nature, however, BMC has difficulty verifying properties with large sequential depth such as the FIFO full condition. One way
to solve this problem is to abstract certain key variables, such as counters, to
allow formal analysis of related properties [44]. Currently, such abstraction is
often performed by designers and is not be done automatically. With our our
unreachability analysis method, formal tools can perform automatic abstraction
on the variables that we identified to cause unreachability and prove properties
that could not be proved before.
3. Setting reasonable code coverage goals: In order to support design reuse, a circuit may have multiple modes and configurations so that it can be used in different applications. When verifying a specific configuration, a substantial amount
of unused code may be discovered because the code may be written for other
modes. However, designers cannot simply ignore the unreachability report because the dead code may be caused by other problems. By making the configuration registers liberated registers, we can quickly identify unreachable code
that is due to the current configuration and remove them from coverage target.
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Designers can then focus on the code coverage for the rest of design.
4. Improving verification quality: It is a common practice to use assertions to catch
design bugs. However, even if the assertions are not violated during verification,
there may be still bugs in the design because the unreachability of assertions may
be caused by over-constrained testbenches or other unexpected conditions. Our
diagnosis can be used to make sure the conditions that caused the unreachability
are valid, which can consequently improve verification quality.

5.4

Unreachability Diagnosis

In this section we first describe how we modify symbolic simulation for unreachability
diagnosis, and then show the procedure to perform the diagnosis using SAT solvers.
Finally, we present how to generate counterexamples that can make the unreachable
code reachable. Note that our unreachability diagnosis is considerably different from
the error diagnosis techniques used in [1, 24, 25] in that: (1) traditional error diagnosis requires the expected (correct) values at primary outputs or key variables so that
diagnosis can be performed, while we don’t; and (2) traditional techniques are mostly
synthesis-based and do not take advantage of software execution features, while ours
modify the symbolic simulation algorithm and is closer to software debugging. Finally, although we still use MUX-like constructs, their purpose is to change symbolic
simulation itself in order to explore code execution paths that do not exist before, while
traditional synthesis-based methods cannot change code execution paths.

5.4.1

New Symbolic Simulation Algorithm

The unreachability diagnosis problem in our work is represented with (1) a design
containing a list of unreachable code statements; and (2) a testbench or a set of input
patterns under which the code statements are unreachable. In this work, we modify the
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event-based symbolic simulation algorithm described in Section 5.2 (See [34, 67] also)
in order to perform unreachability diagnosis. Since the symbolic simulation algorithm
can explore all execution paths for the target code statements under the given input
constraints, when the target code statements are unreachable, there must be one or
more conflicts in the symbolic execution paths.
Our symbolic simulation algorithm for unreachability diagnosis is shown in Figure 5.2. In order to identify key variables that cause conflicts in symbolic execution,
we select certain variables, called liberated variables, to give them more freedom in
choosing their values when they are accessed in symbolic simulation. As line 4 shows,
this is achieved by introducing MUXes for such variables. More specifically, a conditional assignment is created to determine whether a variable vi contributes to the
unreachability and should has its behavior changed or not.
Procedure symbolic simulation for unreachability diagnosis()
01 event = event queue.pop();
02 curr sym cond = event.sym cond;
03 while execute statement triggered by event
04
whenever a liberated variable, vi , is accessed,
replace returned symbolic trace Vi with Vi s ? Vi f ree : Vi ;
05
if statement is a conditional block with condition cond
06
curr sym cond &= cond;
07
do not execute statement if curr sym cond is proven to be 0;
08
if code to be diagnosis is reached
09
unreachability diagnosis(curr sym cond);
10
else if leaving conditional block with condition cond
11
restore curr sym cond by removing cond as constraint;
12
else if a new event nevent needs to be generated
13
nevent→sym cond = curr sym cond;
14
event queue.add(nevent);
15
statement = statement.next;
Figure 5.2: Modified event-driven symbolic simulation algorithm for unreachability
diagnosis. Line numbers containing our changes are marked in boldface.
When the select line Vi s is 0, the symbolic trace returned by symbolic simulation
uses the original trace Vi , which means symbolic conditions will not be changed by
vi . In other words, variable vi does not contribute to the unreachability and has its
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behavior unchanged. On the other hand, when Vi s is 1, symbolic trace is replaced with
a free symbol Vi f ree that can take any value. In this way, there is an opportunity to
eliminate the conflicts in symbolic conditions so that execution paths that could not be
taken before can now be taken, which can then allow symbolic simulation to explore
new execution paths. When a previously unreachable code statement is reached, we
can then use the method that we will show in the next section to perform unreachability
diagnosis.

5.4.2

Diagnosis and Counterexample Generation

In order to narrow down the cause of unreachability, cardinality constraints, as shown
in Figure 5.3, are added to restrict the number of select lines that can be asserted simultaneously. More specifically, we use ne to denote the number of candidate variables
that could contribute to the unreachability, and this number should be as small as possible so that the problem can be localized to a few key variables. Our algorithm for
unreachability diagnosis is shown in Figure 5.4. In the algorithm, ne is initialized to 1
and we gradually increase the number until we find valid diagnosis.
V1_e
V2_e
Adder

n_e

Vn_e

Figure 5.3: Cardinality constraints for unreachability diagnosis.
In line 2 of the algorithm, when SAT found a solution, variables with their select
lines asserted are those contribute to the unreachability: by changing their behavior
using the values returned in the free symbols, the code will become reachable. Therefore in line 3 we report such variables as cause of the unreachability problem, and the
values reported in line 4 will become the counterexample. In order to find all possible
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Procedure unreachability diagnosis (sym cond)
01 for (ne = 1; sym cond is UNSAT; ne + +)
02
while (sat solving(sym cond) == SAT)
03
report variables associated with the asserted select lines
as cause of unreachability;
04
report values in free variables associated with the asserted
select lines as counterexample;
05
add negation of asserted select lines as new clauses;
Figure 5.4: The procedure of unreachability diagnosis for the given symbolic conditions.
diagnosis, in line 5 we add the negation of asserted select lines as new clauses to the
SAT problem so that the same solution will not be returned again.

5.4.3

Implementation Insights

To achieve better performance for our techniques, in this section we first propose a
refinement to improve the performance of symbolic reachability analysis. We then
describe how to ensure the correctness of the reachability analysis report. Finally, we
provide basic ideas on how to select liberated variables for unreachability diagnosis.
Combining Logic and Symbolic Simulation for Reachability Analysis
Logic simulation has been widely used in code coverage analysis. With random inputs,
logic simulation can efficiently determine the reachability for the conditional blocks.
To leverage the strengths of both logic and symbolic simulation, we first perform logic
simulation for a period of time to identify the conditional blocks that are reachable.
Typically, logic simulation is performed until code coverage saturates. Next, we use
symbolic simulation to check all conditional blocks that are still not reachable. Since
logic simulation is extremely fast, this method can greatly reduce the use of formal
analysis and achieve better performance. Note that formal analysis is still necessary
to ensure the correctness of reachability analysis since logic simulation may not hit all
possible reachable code statements due to its random nature.
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Ensuring the Correctness of Reachability Analysis
Although symbolic simulation can evaluate all possible values simultaneously, it can
only ensure the correctness and the completeness of verification within the simulated
time period. One way to solve this problem is to use “proof by induction” that is described in detail in [49]. The basic idea behind this method is that if the state in the
last simulated cycle is a subset of any state before the last cycle, then the properties
verified to hold for the simulated cycles will hold forever. In reachability analysis, if
the condition mentioned above is satisfied, then all the unreachable code statements are
guaranteed to be unreachable. By performing state reachability analysis, we can determine the number of cycles that should be performed in order to satisfy the condition
that allows “proof by induction” to work.
Selecting Liberated Variables for Unreachability Diagnosis
The selection of liberated variables affect both the performance of symbolic simulation and the accuracy of unreachability diagnosis. In general, variables (registers or
wires) used in a design are good candidates of liberated variables. Since too many
liberated variables may reduce our diagnosis performance due to unnecessarily large
search space, one can also restrict liberated variables to dominating registers only. It
is important to note that certain types of variables, such as clocks, resets and loop index variables, should not be selected as liberated variables because they are typically
unrelated to code unreachability. In addition, giving them freedom to choose different
values will create unnecessary overhead for symbolic simulation. For example, making the clock a liberated variable will cause symbolic simulation to trace all possible
combinations of clocks, which will be highly inefficient.
RTL symbolic simulation performs operations at the word level. As a result, only
one MUX is added to a multi-bit variable, which can considerably reduce the search
space of SAT solvers because all bits share the same select line. Another way to reduce
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SAT search space is to reduce the number of inserted select lines. Since in hardware,
a variable typically has only one value at a specific time, we can have the MUXes
inserted at the same time share their select lines. However, a variable can have multiple
values in a testbench, thus the select lines cannot be shared.

5.5

Experimental Results

We chose a DLX processor from the BugUnder Ground project [115] as the benchmark in this paper because it is one of the few publicly-available designs that contains
non-trivial unreachable code due to design errors. DLX [54] is a 32-bit RISC microprocessor with 5-stage pipeline. The BugUnder Ground project provides a DLX
implementation with 40 manually inserted bugs; however, due to conflicting conditions, it is found that 6 of the bugs actually can never be triggered [31]. In other words,
the code statements for triggering the bugs can never be reached. Since the other 34
bugs can be triggered, we only use the 6 “dead bugs” to evaluate our unreachability
diagnosis. A detailed description of the bugs are listed in Table 5.1.
In addition to academic benchmarks, we also applied our diagnosis techniques to
several blocks from industrial designs, including a network controller and a high-speed
I/O interface. We found that the diagnosis results can often greatly reduce debugging
time. Since the designs are confidential, we only report the design sizes and the results
of our unreachability analysis technique.
We implemented our algorithms using a commercial symbolic simulator [114] that
supports behavior and RTL Verilog. In our use model, designers first perform formal
reachability analysis to find unreachable code. Next, they choose the code that needs to
be diagnosed by specifying its file name and line number. Liberated variables are then
selected using a user interface similar to VCD dump. Finally, symbolic simulation is
performed using the same environment as the one used for reachability analysis for un91

Table 5.1: Characteristics of benchmarks and cause of code unreachability. The first 6
cases are design bugs, while the last two are due to over-constrained testbenches.
Case ID
BUG20
BUG22
BUG29
BUG31
BUG33
BUG34

CaseA
CaseB

Testbench configuration
Properly-constrained,
random testbench,
14 cycles.
Properly-constrained,
random testbench,
14 cycles.
Properly-constrained,
random testbench,
14 cycles.
Properly-constrained,
random testbench,
14 cycles.
Properly-constrained,
random testbench,
14 cycles.
Properly-constrained,
random testbench,
14 cycles.
Constrained-random,
testbench: ADD, ADDI
SW, LW, NOP, 14 cycles.
Constrained-random,
testbench: ADD, ADDI
SW, LW, NOP, SRL, SLL,
SRA, BEQ, NOP, 14 cycles.

Cause of unreachability
oldRS is always the same as RSaddr such that
“(oldRS[4]==0) && (RSaddr[4]==1))”
can never be true.
OPCODE can never be ADD with
legal input pattern to make IR5[8 op] == 8 ADD.
IR3[8 op] can not be SW and one of ADDI
ADDIU, SLTI, SLTIU, ANDI, ORI, XORI
at the same time, which is a contradiction.
OPCODE can never be ADD with
legal input pattern to make IR5[8 op] == 8 ADD.
{IR[8 op],IR[8 function]} == {8 SPECIAL,8 SLL}
and branch taken reg can never be true at
the same time.
{IR[8 op],IR[8 function]} == {8 SPECIAL,8 SLL}
and branch taken reg can never be true at
the same time.
Over-constrained input patterns.
Over-constrained input patterns.

reachability diagnosis. In our experiments, runtime and memory usage was calculated
for the whole process, including symbolic simulation and the SAT solving part for
unreachability diagnosis. The machine we used was a Dell PowerEdge 2900 (2GHz
Quad-Core Xeon, 48 Gbytes main memory) running Linux Fedora Core 8. MiniSat
[45] complied in 64-bit mode was used as the SAT solver for unreachability diagnosis.

5.5.1

Diagnosis Example

Evaluating automatic debugging methods is often difficult because the quality of diagnosis is highly subjective — the same diagnosis can help one engineer a lot while being
totally confusing to another one. As a result, the quality of diagnosis is often hard to
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quantify. Therefore, in this subsection we use an example to show what our diagnosis
report looks like and explain how it can facilitate designers to debug the unreachability
problem. The example is from DLX BUG22. This bug [115] supposed to cause the
destination register to be wrong under certain conditions, as shown in Figure 5.5(a).
However, we found that the bug can never be triggered. To debug the problem, we performed unreachability diagnosis, and one of the diagnosis is shown in Figure 5.5(b).
In this case, instructions are generated at “negedge clk” and are propagated to the next
stage at “posedge clk”. The report shows that the bug can be triggered by changing
variable IR2 (instruction register at the 2nd-stage pipeline) with the suggested values.
However, the report shows that in order to produce “RDaddr5==5’d7” and “IR5[8 op]
== 8 ADD” at time 550, the values in IR2 has to be changed both at time 250 (“posedege
clk”) and at time 305 (“negedge clk”). This is an unexpected behavior and we want
to find the reason why these two conditions can not be true using only one instruction
“ADD” with store address “rd=7”.
(a)

// bug occurs if RDwire != RDaddr5
RDwire = ((IR4[8 op]==8 SW) && (IR4[‘rt]==5’d7) &&
(RDaddr5==5’d7) && (IR5[8 op]==8 ADD)) ?
5’d14 : RDaddr5;

(b)

Diagnosis: DUV.IR2, suggested values to solve problem:
Variable DUV.IR2, at time 250 (posedge clk),
value= 32’b00000000000000000011100000001001;
rd=7
Variable DUV.IR2, at time 305 (negedge clk, #5),
value= 32’b10000000000000000000000000000000;
ADD, illegal opcode
Variable DUV.IR2, at time 405 (negedge clk, #5),
value= 32’b10101100000001110000000000000000;
SW
rt=7

Figure 5.5: Unreachability diagnosis example. At time 550, the suggested values will
propagate to RDaddr5 with value 5’d7, IR4[8 op] with value SW, and IR5[8 op] with
value ADD. The code that trigger the bug can then be reached.
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We did further analysis and found that 8 ADD is illegal in the 8 op field, making the
decoder produce 0 as the RD register address. As a result, RDaddr5 will never be
5’d7 when IR5[8 op] is 8 ADD. This is why the bug can never be triggered. Without
the diagnosis report, it took one engineer more than two hours to figure out what was
wrong. With the report, the debugging time was reduced to just 10 minutes. This result
suggests that our diagnosis techniques can provide valuable insights for debugging
unreachability problems.

5.5.2

Quantitative Evaluation

In this subsection we present the quantitative evaluation results of our diagnosis methods. To diagnose unreachability bugs in the DLX design, we prepared six properlyconstrained testbenches. In order to show that our diagnosis techniques can also find
errors in the testbench, we also developed two over-constrained testbenches that can
only generate limited instructions. Since we performed formal reachability analysis
for 14 cycles, we performed symbolic simulation for the same number of cycles for
diagnosis.
The results of unreachability diagnosis are shown in Table 5.2. We first examined
the effectiveness of our methods by doing full design diagnosis (the left half of the
table). The results show that even though we liberated all the variables in the design
which consequently made the symbolic simulator explore all possible execution paths,
the maximum runtime was still smaller than 30 minutes, suggesting that our method is
efficient. In addition, the memory usage for most cases is less than 1 Gbyte, which can
be executed on most modern computers. We also observed that the runtime and memory usage for different cases may vary because symbolic simulation needs to explore
different paths due to different unreachability conditions.
In addition to runtime and memory usage, we also measured how well the causes
of unreachability could be narrowed down by comparing the number of returned diag94

Table 5.2: Unreachability diagnosis results. In full design diagnosis, all the variables
in the design (including testbench) are liberated. In buggy module diagnosis, only
the variables in the buggy module are liberated. Diagnosis for BUG29 contains two
liberated variables, while all other diagnosis contains only one variable.
(a) Full design diagnosis (including testbench)

Cases
BUG20
BUG22
BUG29
BUG31
BUG33
BUG34
CaseA
CaseB

Buggy
module
regfile.v
cpu.v
cpu.v
cpu.v
decode.v
decode.v
tbench.v
tbench.v

Runtime Memory #Liberated #Diagnosis
(MB)
Vars.
3m20s
637.36
217
1
1m22s
504.95
216
7
8m49s
601.92
217
24
14m45s
815.19
216
5
28m39s 1146.15
218
1
28m48s 1146.35
218
1
29m17s
897.93
215
8
29m13s
887.22
215
8
(b) Buggy module diagnosis

Cases
BUG20
BUG22
BUG29
BUG31
BUG33
BUG34
CaseA
CaseB

Buggy
module
regfile.v
cpu.v
cpu.v
cpu.v
decode.v
decode.v
tbench.v
tbench.v

Runtime Memory #Liberated #Diagnosis
(MB)
Vars.
45s
357.73
10
1
43s
417.61
67
3
4m52s
549.41
68
9
8m1s
655
67
2
13m26s
584.22
16
1
13m24s
584.33
16
1
7m14s
394.69
7
1
7m31s
394.29
7
1

nosis and the number of liberated variables. Table 5.2(a) shows that the numbers of
liberated variables for these cases are approximately 2203 ; however, the numbers of
diagnosis are mostly smaller than 10. This result means that the user only needs to
check approximate 4.5% of total variables to find where the problem is, showing that
our methods can significantly narrow down the problem to a few key variables.
It is important to note that BUG29 has a larger number of diagnosis because triggering the bug requires changing two liberated variables, while all other cases only
require changing one variable. However, diagnosing such a case is still efficient in
that runtime is still under 9 minutes. In our experience, diagnosing problems involving
3

The slight difference is due to registers or wires added for the manually-inserted bugs.
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more than one liberated variable, such as BUG29, can be much more difficult than
diagnosing problems that involve only one variable. In fact, one engineer thought that
our diagnosis for BUG29 was incorrect because he did not think the design could not
have conflicts that the diagnosis pointed out. However, after carefully examining the
results, it was found that our diagnosis was correct and the cause of unreachability is
nontrivial. Without our diagnosis report, it would take the engineer much longer to
figure out what was wrong.
To evaluate the relationship between the number of liberated variables and diagnosis efficiency, we also performed our diagnosis on the buggy block by making only
variables in that block liberated. The results are shown in Table 5.2(b). It is observed
that the numbers of liberated variables are substantially smaller than those on the left
half; consequently, the execution time and memory consumption were greatly reduced.
Moreover, the numbers of diagnosis are also smaller, indicating that if the user can provide more information such as erroneous blocks and the variables that do not need to
be liberated, our diagnosis report will also become more accurate. This can reduce the
effort required to analyze the diagnosis results.
To check how well our technique can handle large designs which contain more liberated variables, we performed unreachability analysis on two industrial designs, and
the results are shown in Table 5.3. DesignA is a block in a multimedia system-on-chip
circuit. We symbolically simulated 7 cycles for unreachability analysis. As shown in
the Table 5.3, 36 diagnosis that contained two liberated variables are reported. Note
that when two liberated variables are considered simultaneously, there are 27730 possible combinations of diagnosis, and it is highly unlikely to find the causes of unreachability without our unreachability analysis. However, with our diagnosis, only
36 diagnosis results need to be checked, and approximately 99.8% possible combinations are eliminated. This result suggests that our techniques can greatly reduce an
engineer’s effort in analyzing unreachable code.
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Table 5.3: Unreachability diagnosis results using industrial designs. DeaignA is simulated for 7 cycles, and DesignB is simulated for 50 cycles.
Cases
DesignA
DesignB

Lines of RTL Runtime #Liberated Vars. #Diagnosis
5074
1m34s
236
36
8068
32m5s
1520
15

DesignB is a high-speed I/O interface which consists of many different types of
modules. There are 33 instances in the design and 25 of them are instantiated from
the same module under different hierarchy. Obviously, it is very difficult to manually analyze the cause of unreachability for such a complex structure. By applying
our unreachability analysis for 50 cycles, we found that the diagnosis results saturated
after 10 cycles, and 15 diagnosis results were reported. Note that the runtime was
still shorter than 33 minutes even for a design this large, suggesting that our diagnosis technique provides a practical solution for finding the cause of unreachability in
industrial-size designs.
In our experiments we could always found valid diagnosis. If diagnosis could not
be found, one should either simulate more cycles or increase the number of allowed
liberated variables. The former case indicates insufficient verification depth, while the
latter one suggests that the cause of the problem is sophisticated and solving it requires
liberating more variables.

5.6

Summary

Code coverage is a key metric in hardware verification. However, code coverage is
typically obtained through logic simulation. Therefore, it may miss corner cases and
produce incorrect reports due to X problems in the design or testbench. To address
the problem, we proposed an innovative technique which can formally prove whether
or not a specific code statement can be reached. In this way, designers can identify
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unreachable code statements in an RTL design directly, which can provide additional
flexibility for design verification flows.
Note that, once a piece of code is determined to be unreachable, it is desirable to
find the root cause because unreachable code statement is often correlated with design
bugs. Unfortunately, due to the lack of effective diagnosis methodologies and tools,
finding the root cause of code unreachability remains a challenging and tedious task.
Therefore, in this chapter we also performed an analytical study on the unreachability problem and proposed an automatic unreachability diagnosis technique that can
identify the cause of unreachability. Moreover, our technique can provide a set of suggestions on how to fix the unreachability problem. This is achieved by our enhanced
symbolic simulation algorithm that can search unexplored execution paths, as well as
our new method that uses symbolic conditions to produce diagnosis reports. Our empirical results using DLX and two industrial designs show that the proposed diagnosis
technique can significantly narrow down the causes of the unreachability problems: the
user only needs to check approximate 4.5% of total variables to find where the problem
is. These results suggest that our unreachability diagnosis technique can significantly
reduce the debugging time of unreachability problems.
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Chapter 6
Software-based Post-Silicon Bug
Repair
Due to the dramatic increase in design complexity, verifying the functional correctness
of a circuit is becoming more difficult. Therefore, bugs may escape all verification
efforts and be detected after tape-out. While most existing solutions focus on fixing
the problem on the hardware, in this work we propose a different methodology [38]
that tries to mask the bugs using software. This is achieved by utilizing formal reachability analysis to extract the conditions that can trigger the bugs. By synthesizing the
bug conditions, we can derive input constraints for the software so that the hardware
bugs will never be exposed. In addition, we observe that such constraints have special
characteristics: they have small onset terms and flexible minterms. To facilitate the
use of our methodology, we also propose a novel resynthesis technique [38] to reduce
the complexity of the constraints. In this way, software can be easily modified, either
online or offline, so that it runs correctly on the buggy hardware. This approach is most
suitable for embedded systems since the program running on the systems will not be
modified by end users. We applied this methodology to a DLX processor and successfully worked-around hardware bugs, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.
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6.1

Background and Previous Work

One way to fix post-silicon bugs is to change the layout and then do a respin. Although
this approach is effective, it is also expensive due to the dramatic increase of respin
costs. Another way is to integrate special logic into a circuit [107] so that bugs can be
worked around. However, this method will not work if such logic has not been inserted
in the first place. In addition, some bugs may not be able to be fixed this way if the
capacity of the inserted logic cannot handle the bugs.
Another approach that can work around post-silicon bugs is to change the firmware
or software running on the hardware that can turn off certain features in the hardware.
For example, Intel uses micro-instruction patches to fix bugs in their CPUs, and AMD
suggested their users to turn off the translation look-aside buffer to fix a bug in the
first-generation Phenom processor. Although such fixes more or less affect the circuit’s
performance, the circuit can still function correctly and does not need to be replaced.
In this way, the cost to fix bugs can be significantly reduced. As a result, this approach
is used frequently, especially in embedded systems whose software is controlled by the
system company and will not be modified by end users.
One major challenge to this software-based bug repair approach is to find a way to
modify the software so that bugs can be masked without affecting system performance
too much. For example, it is unwise to replace multiplication with a series of additions in a software if the multiplier is buggy for just a few combinations of numbers.
However, finding the correct constraints for the software to mask hardware bugs can
be highly challenging if the bug is non-trivial: manually analyzing the condition to
trigger the bugs and deriving such constraints can be difficult.
To address the problem, we propose a methodology that once a bug is found in
the Register Transfer Level (RTL) code, we can analyze the conditions that trigger the
bug and then produce constraints for the software team to modify their programs. This
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is achieved by performing formal code statement reachability analysis using symbolic
simulation to identify all the symbolic conditions that can reach the buggy code, and
then produce a Boolean function based on such conditions so that the bug will be
exposed only if the function’s output is one: this function represents the exact condition
for the bug to appear. By synthesizing the function, a constraint, in the form of a singleoutput combinational circuit, can be generated and used by the software team to check
their programs. Since such a constraint can be complicated, we also propose a novel
resynthesis technique to simplify the constraint so that it can be handled efficiently.
To this end, we observe that such constraints typically have small onset terms and the
offset terms are flexible – bugs occur infrequently and it is fine to have some false
negatives. Based on this observation, we propose a resynthesis technique using Craig
interpolation that is especially suitable for optimizing Boolean functions with small
onset terms and flexible offset terms. Although there is trade-off between function
complexity and the number of false negatives, our experimental results show that we
can produce small constraints with minor increase in false negatives in many cases.
In addition, our resynthesis technique is much more scalable than traditional synthesis
optimization techniques based on BDDs or implicant manipulations. This optimization
undoubtedly will make our post-silicon bug repair approach more useful in practice.
In this section, we first provide an overview of post-silicon bug repair techniques,
and then briefly describe formal reachability analysis that is utilized to extract bug
conditions in our methodology. We also introduce Craig interpolation, constrainedrandom simulation, as well as several synthesis optimization techniques that utilize
don’t-cares.

6.1.1

Post-Silicon Bug Repair

One way to repair post-silicon bugs is to embed extra logic into a circuit so that patches
can be applied to a buggy circuit. A semantic guardian [107] is an additional logic
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block that can prevent a design from entering undesirable states due to design bugs.
In this methodology, users assign monitor points in a design and then simulate the
circuit. The guardian generator considers the validated configurations as trusted states
and automatically synthesizes the untrusted states as a guardian. By utilizing additional
configurable registers, the guardian can be patched for future bug fixes. This approach
can save a design from being recalled at the expense of small area increase and some
performance degradation.
Another approach to fix post-silicon bugs is to change the firmware or software
running on the hardware. Fixing bugs is often much easier with this approach because
it is easy to deploy software patches to end users. However, finding a correct fix without affecting system performance too much may not be easy. In this work we provide
a new methodology to automate this software bug fix process.

6.1.2

Formal Reachability Analysis

Traditionally, reachability analysis is performed on state machines. In this work we
use code-statement reachability analysis instead because it can target functional bugs
in RTL code more effectively than working with design states. One major reason is
that in this way, we can focus on the combinations of inputs that allow the buggy code
to be executed instead of analyzing design states that may trigger the bugs. To this
end, Chou et al. proposed a methodology to formally analyze code reachability using
symbolic simulation [34]. Unlike logic simulation that only handles scalar values,
symbolic simulation simulates symbols that represent both 0 and 1 simultaneously. In
this way, we can obtain the symbolic condition to execute any line of the RTL code
and use it to derive conditions that can trigger design bugs.
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6.1.3

Craig Interpolation

Craig interpolation is a technique originated in mathematical logic [40]. Recently, it
has become popular in verification and logic synthesis [27, 78, 79]. Craig interpolation
theorem states that given a pair of Boolean formulas A and B, such that A∧B = f alse,
there exists an intermediate formula I, such that A ⇒ I and I ⇒ B̄. I is called an
interpolant and refers only to the common variables of formulas A and B. Intuitively,
an interpolant I is an abstraction of A from the viewpoint of B.
An interpolant can be derived in linear time from the proof by resolution that A∧B
is unsatisfiable [78, 88]. There are several applications of Craig interpolation, such as
model checking [78], functional dependency [79] and Boolean relation determination
[61]. McMillan [78] utilized Craig interpolation to generate an approximated image
operator that can be used in symbolic checking. Mishchenko et al. [79] proposed a
logic optimization technique which uses interpolation to compute synthesis functional
dependency. In [61], Jiang et al. addressed the scalability issue and demonstrated a
method to extend determination capacity through interpolation.

6.1.4

Synthesis Optimization Using Don’t-Cares

In traditional two-level netlist optimization, one popular method to utilize Don’t-Cares
(DCs) is to expand implicants into minterms that are don’t-cares. Espresso [91] is a
classic tool that implements many of the most commonly-used two-level techniques.
For multi-level circuits, don’t-cares have been utilized for rewiring [109] and node
merging [87, 112]. To represent don’t-cares more efficiently in multi-level circuits,
Yamashita et al. proposed the concept of Sets of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished
(SPFDs) [109, 110]. To utilize don’t-cares to optimize larger circuits, the SWEDE
framework proposed by Chang et al. provides several methods that can scale better
than traditional methods [27].
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The above synthesis optimization techniques assume the care terms are fixed. In
our application, however, only the onset terms are fixed and the offset terms are flexible. In other words, we can freely change offset terms into don’t-cares for better
optimization as long as the number of offset terms that become onsets does not increase too dramatically after synthesis. Such a synthesis problem can also be found in
post-silicon validation and repair methods that try to use on-chip hardware to detect or
work around bugs, such as the work by Wagner et al. [107] and Ko et al. [66]. These
studies use techniques similar to that implemented in Espresso to solve this synthesis optimization problem, which are not scalable. In this work we propose a scalable
method that can also be a applied to solve the synthesis optimization problems used by
these technique.

6.2

Software-Based Post-Silicon Bug Repair

The goal of this work is to automatically generate software constraints so that hardware
bugs can be masked. In this section, we first formulate a synthesis problem that can
be used to produce constraints for masking hardware bugs. We then describe how to
utilize code-statement reachability analysis to produce the synthesis instance. Finally,
we illustrate the overall flow of our methodology.

6.2.1

Problem Formulation

Given a circuit whose sequential depth is C that contains known bugs in its RTL code,
as well as a constrained-random testbench that can generate all possible software sequence SEQ, our goal is to generate a constraint in the form of a single-output Boolean
netlist such that if any software sequence seq ∈ SEQ can trigger the bug, the output
of the netlist becomes 1. By changing the software so that the output of the constraint
is always 0, we can make sure the buggy code in the RTL will never be executed, and
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the hardware will work correctly. To achieve this goal, one can use the constraint as
a software checker to determine whether or not the input sequence will cause the bug
conditions to be true. This is carried out by iteratively checking the input sequence in
intervals, potentially with register values at the first cycle of the interval, where interval
length is the same as the sequential depth of the circuit. If the bug condition can be
true, it indicates that certain input sequences will cause the hardware to execute buggy
RTL code and produce incorrect outputs. By rewriting those input sequences so that
the constraint’s output becomes 0, the bug can be masked. Note that in this methodology, the generated constraints can be used by a software checker or can be synthesized
to an FPGA to check programs faster. They can also be used to modify a compiler so
that the generated machine code can work around the hardware bug by construction. If
the constraints are simple enough and programmable post-silicon bug-repair constructs
are available, they can also be used on-line to flag the incoming inputs as problematic
and switch the circuit to a safe mode to work-around the problem, as Wagner et al.
suggests [107].
If the constraint is complicated, using such constraints can be inefficient. To address this problem, we also propose a novel resynthesis technique to reduce the complexity of the constraint, which will be described in detail in Section 6.3.

6.2.2

Generating Constraints Using Reachability Analysis

In order to extract all the conditions that cause the hardware to execute the buggy
code, we utilize our formal reachability analysis method in Chapter 5 to explore all the
paths to reach the buggy code statement, potentially under different conditions. This
is achieved by replacing the random values in a constrained-random testbench with
symbols and then perform symbolic simulation until the number of cycles reaches the
required sequential depth. The procedure to extract bug conditions using reachability
analysis is shown in Figure 6.1. In the procedure, we first perform reachability analy105

sis on the RTL code. Whenever a buggy statement is executed, suppose it is executed
under condition sym cond, a SAT solver is used to check whether sym cond is satisfiable or not. If sym cond is satisfiable, it means the buggy statement can be reached,
and sym cond should be ORed with bug cond. In this way, we can collect all the possible conditions that trigger the execution of the buggy statements using reachability
analysis.
The bug cond derived from formal reachability analysis is the condition for the
hardware to work incorrectly. It is a Boolean function that when its output is 1, the
inputs will trigger the bug. By synthesizing bug cond, we will have a constraint that
can be used to work around the hardware bug. Specifically, we use the constraint to
check the correctness of the software. If any part of the software made the output of
the circuit 1, then that part will expose bugs in the hardware and cannot be used.
1
2
3
4
5

Perform formal reachability analysis on the buggy design;
whenever a buggy statement is executed and the condition is sym cond;
if (sym cond can be 1)
bug cond = bug cond | sym cond;
return bug cond;

Figure 6.1: The procedure to extract bug conditions using reachability analysis.

6.2.3

Overall Methodology

Given a design’s source code and a list of buggy code statements, our software-based
bug repair methodology, shown in Figure 6.2, works as follows:
1. Perform formal reachability analysis to extract all possible conditions which trigger the execution of buggy statements. This bug condition is then optimized to
produce a Boolean netlist, which is called a constraint.
2. Execute the synthesis optimization described in Section 6.3 to reduce the complexity of the constraint.
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3. Use the generated constraint to modify the software so that the original hardware
bugs can be masked.

Hardware code with
known bug statements
Formal reachability analysis
Bug conditions
Synthesis optimization
Constraint

Original
software

Software checker
FPGA
Compilers
Designers

Modified software
that can mask
hardware bugs

Figure 6.2: Our software-based post-silicon bug repair methodology flow.

6.3

Constraint Optimization Via Resynthesis

Using the method described above, we can generate a constraint to work around hardware bugs. However, scalability still remains a concern. If the constraint is too complex, using it as a software checker can be inefficient. Therefore, it is desirable to
reduce the complexity of the constraint.
The constraint produced by our methodology is essentially a Boolean function, or a
single-output combinational circuit, that produces 1 on its output when bug conditions
are detected. In this section we use “function” instead of “netlist” or “circuit” to refer
to such constraints. However, they are essentially the same since it is easy to convert
from one format to another. Such a function typically has small onsets. In addition, for
the purpose of post-silicon bug repair, we observe that the function does not need to
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be exact: incorrectly marking some conditions as bug-triggering is acceptable, as long
as the number of such false negatives is still small. In other words, we are allowed
to change offset terms into onset terms as long as doing so can reduce function complexity, which is measured using gate count after synthesizing the Boolean function
in this paper. Based on this observation, we propose an optimization technique using
Craig interpolation. In this section, we first formulate this optimization problem, and
then describe how to use Craig interpolation to optimize a Boolean function whose
offsets are flexible and has small onset terms. Finally, we perform an analytical study
to provide more insights into our resynthesis technique.

6.3.1

Problem Formulation

We formulate our constraint optimization problem as a synthesis optimization problem
as follows. A constraint is a Boolean function whose output is 1 when bug conditions
are detected and 0 otherwise. All the onset terms are care terms because marking bugtriggering conditions as bug-free can cause the hardware to produce incorrect outputs,
while all the offset terms are don’t-cares because marking bug-free conditions as bugtriggering only reduces performance and is acceptable. The goal of our optimization
is to reduce the complexity of the function, measured using gate count after synthesis,
that does not make too many offset terms 1.

6.3.2

Function Optimization Using Craig Interpolation

The first problem that needs to be solved in our optimization is to determine the offset
care terms. As mentioned above, all the offset terms can be don’t-cares. However, if
we do not specify any offset terms as care terms, the synthesis tool can simply generate
a constant 1 at the output, making the constraint useless. Therefore, it is obvious that
we have to change certain offset terms into care terms when performing optimization.
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Intuitively, when more offset terms are turned into care terms, the bug will be more
difficult to be hit. As a result, the number of false negatives that correct operations are
determined as buggy operations will also reduce. However, the size of the resynthesized function will also increase. There is a trade-off between the complexity of the
function and the number of false negatives.
In this work we randomly pick offset terms and make them care terms. As we will
analyze in Section 6.3.3, although such an approach will stress on traditional resynthesis techniques due to the lack of logic structures in randomly selected terms, it seems
to work well in our approach due to our use of Craig interpolation. Alternatively, if the
input patterns that appear most frequently for the circuit are known, we can also make
them care terms to make sure we will not mistakenly mark them as bug-triggering
inputs. In this way, the impact on circuit performance can be reduced.
After offset terms are determined, we use Craig interpolation [27, 40] to produce
an optimized netlist, and it works as follows.

1. Synthesize the truth table that represents the offset care terms to produce a
single-output netlist: the output is 1 if the term is an offset care term, while
all other terms will produce 0 on the netlist’s output. We call the netlist N 0.
2. Suppose that the original netlist that represents the onset of the function is called
N 1, form a SAT problem by assuming that the onset and offset are true at the
same time.
3. Solve the SAT problem to produce a proof of unsatisfiability, and then derive the
interpolant from the proof.
4. Create an AIG from the interpolant. The AIG is then optimized and technology
mapped to produce a new netlist. Return the netlist as the optimized constraint.
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6.3.3

Analysis of Our Method

Several traditional synthesis optimization techniques that can utilize don’t-cares try to
expand logic cubes one at a time. However, the number of cubes in the offset can grow
exponentially as problem size increases. As a result, scalability becomes a major issue.
Although one can improve the performance of such approaches by reducing the size
of offset terms [74], it is still inefficient because the computation of offset terms can
suffered when most terms are don’t-cares as in our case.
Unlike existing methods that rely on heuristic cube expansions, our approach randomly selects offset terms as care terms, which creates small offset bubbles in the input
space. Craig interpolation is then used to quickly expand the offset bubbles. Figure
6.3 illustrates the concept of our synthesis optimization technique.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 6.3: Illustration of our synthesis optimization technique. The oval represents
the input state space. Onset is denoted using light-gray and offset is white. (1) The
original function, only a few inputs belong to the onset. (2) Since all offset terms are
don’t-cares, traditional techniques can generate a circuit that is constant 1, rendering
the function useless. (3) In our work we randomly change certain offset terms into care
terms, which creates small bubbles in the input space. (4) We use Craig interpolation
to expand the offset bubbles so that the number of false negatives can be reduced.
Typically, such a random approach will stress on traditional synthesis methods
because there is little relationship between the offset care terms. Since most synthesis
algorithms work better when there are logic structures in the netlist being optimized,
the lack of such structures will reduce the performance of those algorithms in terms of
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both runtime and resynthesis quality. On the other hand, Craig interpolation is based
on the unsatisfiable core produced by solving the onset and offset netlists. Since the
onset netlist is produced by symbolically simulating the design, it is highly structural
and can provide valuable information for SAT solvers to derive useful conflict clauses.
As a result, even though the offset terms lack logic structures, SAT solvers can still
produce unsatisfiable cores that result in high-quality optimized functions. As our
experimental results suggest, our optimization process is faster and more scalable than
traditional approaches. In addition, it can produce small and accurate constraints most
of the time.
Although Craig interpolation works well in our resynthesis approach most of the
time, the fact that it is based on unsatisfiable cores also means the resynthesis quality
can be unstable. Depending on the variable order that a solver performs SAT solving,
the produced unsatisfiable cores can be quite different. This problem can be alleviated
by running Craig interpolation several times using different random seeds and then pick
the best resynthesized results. Alternatively, techniques that can minimize unsatisfiable
cores are also being developed [51].

6.4

Experimental Results

To evaluate our software-based bug repair methodology, we applied it to DLX, which
is a 32-bit processor with 5-stage pipeline [54]. The BugUnder Ground project from
Michigan [115] provides a DLX implementation with 40 known bugs, where 34 of
them are triggerable, and it is used in our experiments. Our goal is to produce a set
of input constraints to work around the bugs. In our experiment, DLX was initialized
to the state in which all registers were symbols. Since DLX has a 5-stage pipeline, all
possible states can be reached in 7 cycles under this configuration. Therefore, symbolic simulation was executed for 7 cycles and the symbolic conditions for executing
the buggy code at the 7th cycle were collected for constraint generation. Since the
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resynthesis quality using Craig interpolation can vary, we ran each configuration 5
times to obtain their average.
To extract all possible conditions that trigger the execution of buggy statements in
the design’s RTL code, we implemented the algorithm described in Figure 6.1 using
a commercial symbolic simulator [114] that supports code reachability analysis. Our
resynthesis algorithm is implemented using ABC based on its inter command [27]. To
measure the complexity of the extracted bug conditions, we fed each Boolean function into ABC and then use its resyn2 command to convert and optimize the function.
Finally, we performed technology mapping based on the Cadence GSCLIB library to
produce a mapped netlist. We then counted the number of cells in the mapped netlist
to measure the complexity of the constraints. The results are shown in Table 6.1 under
column “#Cells (Orig. Constr.)”. From the results, we observe that the generated constraints are in the range of 100-250K cells, which is feasible for FPGA-based checkers
but may be too complex for software-based checkers, suggesting that constraint optimization is necessary.
To evaluate our constraint optimization technique, we performed logic simulation
to generate 1000 random offset patterns and used them as offset care terms. We then
used our resynthesis approach to optimize the constraint based on the new offset terms.
The results are shown in Table 6.2 under column “#Cells (Opt. Constr.)”, and the reduction ratio is also shown. The results show that our constraint optimization technique
can reduce the complexity of the constraints most of the time: significantly smaller
numbers of cells were used by the optimized constraints. However, five cases actually
had larger cell count after optimization. The major reason is that the constraint size
depends on the size of the extracted unsatisfiable core. Since the SAT engine that we
use only tries to find one unsatisfiable core which is not necessarily the minimum one,
the generated constraint could be larger after our optimization technique is applied.
This problem can be alleviated using interpolant reduction techniques such as [4]. To
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Table 6.1: Complexity of the constraints generated for each bug, measured using the
number of cells in the netlist, 1000 offset care terms are used.
Case
ID
BUG1
BUG2
BUG3
BUG4
BUG5
BUG6
BUG7
BUG8
BUG9
BUG10
BUG11
BUG12
BUG13
BUG14
BUG15
BUG16
BUG17
BUG18
BUG19
BUG21
BUG23
BUG24
BUG25
BUG26
BUG27
BUG28
BUG30
BUG32
BUG35
BUG36
BUG37
BUG38
BUG39
BUG40

#Cells
#Cells
(Orig. Constr.) (Opt. Constr.)
106463
83172
103346
65337
108420
546
110816
117727
138528
3595
112910
167
79466
98
112066
17317
175441
26676
133494
7928
62111
35924
62624
56386
113347
4344
122975
188238
105481
141639
115183
22843
113843
147735
125674
190432
93252
15781
117233
63428
110892
100
99497
6410
112038
464
110429
808
98634
21038
137268
50939
95404
823
98044
21834
135844
293
109570
650
97081
26639
112642
1043
78148
63
113180
39857
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Reduction
ratio
21.88%
36.78%
99.50%
-6.23%
97.40%
99.85%
99.88%
84.54%
84.80%
94,06%
42.17%
9.96%
96.17%
-53.07%
-34.28%
80.17%
-29.77%
-51.53%
83.08%
45.90%
99.91%
93.56%
99.58%
99.27%
78.67%
62.89%
99.14%
77.73%
99.78%
99.41%
72.56%
99.07%
99.92%
64.78%

False negative
ratio
30.70%
22.96%
0.85%
0.02%
2.02%
0.12%
0.66%
10.20%
5.33%
4.36%
<0.01%
0.94%
3.41%
28.55%
<0.01%
4.5%
27.24%
<0.01%
19.27%
36.19%
0.09%
1.81%
1.19%
1.86%
6.69%
11.56%
2.02%
3.94%
1.30%
0.94%
4.31%
2.53%
0.05%
14.36%

measure how many false negatives were introduced for each optimized constraint, we
ran 10000 random patterns on the original and the optimized constraints and measured
the number of patterns that have their outputs changed to 1 due to the optimization. As
the results show, there are 23 cases whose false negative ratios are smaller than 5%,
and 11 of them have extremely small false negative ratios (< 1%), suggesting that our
constraint reduction approach can considerably reduce constraint complexity without
creating too many false negatives.
To further evaluate the benefit of constraint optimization, we simulated 10000 random patterns using the original constraints and their optimized versions, and then compared their runtime. In this way, we can predict how much time will be saved by using
the optimized constraints with a software-based checker. The results are presented
in Table 6.2. From the Table, we observe that all the optimized constraints can be
simulated much faster than the original ones, suggesting that our optimization can
significantly reduce software verification time. It is also interesting to note that for
the cases in which the optimized constraints have larger cell counts, such as BUG4,
BUG14, BUG15, BUG17, and BUG18, their runtime is still smaller then original constraints. Although the reason is unclear, we suspect that Craig interpolation created
netlist structures that are more suitable for logic simulation.
The number of offset care terms should affect the size of the optimized constraints
and the number of false negatives. To measure this effect, we performed an experiment
on BUG2 by varying the number of offset care terms that we used, and the results are
shown in Table 6.3. The results show that as expected, the number of false negatives
decreases with the increase in the number of offset care terms. Due to the instability
of Craig interpolation, however, the trend is less obvious between cell-count reduction
and the number of offset care terms. But in general, the trend still shows that when
the number of offset care terms increases, cell-count reduction decreases. This result
suggests that there is a trade-off between cell count and the number of false negatives.
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Table 6.2: Runtime of simulating 10000 random patterns on the generated constraints.
It takes much shorter time to simulate the optimized constraints.
Case
Runtime (s)
Runtime (s)
ID
(Orig. Constr.) (Opt. Constr.)
BUG1
699.20
465.92
BUG2
672.18
117.29
BUG3
834.30
2.70
BUG4
1014.04
543.81
BUG5
1209.69
2.97
BUG6
1012.52
2.09
BUG7
549.00
1.97
BUG8
938.68
21.81
BUG9
1504.89
25.86
BUG10
1102.12
14.13
BUG11
410.80
68.50
BUG12
447.57
94.14
BUG13
928.91
5.87
BUG14
1316.29
971.71
BUG15
907.77
704.12
BUG16
1024.42
65.40
BUG17
954.63
785.59

Case
Runtime (s)
Runtime (s)
ID
(Orig. Constr.) (Opt. Constr.)
BUG18
1129.17
1018.80
BUG19
738.08
18.79
BUG21
1071.39
267.75
BUG23
949.74
2.05
BUG24
785.88
9.98
BUG25
918.81
2.57
BUG26
975.78
2.76
BUG27
807.87
3.88
BUG28
1121.50
25.02
BUG30
739.26
3.08
BUG32
770.72
19.09
BUG35
1314.91
2.14
BUG36
951.17
3.00
BUG37
849.19
28.18
BUG38
984.91
2.97
BUG39
578.56
1.97
BUG40
937.67
133.35

Table 6.3: The effect of different number of offset care terms on the cell count of the
optimized constraint. BUG2 is used as the case study.
#Offset
#Cells
Reduction False negative
care terms (Opt. Constr.)
ratio
ratio
1000
65337
36.78%
22.96%
1500
88483
14.38%
15.57%
2000
66771
35.39%
12.10%
2500
75394
27.05%
9.50%
3000
68945
33.29%
7.51%
To evaluate our constraint optimization method, we compared our algorithm with
two public-domain tools: Espresso in SIS and the mfs command in MVSIS. Since
Espresso and MVSIS cannot handle the complexity of DLX, we used ISCAS 85 and
89 benchmarks instead. However, ISCAS 89 benchmarks are sequential circuits; therefore, we used a commercial symbolic simulation tool [114] to simulate each benchmark for a few cycles to produce a combinational netlist. In addition, since we are
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focusing on resynthesizing netlists with small onset terms, we randomly chose some
outputs from each benchmark and then ANDed them to produce an one-output netlist.
By ANDing different outputs, we can make sure the produced netlist has small onset
terms. The netlist is then optimized by ABC to produce a baseline netlist for comparison, and the gate count is shown in Table 6.4 under column “#Cells(Orig. Constr.)”.
We then applied logic simulation on the synthesized netlist to enumerate all onset terms
and randomly selected 20 offset terms as care terms. The full onset terms, as well as the
offset care terms, are then fed into SIS and MVSIS for optimization using “espresso”
and “mfs” commands. The results are shown under columns “Espresso” and “MVSIS
mfs”. The resynthesis results of our method is shown under column “our method”.
As the results shown in Table 6.4 suggest, Espresso has better cell-count reduction
for most cases due to its exhaustive-search nature. However, for the case that has a
huge number of onset terms such as s832, it took three weeks to produce the optimized
netlist. On the other hand, mfs is based on heuristics and can better handle netlists
with larger onset terms. However, the optimized netlist produced by mfs can be much
worse than Espresso. Take c1335 for example, both optimized constraints have the
same functionality, but their cell count are significantly different: the constraint produced by Espresso has only one cell, while the constraint produced by MVSIS mfs has
1002 cells. It is also observed that for Espresso and mfs, the process time used for
optimization is dominated by the number of onset terms. The reason is that Espresso
and mfs require all the care terms to be known. As a result, users have to enumerate all
onset terms for optimization, which is very time-consuming and inefficient in practice.
Compared with Espresso and mfs, our method achieves constraint optimization using
an existing netlist that represents the onset terms and some randomly-selected offset
care terms, making our process time much shorter than the other two methods. Furthermore, our method generated smaller netlists for many cases, showing that it can
also produce high-quality results.
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Table 6.4: Constraints optimized using our method, Espresso, and MVSIS.
Case
ID
c432
c1355
c1908
c6288
s400
s832
s1494
s38584
Case
ID
c432
c1355
c1908
c6288
s400
s832
s1494
s38584
Case
ID
c432
c1355
c1908
c6288
s400
s832
s1494
s38584

#Onset
terms
242460
73728
34816
512
104173
3824661
2581
8192

Our method
#Cells
#Cells
False
(Orig. Constr.) (Opt. Constr.) negative
15
76
4.48%
184
20
7.74%
304
11
10.16%
227
26
13.73%
37
24
3.78%
187
9
31.63%
299
7
12.19%
42
2
3.08%

Process
time (s)
0.06
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.12

#Onset
terms
242460
73728
34816
512
104173
3824661
2581
8192

Espresso
#Cells
#Cells
False
(Orig. Constr.) (Opt. Constr.) negative
15
15
<0.01%
184
1
12.42%
304
4
23.45%
227
6
35.90%
37
23
13.03%
187
5
14.85%
299
2
12.22%
42
3
9.35%

Process
time (s)
11184.55
719.98
153.81
0.24
1584.50
3 weeks
0.62
5.66

#Onset
terms
242460
73728
34816
512
104173
3824661
2581
8192

MVSIS mfs
#Cells
#Cells
False
(Orig. Constr.) (Opt. Constr.) negative
15
15
<0.01%
184
1002
<0.01%
304
604
<0.01%
227
8
36.69%
37
11
3.74%
187
8
14.85%
299
2
12.22%
42
3
9.35%

Process
time (s)
6.85
9.74
4.80
0.13
1.64
65.62
0.14
0.18
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6.5

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a software-based post-silicon bug repair methodology
that can automatically generate constraints for software so that hardware bugs can be
worked around. Given a design that has known bugs in its RTL code and a constrainedrandom testbench that models the behavior of software, we first perform formal codestatement reachability analysis to extract all possible conditions to execute the buggy
code, and then produce a constraint in the form of a netlist by synthesizing and optimizing the bug condition. The constraint can then be used as a checker to verify whether a
program can be executed on the hardware without problem. Since the constraint may
be complicated, we also propose a novel optimization method based on don’t-cares
that can dramatically reduce the size of the constraint. Our empirical results show
that we can successfully generate constraints for the bugs in a DLX implementation,
and our constraint optimization method can considerably reduce the complexity of the
constraints.
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Chapter 7
Reset Reduction
In this chapter, we propose three novel algorithms based on our X-verification technique [32, 36] (see also Chapter 4) to minimize the number of registers that need to be
initialized, which can reduce the routing resources used by the reset signals and alleviate the routing problem. We applied our techniques to a 5-stage pipelined processor
and successfully reduced the number of control registers that need to be initialized by
53%, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.

7.1

Background and Previous Work

With the miniaturization of transistors, routing has become a serious problem [83].
By reducing the number of registers which need to be initialized, the routing problem
can be alleviated because routing resources used by the reset signal can be reduced. To
this end, we propose reset reduction schemes based on our X-analysis technique. Since
our X-analysis technique is able to handle X conditions accurately at both behavior and
register-transfer levels, we can provide more flexibility for handling the reset reduction
problem and enable many logic optimizations. To facilitate the understanding our reset
reduction scheme, in this section we first describe how Xs (don’t-cares) are handled at
the RTL and then provide necessary background for SAT and QBF problems.
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7.1.1

Handling X at the RTL

Most existing work that utilizes DCs focuses on gate-level models. Being able to
handle X-values accurately at the RTL, however, can provide more flexibility in logic
synthesis. For instance, Boolean manipulation can be applied at the word-level, and
RTL vs. gate-level mismatch can be detected earlier in the design flow. In order to
utilize don’t-cares in logic synthesis correctly, X values at the RTL should be modeled the same as those at the gate level. However, due to the semantic gap between
RTL and gate-level models, RTL vs. gate-level mismatch may occur [17, 102]. To
cope with such a problem, Haufe and Rogin [52] proposed a solution that utilizes
RTL code transformation to avoid unexpected X-propagation. This approach, however, only handles certain types of RTL constructs and is not generic. To address the
above-mentioned problems, our preliminary work [32] presented an innovative method
that exploits high-level symbolic simulation to accurately handle X, which has been
described in section 4.2.1.

7.1.2

Boolean Satisfiability and Quantified Boolean Formulas

Given a propositional Boolean formula, a SATisfiability (SAT) problem is to determine
if there is a satisfying assignment - true and false values to the variables that make the
expression evaluate to true. If a Boolean formula is represented as a conjunction of
clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of literals, it is called a Conjunctive Normal
Form (CNF). Since logic circuits can be easily converted into CNF, many popular SAT
solvers [45, 76, 84] are being used heavily as the verification tools of circuit design.
Note that SAT is a well-known NP-complete problem. Therefore, although some elegant polynomial-time solutions exist for special cases, it is still an open problem and
intensive research is still being carried out.
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Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) is a closely related scheme to Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). The difference is that all variables in SAT are existentially (∃) quantified,
while variables in QBF can be existentially (∃) quantified or universally (∀) quantified.
In general, QBF is presented in a prenex normal form, as shown in the following:

Q1 V1 Q2 V2 . . . Qn Vn |Φ, (n ≥ 0)

(7.1)

where Qi , 0 ≤ i ≤ n denotes a quantifier, either existential (∃) or universal (∀), such
that Qi 6= Qi+1 . Vi denotes a set of Boolean variables, and Φ denotes the entire Boolean
formula. A QBF problem is satisfiable if there exists an assignment that satisfies (7.1).
Take Figure 7.1 as an example, given a propositional Boolean formula Φ, SAT and
QBF have different satisfying assignments which make Φ true.
Φ = (a ∨ b ∨ ¬c) ∧ (¬b ∨ c) ∧ d
QBF: ∃a∀b∃c, d|Φ satisfiable a = 1, c = 1, d = 1
SAT: ∃a∃b∃c∃d|Φ satisfiable a = 0, b = 1, c = 1, d = 1
Figure 7.1: Example for SAT and QBF.
QBF implicitly encodes all possible values for the variables that are universally
quantified, and therefore it is more powerful and flexible than SAT. On the other hand,
the complexity of QBF is PSPACE-complete, making QBF solving slower than SAT.
Recently, several techniques [6, 14, 94] have been developed to determine QBF satisfiability, and it has been applied to various research areas, such as fault diagnosis [2, 75]
and logic synthesis [71].

7.2

Reducing Initialized Registers

In this section, we propose three techniques to minimize the number of registers that
need to be initialized, which are based on our symbolic method for checking the observability of X-value. The first one is an optimal algorithm using SAT formulation
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to find the minimum set of registers that need to be initialized. The second one is
also an optimal algorithm that uses the QBF formulation to find an exact solution.
As our experimental results suggest, the QBF formulation outperforms the SAT one
when the problem is more complicated. Since these optimal algorithms are very timeconsuming, we propose a heuristic algorithm which can only produce an approximate
solution but requires significantly lower computation cost. In the last subsection, we
provide several scalability enhancements. Note that in real designs Xs may be used to
represent don’t-cares as well as errors like signals with multiple drivers. Our register
minimization algorithms support both usages of X because our algorithms guarantees
that no Xs will propagate to observation points, thus ensuring the correctness of the
optimized design.

7.2.1

SAT-Based Optimal Solution

Our first method that finds the minimal number of initialized registers is based on
the SAT-instance construction described in Section 4.2.2. To serve the new purpose,
however, two components are added to the SAT-instance formulation, including 1)
multiplexers and 2) cardinality constraints. A multiplexer is added to every register to
model the initial state in the SAT formulation. More specifically, when the select line Si
is 1, the initial states of XAi and XA0 i are both 0, which means register Ri is initialized
to 0. When Si is 0, XAi and XA0 i are regarded as free variables and become the primary
inputs of the SAT instance. In other words, they are uninitialized. An example of the
multiplexer is given in Figure 7.2(a), where symbol SY MXi and SY MXi0 are symbols
to denote free variables that can take any value. Cardinality constraints, as shown in
Figure 7.2(b), restrict the number of select lines that can be set to 1 simultaneously to
m. This number also represents the number of registers that need to be initialized. The
cardinality constraints are implemented by an adder that performs a bitwise addition
of the select lines and outputs the sum, m.
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XAi

XA’i
S1
S2

Si

Adder

Si
SYMXi

0

SYMXi’

0

(a) Multiplexer.

m

SM

(b) Cardinality constraints.

Figure 7.2: Additional constructs added to Figure 4.4 for finding the minimum set of
initialized registers.

The algorithm is presented in Figure 7.3. In the algorithm, ss denotes a set of
registers to be initialized. SSm denotes the solution space that contains different combinations of exactly m registers that should be initialized, where 0 ≤ m ≤ M (M =
total number of registers). Function check X(miter, m, SS) denotes the procedure to
check the observability of X-values in solution space SS under the constraints miter
and m using the constructs shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 7.2. Initially, m is set to
0, and a SAT solver is called to find if a solution exists to make miter = 1 under the
constraint m. If the problem is satisfiable and solution ss is returned, it means that
initializing the combination of m registers returned by check X in the solution ss will
propagate X-values to observation points, and ss should be excluded from the solution
space SSm . The procedure is repeatedly performed until no solution is returned. At
this point, two situations should be considered: 1) SSm is empty, which means that
if only m registers are initialized, no matter which combination, X values in one or
more of the uninitialized registers will be propagated to observation points. When this
happens, we increment m to look for solutions with one more register to initialize.
The above formulation uses the constructs shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 7.2 to
find and exclude all combination of m registers that when only those registers are
initialized, the X values in the uninitialized variables will be propagated to observation
points. When check X can no longer find a solution under constraint m, it means
choosing any combinations of m registers that still exist in SSm will not propagate
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1 for (m = 0; m <= M ; m + +) do
2
ss = check X(miter = 1, m, SSm );
3
while (ss) do
4
SSm = SSm \ {ss};
5
ss = check X(miter = 1, m, SSm );
6
end while
7
if (SSm is not empty) then
8
return SSm ;
9
end if
10 end for
Figure 7.3: SAT-based optimal method for finding a minimum set of registers that need
to be initialized.
X-values to the observation points. Since we start our search from m = 0, we can find
the minimal number of registers that should be initialized.
The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm can be calculated as follows. Consider an extreme case that all registers should be initialized, the SAT solver will be



called M0 + M1 + . . . + MM−1 = 2M − 1 times. Therefore, the time complexity is
Ω(2M ) and the computation cost is high. Although binary search on m can be applied
to reduce the number of iterations for the outer loop of the algorithm, a polynomial
time solution is unlikely to exist.
One major complexity in this algorithm is from the multiple calls to the SAT solver
that iterate thorough all possible solutions under the same m. Therefore, in the next
section, we formulate the problem using QBF so that such iterative calls are no longer
necessary. As the results in Section 7.4.1 show, the QBF formulation outperforms the
SAT version when the problem is more difficult to solve.

7.2.2

QBF-Based Optimal Solution

The concept behind SAT-based optimal algorithm is to exclude the combinations of
uninitialized registers that propagate their X-values to the observation points. Since all
combinations are tried, the minimal number of registers that need initialization can be
derived. However, such iterative calls to the SAT solver are expensive.
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In this section, we extend the proposed SAT formulation to a QBF one which can
check the observability of all possible uninitialized registers simultaneously. We first
create a Boolean formula Φ which denotes the property that no X-values will be propagated to the observation points, then we formulate a QBF problem as follows:

∃Vs ∀Vu ∃Vr |Φ

(7.2)

Vs denotes the set of select line, Vu denotes the free variables that connect to the
inputs of multiplexers when the select line is 0, and Vr denotes the rest of the variables
in the CNF. The formulation means “find a set of assignments to select lines so that no
matter what values those uninitialized registers (i.e., X symbols) are, the values for the
rest of the variables satisfy the CNF constraint”. The reason why we put select lines
before the universal quantifier is because the assignments to the select lines represent
the set of registers that should be initialized. By universally quantifying the X symbols
and putting them after the select lines, the solution we find can make sure that as long
as we initialize the registers according to the solutions returned for the select lines, no
X will propagate to any observation point because the CNF must be satisfied for all Vu .
The pseudo code of our QBF-based algorithm is presented in Figure 7.4. In line 2,
function QBF check(Φm ) denotes the procedure to check the satisfiability of Boolean
formula Φm , where the subscript m is a constraint to control the number of initialized
registers. Since QBF implicitly encodes all possible solutions for the variables that
are universally quantified, we can simply check the satisfiability of Φm under different
constraint m. If a solution ssm is found, it means that ssm is an assignment of select
lines which prevents X-values from propagating to the observation points. Note that
ssm is an optimal but not unique solution; there could be other solutions that make Φm
true. In addition, although binary search on m can be applied to reduce the number of
iterations for the loop of the algorithm, a polynomial time solution is unlikely to exist.
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1
2
3
4
5

for (m = 0; m <= M ; m + +) do
if (ssm =QBF check(Φm )) do
return ssm ;
end if
end for

Figure 7.4: QBF-based optimal method for finding a minimum set of registers that
need to be initialized.

7.2.3

Fast Heuristic Algorithm

In order to reduce the computation cost, we design a heuristic algorithm that finds a
large set of registers which can be uninitialized. It is based on an iterative trial-anderror scheme. A simplified flow chart is shown in Figure 7.5.
Design
g to be
optimized

Stimulus for
reset reduction

Select registers to be uninitialized
Uninitialized registers are seen as Xs
Fail

Modified design
g
X‐propagation checking
Pass
Optimized design

Figure 7.5: Flow chart for initialized register minimization.
The basic idea behind the algorithm is that not all combinations are checked by
X-propagation checking. Instead, only T possible solutions are randomly selected to
perform X-propagation checking, where T is a pre-defined threshold determined empirically. Based on the results, a new solution space is created for the next round. The
pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Figure 7.6. Initially, check X is used
to find sets of registers to initialize so that no X can be propagated to the observation
points under the constraint m = M − 1 (i.e., only one register is uninitialized), and
these solutions are added to a set seedM −1 . After that, solution space SSm is created by
spanning the solutions comprised in seedm+1 , where 0 ≤ m ≤ M −2. This is achieved
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in the span function by adding each register in seedM −1 to each combination of registers in seedm+1 in line 3 to form a new set of candidate combinations of registers for
check X in SSm . To avoid significant cost for checking all possible solutions in SSj ,
the algorithm randomly selects only T solutions, ss1 , ss2 , . . . , ssT , for X-propagation
checking. If ssi cannot propagate X-values, it will be added to seedm . The same procedure is performed repeatedly with a smaller m until seedm is empty. At this point,
seedm+1 includes the solutions that M − (m + 1) registers can be uninitialized.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

seedM −1 = {ssi ∈ SSM −1 &&
check X(minter = 1, m = M − 1, ssi ) == null};
for (m = M − 2, m ≥ 0; m − −) do
SSm = span(seedm+1 , seedM −1 );
{ss1 , ss2 , . . . ssT }=randomly select(SSm );
foreach (ssi ) do
if (check X(minter = 1, m, ssi ) == null) do
seedm = seedm ∪ ssi ;
end if
end foreach
if (seedm is empty) do
return seedm+1 ;
end if
end for

Figure 7.6: Heuristic method for finding a large set of registers that can be uninitialized.
A simple execution example of the algorithm is shown in Figure 7.7, where the
number of register M is 5, and threshold T is 2. The left column denotes the line number of corresponding pseudo-code in Figure 7.6. Initially, the observability of each
register is checked. Suppose that when either R1 , R2 , R4 , or R5 is uninitialized, its X
value will not propagate to observation points. In this case, seed4 = {R1 , R2 , R4 , R5 }.
When m = 3, SS3 is greedily spanned from seed4 by adding one uninitialized register to each combination of uninitialized registers in seed4 . Although there are six
possible expansions in SS3 , we only select solutions ss1 and ss2 because T = 2, and
the solutions are selected randomly. In the next step, the procedure check X is called
to determine the X observability of ss1 and ss2 . Suppose no satisfiable solutions are
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returned by check X for ss1 and ss2 , they are added to seed3 . And then the same procedure is executed again. At this time, suppose that seed2 is empty because check X
returns a solution for the combinations of registers in seed2 , meaning that uninitializing
any combination of registers in seed2 will have Xs propagated to observation points.
In this case, seed3 will be returned. In this example, check X is called 9 times (5 for
seed4 , 2 for seed3 and 2 for seed2 ), and it found a solution that registers (R1 , R2 ) or
(R1 , R5 ) can be uninitialized simultaneously.
1 Uninitialized 1 register, seed4 = {R1 , R2 , R4 , R5 }
2 Uninitialized 2 registers, m = 3
3
SS3 = span({R1 , R2 , R4 , R5 })
= {(R1 , R2 ), (R1 , R4 ), (R1 , R5 ), (R2 , R4 ), (R2 , R5 ), (R4 , R5 )}
4
ss1 = (R1 , R2 ), ss2 = (R1 , R5 )
5-9
seed3 = {(R1 , R2 ), (R1 , R5 )}
2 Uninitialized 3 registers, m = 2
3
SS2 = span((R1 , R2 ), (R1 , R5 ), seed4 )
= {(R1 , R2 , R4 ), (R1 , R2 , R5 ), (R1 , R4 , R5 )}
4
ss1 = (R1 , R2 , R5 ), ss2 = (R1 , R4 , R5 )
5-9
seed2 = {∅}
10-12 return seed3 = {(R1 , R2 ), (R1 , R5 )}
Figure 7.7: Simple example for our heuristic algorithm.
Two efficient methods can be employed to improve the performance of the heuristic
algorithm. The first one is that for the registers that should be initialized, we can
actually make them stay at 0/1 for all cycles, not just the first cycle. The reason is that
since they are going to have the reset signal, they can be forced to 0 /1 during the reset
period. The second one is that the primary inputs can be constant scalar values instead
of symbols. Since people usually have direct access to a circuit’s primary inputs, and
we are only concerned about the final state after the reset period, we can apply a known
sequence to the primary inputs during the reset period. These scenarios can reduce the
solution space and make SAT solver run faster. Obviously, the sequence used may
affect the number of registers that need to be initialized. In Section 7.3 we will show
how to find a good reset sequence.
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7.2.4

Scalability Enhancements

Even though our heuristic algorithm scales much further than SAT/QBF-based ones,
scalability remains an issue due to the use of formal X verification. To solve this
problem, one can partition the design into smaller blocks and then perform initialized
register minimization on each block. To achieve this goal, we first levelize the blocks
and then perform symbolic simulation using the levelized order to produce symbolic
expressions on block boundaries. When symbolic expressions propagate to the next
block, one can then perform abstraction [10] by selectively replacing some of the expressions with new symbols (i.e., unconstrained inputs) to reduce the complexity of
symbolic simulation and SAT solving. In this way, the inputs to the block will become
under-constrained, but the correctness of the optimized design will be maintained. Although some optimization opportunities may be lost in this process, this is necessary
to make our methods scale to larger designs. Note that if X verification proved that an
output can have X-values, then when performing abstraction the expression must be
replaced by a new X symbol similar to Xs in registers. Expressions that do not involve
Xs should be replaced by ordinary symbols as if they are connected to unconstrained
primary inputs.

7.3

Generating Reset Sequence

The techniques described so far can reduce the number of registers that need the reset
signal given a known or unknown reset sequence. However, a good reset sequence
may further reduce the number of initialized registers because the sequence may be
able to initialize some of the registers. In this section we propose a new method that
uses QBF to find a good reset sequence which may further minimize the number of
initialized registers. Note that this problem is considerably different from finding a
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homing sequence because we have no control over the uninitialized registers. Due to
the same reason, solving this problem using SAT will also be difficult.
The reset sequence generation problem can be formulated as follows. Given a
design and the number of reset cycle C, find an input sequence and a set of registers to
initialize so that the number of initialized registers is minimal and no Xs are propagated
to any observation point.
To solve this problem using QBF, we reuse the QBF formulation shown in Equation
7.2 with one change: the symbols that model the inputs to the circuit (i.e., P In@C in
Figure 4.4) should be moved to the first existential quantifier. This new formulation
then means: “find a set of assignments to select lines and an input sequence so that
no matter what values of those undefined variables are, the values for the rest of the
variables satisfy the CNF constraint”. Note that both select lines and input sequences
are existential quantified, and free variables are universally quantified. Therefore, if
the QBF problem can be satisfied, then the returned solution of select lines and input
sequences can drive the system to an X-free state. In other words, no X will propagate
to the observation points. By applying the algorithm shown in Figure 7.4, we can then
find a set of minimal number of registers to initialize along with a reset sequence.
If the reset state is given, then the initialized register minimization problem can
actually be solved without duplicating the instance: just use the reset state to constrain
the CNF (Φ in Equation 7.2) and no miter is necessary. However, since the constraint
of this formulation is stronger than the previous one, the number of reset cycles may
need to be increased in order to find a solution.

7.4

Experimental Results

In our experiments we used two designs, PIPE and DLX, to evaluate the performance
of our optimal and heuristic algorithms on minimizing the number of registers to ini130

tialize. Since the heuristic algorithm is based on a random scenario, we ran each configuration of experiment 30 times to obtain their average, minimal and maximal. Only
register values at the end of the reset period were considered as observation points, and
the experiments were conducted with a commercial symbolic simulator called Insight
[114] that supports behavior and RTL Verilog. Runtime is calculated for the whole process, including the time for symbolic simulation and SAT/QBF solving. The machine
we used was a Dell PowerEdge 2900 (2GHz Quad-Core Xeon, 17 GByte main memory) running Linux Fedora Core 6. MiniSat [45] and sKizzo [117] were selected as the
SAT and QBF solvers, respectively. For SAT-based experiments, we used ABC [113]
to perform some synthesis-for-verification optimizations before calling SAT for better
performance. We compiled ABC and MiniSAT using 64-bit mode; however, sKizzo
was compiled using 32-bit mode because it did not support 64-bit mode compilation.

7.4.1

Comparing Optimal and Heuristic Algorithms Using PIPE

To compare the performance of the optimal and the heuristic algorithms, we developed
a simple design called PIPE containing 12 word-level registers, and each register can
be uninitialized after certain cycles. The results are shown in Table 7.1. Note that the
symbolic simulator that we used performs certain word-level optimizations before the
problem is converted to bit-level Boolean expression; therefore, in this benchmark the
number of clauses actually decreases when the simulation cycle increases. In general,
more simulation cycles will produce larger CNF instances with more clauses, as our
next benchmark shows in Table 7.3.
Table 7.1 shows that as expected, the SAT-based optimal algorithm can always
find the minimum set of registers that need to be initialized; however, since a lot of
constraints are added to the SAT instance, the memory usage is much higher than
QBF-based and heuristic algorithms. In addition, the runtime of SAT-based optimal
algorithm is long due to its optimal nature and iterative scheme (more than 1000 sec131

Table 7.1: Comparison of optimal SAT, optimal QBF and heuristic algorithms using
PIPE.
SAT-Based Optimal
Cycles C #Clauses Init. Reg. Runtime (s) Max.Mem.(MB) #SAT Calls
1
5139
11
2414.69
311.47
4095
2
5098
10
2401.49
311.47
4083
3
5016
8
2326.83
311.41
3797
4
4934
6
1531.38
311.40
2510
5
4893
5
841.76
213.91
1586
6
4811
3
82.23
117.38
299
7
4811
3
85.3
117.38
299
8
4770
2
17.46
76.87
79
9
4721
1
2.39
60.78
13
10
4721
1
2.47
60.79
13
11
4721
1
2.39
60.79
13
12
4670
0
0.01
57.27
1
Cycles C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#Clauses
5139
5098
5016
4934
4893
4811
4811
4770
4721
4721
4721
4670

Cycles C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#Clauses
5139
5098
5016
4934
4893
4811
4811
4770
4721
4721
4721
4670

QBF-Based Optimal
Init. Reg. Runtime (s) Max.Mem.(MB) #QBF Calls
11
3.58
15.22
12
10
3.33
20.45
11
8
2.69
20.42
9
6
2.06
20.65
7
5
1.76
20.64
6
3
1.21
20.86
4
3
1.20
20.86
4
2
0.92
20.89
3
1
0.59
20.79
2
1
0.60
20.79
2
1
0.60
20.79
2
0
0.29
20.76
1
Heuristic (T = 2)
Init. Reg. Runtime (s) Max.Mem.(MB) #SAT Calls
11
1.91
56.20
12
10
1.82
56.20
13
8
1.80
56.20
17
6
1.98
56.20
21
5
2.15
56.20
23
3
2.07
56.20
27
3
2.06
56.20
27
2
2.22
56.20
29
1
2.48
56.20
31
1
2.55
56.20
31
1
2.54
56.20
31
0
3.48
56.20
33
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onds when the number of cycles is smaller than 5). From the results, we observed that
the runtime decreases as the number of cycles increases. The reason is that as the reset
period becomes longer, more registers can be uninitialized, which means the number of
satisfiable solutions is smaller. Therefore, it is no longer necessary to try all combinations for a specific m, resulting in shorter runtime. Similar to the SAT-based algorithm,
the QBF-based algorithm can also find the optimal solutions. However, since QBF implicitly encodes all possible values of variables, for each iteration, it only needs to call
QBF solver once without additional constraints. As a result, the QBF-based algorithm
outperforms the SAT-based one most of the time, suggesting that using QBF to solve
this register-minimization problem is a better choice.
Note that the runtime of SAT-based optimal algorithm increases rapidly when the
number of registers increases, making it difficult to be applied to practical designs.
Although the QBF-based method is more efficient, it is still PSPACE-complete, and
scalability is still an issue. Comparatively, the heuristic algorithm is a greedy approach
that checks T possible combinations only. As shown in Table 7.1, when T = 2,
the heuristic algorithm produced the same results as the optimal algorithm. We also
observed that as the number of cycles increases, SAT solver also requires more time
to produce the result. However, the maximum runtime is still shorter than 4 seconds
and the maximum memory usage is still less then 60MB, suggesting that our heuristic
algorithm can produce good results within a significantly shorter time.
To evaluate how well the QBF formulation described in Section 7.3 can be used to
generate reset sequences, we conducted an experiment using PIPE, and the results are
shown in Table 7.2. Compared with the QBF results in Table 7.1, we found that their
runtime and memory usage are similar, suggesting that asking the QBF solver to return
a reset sequence did not make the problem more difficult to solve.
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Table 7.2: Reset sequence generation for PIPE using QBF formulation.
Cycles C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

7.4.2

#Clauses
5139
5098
5016
4934
4893
4811
4811
4770
4721
4721
4721
4670

QBF-Based Optimal
Init. Reg. Runtime (s) Max.Mem.(MB) #QBF Calls
11
3.63
15.23
12
10
3.43
20.5
11
8
2.82
20.41
9
6
2.26
20.61
7
5
1.93
20.63
6
3
1.34
20.86
4
3
1.33
20.88
4
2
1.01
20.91
3
1
0.66
20.71
2
1
0.66
20.71
2
1
0.67
20.73
2
0
0.34
20.76
1

Evaluating Heuristic Algorithm on DLX

DLX is a 32-bit RISC microprocessor with 5-stage pipeline designed by Hennessy and
Patterson [54]. The BugUnder Ground project from Michigan [115] provides a DLX
implementation, and it is used to evaluate the performance of our heuristic approach.
The DLX implementation has 75 control registers, 32 general registers and 3 dummy
registers (RDaddr reg, Wrt en and Control state in cpu.v). Note that the number of
registers in the synthesized netlist is 1652. It is obvious that utilizing don’t-cares at the
RTL is much more efficient than the gate level because only 75 word-level registers
need to be handled instead of 1652 gate-level registers.
We initialized general and dummy registers by default because their X-values are
known to be propagated. In addition, we applied the methods mentioned in Section
7.2.3 to improve the performance of SAT solving. Specifically, primary inputs Iin and
Din were constrained to 0, and registers that need initialization were forced to 0 for all
cycles. We examined the effect of varying the number of cycles C and the threshold
T on the results. As shown in Table 7.3, as the number of cycles increases, there is a
gradual increase of registers that can be uninitialized because the Xs may be masked
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with additional cycles. Therefore, in practice one can gradually increase C until the
number of uninitialized registers stops increasing.
Table 7.3: The performance of heuristic algorithm on DLX (C=1 to 5, T =2 to 6).
Cycles
C
1
2
3
4
5
Cycles
C
1
2
3
4
5
Cycles
C
1
2
3
4
5

#Clause
669811
1047115
1438851
1991815
2683935
#Clause
669811
1047115
1438851
1991815
2683935
#Clause
669811
1047115
1438851
1991815
2683935

T=2
T=3
Uninit.Reg.
Runtime
Uninit.Reg.
Runtime
Min. Max. Avg.
(s)
Min. Max. Avg.
(s)
6
27
18.3 101.98
8
28 21.07 117.8
24
35
30.6 126.22
27
35 32.93 156.12
29
38 35.87 139.78
27
38 36.93 170.43
31
38
37
141.91
35
38 37.67 171.65
40
40
40
144.5
40
40
40
177.26
T=4
T=5
Uninit.Reg.
Runtime
Uninit.Reg.
Runtime
Min. Max. Avg.
(s)
Min. Max. Avg.
(s)
11
29
24.9 154.01
17
29 25.37 196.04
26
35 32.83 209.34
31
35 34.47 226.83
35
38 37.47 235.02
34
38 37.67 246.44
36
38 37.83 241.89
36
38
37.9 250.43
40
40
40
250.82
40
40
40
249.99
T=6
Uninit.Reg.
Runtime Max.Mem.
Min. Max. Avg.
(s)
(MB)
18
29 26.33 207.88
61.55
31
35
34.5 230.55
62.08
35
38 37.44 251.45
62.22
37
38 37.97 254.56
62.22
40
40
40
260.38
61.80

Since DLX is a 5-stage processor, many registers that can be uninitialized will be
identified within 5 cycles. Therefore, when C = 5 the proposed approach found that
40 registers do not propagate their X-values. We also observe that when the threshold
T becomes larger, more combinations of registers will be checked, and better results
can be produced. It is interesting to note that the results of C = 5 are the same
regardless of the value of T . The reason is that all registers contained in seed74 can be
uninitialized when C = 5, and the SAT solver cannot find any satisfiable solution from
the constrained solution space. We also analyzed the reason why some registers must
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be initialized and found that they are intermediate registers to store temporary values
for specific instructions. Since we bind primary inputs to 0, those instructions cannot
be generated to initialize those registers.
Runtime of the above experiments is presented in Table 7.3. Apparently, the required runtime increases with the number of cycles C and the threshold T because of
the complexity in SAT translation and satisfiability checks. However, the average maximum runtime is still smaller than 5 minutes. In addition, since the heuristic approach
does not add constraints to the SAT problem, its memory usage is always less than
63MB. The empirical results show that the heuristic approach find that approximately
40/75 = 53% control registers (36% of total registers) can be uninitialized, which can
already significantly save routing resources. Therefore, we do not need to use a large
threshold which may cause significant increase in runtime.

7.5

Summary

In this chapter, we utilized the don’t-cares for a novel optimization: identifying the
registers that can be uninitialized for synthesis optimizations. This new optimization
reduces the number of registers that need reset signals and can alleviate routing problems. Our proposed methods found that 53% of control registers (36% of total registers) in a DLX processor can be uninitialized for a reset period that is 5 cycles long, and
the runtime is smaller than 5 minutes, suggesting that our methods provide a practical
building block for new synthesis optimizations.
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Chapter 8
Circuit Customization Using Symbolic
Reachability Analysis
Optimizing blocks in a System-on-Chip (SoC) circuit is becoming more and more important nowadays due to the use of third-party Intellectual Properties (IPs) and reused
design blocks. In this work, we proposed methodologies that utilize abundant external don’t-cares for block optimization [34]. As we mentioned in Section 5.2, our
symbolic code-statement reachability analysis can extract don’t-care conditions from
constrained-random testbenches or other design blocks to identify unreachable conditional blocks in the design code. Those blocks can then be removed before logic
synthesis is performed to produce smaller and more power-efficient final circuits. Our
results show that we can optimize designs under different constraints and provide additional flexibility for SoC design flows.

8.1

Background

The use of Intellectual Properties (IPs) in System-on-Chip (SoC) circuits has become
a common design practice recently to accelerate the circuit design process. Design
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blocks are also often reused in new chips to reduce design effort. However, these
approaches may leave unnecessarily large design blocks in the final chip because the
blocks may be over-provisioned with respect to the target functionality. As a result,
power efficiency and performance are degraded. To solve such problems, optimizations should be applied to remove the unused logic from the reused design blocks.
Such optimizations can be achieved by utilizing don’t-care conditions that exist due to
the surrounding environment.
The use of external instead of internal don’t-cares makes the optimization of IPs
quite different from traditional synthesis optimizations. Although techniques exist to
utilize such optimization opportunities [22], these techniques work on the gate level
only. Not being able to work on higher-level code greatly limits the optimization power
of such techniques because removing an unused high-level code block may eliminate
thousands of gates after synthesis. In addition, the current trend is to move synthesis
toward higher levels of abstraction [39]. Therefore, not being able to handle-higher
level code will become a serious limitation of such gate-level techniques in the future.
In this chapter, we utilized our reachability analysis techniques proposed in Section 5.2, and deployed a methodology that uses existing verification environments or
surrounding blocks for circuit optimization. Since our techniques focus on optimizing
high-level code directly; they can scale to larger designs and the optimizations are easier to be verified by designers. In addition, working on the higher-level code can detect
many optimization opportunities that are difficult to be identified at the gate level.
The proposed methodology reuses constrained-random testbenches prevalent in
circuit verification to model the surrounding environment of the design under optimization, and then it performs circuit optimization by exploiting the don’t-cares that exist in
the testbench. Since different input constraints can produce different circuit optimization opportunities, engineers can use different testbench constraints to model different
software requirements, and then apply our techniques to perform hardware/software
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co-optimization and co-exploration to find the best trade-off between software design
and hardware complexity. Note that the testbench can be under-constrained and thus is
often easy to develop. In the extreme case, even if the inputs are completely random,
we can still identify dead code in the design and reduce design size.
Before delving into our techniques for circuit optimization, in this section we first
summarize the benefits that can be obtained by utilizing reachability analysis at the
RTL for design optimization, and then we describe several techniques for computing
and utilizing don’t-cares in logic synthesis.

8.1.1

Benefits of RTL Code Reachability Analysis

The main advantage of utilizing reachability analysis at the RTL for design optimization is twofold. (1) A few lines of RTL code can be synthesized into numerous gates.
By identifying unreachable code statements at the RTL and removing them, we can
potentially remove thousands of gates simultaneously. (2) Unlike traditional hardware
optimization techniques that utilize unreachable states to optimize sequential elements
only, our code-statement reachability analysis can also identify redundant code statements that will be mapped into combinational logic.

8.1.2

Don’t-Cares in Logic Synthesis

Don’t-Cares (DCs) play an important role in the field of logic synthesis because they
provide additional flexibility for Boolean reasoning and optimization. DCs can be
classified into two types: controllability and observability don’t-cares. Controllability
Don’t-Cares (CDCs) occur when certain values of the subnetwork can never be produced under any legal primary input values, and Observability Don’t-Cares (ODCs)
occur when the values of subnetwork do not affect any primary output.
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Espresso [91] is one of the most well-known Boolean minimization tools which
can synthesize and optimize truth tables with DCs. Recently, many studies have been
proposed to accurately and efficiently compute don’t-care values [9, 43, 92, 93, 110].
To this end, Damiani and Micheli [43] proposed an algorithm that only requires local
information to find approximate ODC sets in a large circuit. Savoj and Brayton [92]
introduced a flexible scheme for the optimization of single-output nodes in a Boolean
network. To calculate and represent DCs, Set of Pairs of Functions to be Distinguished
(SPFD) is proposed by Yamashita et al. [110]. SPFD provides more flexibility to
handle networks whose internal logic of each node is not fixed, and it can be used
to optimize Look-Up Table (LUT) logic networks. In [9], Bergamaschi et al. proposed an optimization technique using don’t-care conditions that span the domain of
high-level and logic synthesis. Recently, Mishchenko and Brayton [79] presented a
window-based approach for don’t-care computation, leading to better scalability and
performance. Zhu et al. [112] proposed an ODC-based SAT sweeping technique that
can simplify AIGs significantly.
As the article by Ranjan et al. [89] pointed out, handling don’t-care states through
high-level formal verification can provide additional benefits in synthesis and verification. However, most existing work that utilizes DCs focuses on the gate-level, which
cannot be applied to high-level synthesis directly. In addition, few studies focus on
how external DCs should be encoded and utilized. To address such problems, several
techniques have been proposed recently [22, 32].
Note that handling don’t-cares at the RTL using logic simulation is often inaccurate
due to X-pessimistic and X-optimistic characteristics [17, 102]. Therefore, mismatch
between RTL and gate-level netlists could occur. One solution for such a problem is
to model the X using a symbol, and then employ symbolic simulation to accurately
handle X-propagation at the RTL [32].
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8.2

Circuit Optimization Using Constrained-Random
Testbench

In this chapter, our objective is to propose a methodology that utilizes the unique
proving power provided by high-level symbolic simulation to automatically identify
external don’t-cares encoded in existing constrained-random testbenches for logic optimization. In this section, we first formulate the problem, Finally, we illustrate the
whole flow of our methodology and provide some implementation insights1 .

8.2.1

Problem Formulation

The main objective of our synthesis optimization is to reduce the sizes of synthesized
netlists by identifying RTL code statements that become redundant due to don’t-care
conditions encoded in the testbench. This optimization problem is formulated as follows. Given a design containing N conditional code blocks and a constrained-random
testbench that can generate all possible input patterns, we seek to remove unused
blocks and produce a smaller RTL design based on the given inputs. This objective
is guaranteed not to change the design behavior because the removed code is proven to
be unreachable under the given inputs. Note that in our formulation, the input patterns
can be either properly-constrained or under-constrained according to different requirements as long as all legal inputs can be generated. Even if no testbenches exist, we
can still utilize part of the block that feeds into the block under optimization as the
testbench, as we will show in Section 8.2.2.

8.2.2

Overall Flow of Our Methodology

Since constrained-random testbenches are often readily available for most designs,
we reuse them for reachability analysis and synthesis optimizations. The flow of our
1

For detailed information about our RTL reachability analysis technique, please refer to Section 5.2
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methodology is shown in Figure 8.1. First, for those variables which are assigned random values in the constrained-random testbench (e.g., $random in Verilog), they are
replaced with symbols. Next, we perform code statement reachability analysis for T
cycles. In this way, symbols are propagated to the design, and symbolic traces for
conditional statements can be produced under the constraints. After performing reachability analysis using techniques described in Section 5.2, a report is produced for code
reachability, and each code statement is identified as either reachable or unreachable.
Since symbolic simulation can evaluate all possible (constrained) values for inputs, unreachable code statements are seen as redundant and can be removed from the design.
Finally, we execute traditional logic synthesis tools to produce the optimized netlist. In
our methodology, CDCs in the symbolic conditions created by the constrained-random
testbench are utilized for design optimization.
Constrained‐random
testbench

Design

Symbolic reachability analysis
1) Replace $random with symbols
2) Code statement reachability analysis
Reachability report

Remove unreachable code
Optimized
design

Logic synthesis

Netlists

Figure 8.1: Flow of synthesis optimization using symbolic code statement reachability
analysis.

Even if constrained-random testbenches do not exist, our technique can still be used
for circuit optimization in an SoC environment, and it works as follows. Suppose that
the inputs of block B come from block A, we can extract all or part of the logic in block
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A that fans out to block B. Next, we apply pure random inputs to the extracted logic
and use it as a testbench to optimize block B. In this way, we can optimize IP cores in
SoC designs even if constrained testbenches do not exist. As Chayut [28] points out,
this methodology is desirable in SoC designs because it allows synthesis optimizations
to work across block boundaries.

8.2.3

Ensuring the Correctness of Optimizations

Symbolic simulation can evaluate all possible values simultaneously; however, it is
still bounded in nature. Hence, additional conditions need to be considered to ensure
the correctness of the optimized circuit. In Section 5.4.3, we have mentioned several
implementation insights for reachability analysis. However, sometimes it may be difficult to simulate enough cycles to make the condition required by proof-by-induction
hold, as a result, the correctness of optimized design can not be verified. To address
this problem, one can underconstrain the initial state by making some of the state bits
unconstrained. Although under-constraining the design may result in loss of optimization opportunities because unreachable code may be flagged as reachable, this is not an
issue since our goal is design optimization, not design verification. Another approach
to solve this problem is to generate constraints for the inputs as described in [22]. As
long as the inputs comply with the generated constraints, design correctness can also
be guaranteed.

8.3

Experimental Results

In this section, we perform optimization on several benchmarks, including a DLX processor and an Alpha processor. The characteristics of these benchmarks are listed in
Table 8.1. Our experiments were performed using a commercial symbolic simulator
called Insight [114] running on a Linux workstation with 2 GHz Quad-Core Xeon pro143

cessors and 40 GByte main memory. The SAT engine we used is ABC [113] compiled
in 64-bit mode. A state-of-the-art commercial logic synthesizer is used to synthesize
the original RTL and the code optimized by our techniques. As a result, the experimental results can faithfully show what designers will benefit from our methods in
their design flows.
Table 8.1: Characteristics of benchmarks.
Design Description
#Cond #Cells Timing
blocks
slack
DLX
5-stage pipeline CPU,
274
13902 2659 ps
MIPS architecture
Alpha 5-stage pipeline CPU,
175
31381 3269 ps
64-bit registers/instructions/datapaths

8.3.1

Cast Study: DLX Processor

In this case study, we developed five testbenches to customize the DLX implementation
provided by the BugUnder Ground (BUG) project from Michigan [115]. For each
testbench, only certain specified instructions are allowed. In this way, the logic for the
unused instruction set can be removed to reduce the size and power consumption of
the new design. To ensure the correctness of customized design, DLX was initialized
to the state in which all registers were symbols, and it was simulated symbolically for
14 cycles. Since all possible states can be reached in 7 cycles under this configuration,
it is guaranteed that the state in the 14th cycle is a subset of the state at the 7th cycle;
thus ensuring the correctness of the optimized design.
In the ALU control block, for synthesis optimization, the designer assigned X to
the default branch of the case statement that selects the ALU operation. Since some instructions, like BEQ, does not match any case condition, the control signal of the ALU
may have any value for such instructions depending how the synthesis tool optimizes
the case statement. Our reachability analysis correctly handled this X situation and
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showed that all ALU operations are necessary, while logic simulation only matches
the default branch. This observation shows that symbolic reachability analysis can
produce much more accurate results than logic simulation. Since the output of ALU
will not be used by the BEQ instruction, this is not a design bug. However, our analysis
shows that unpredictable ALU operation may be selected by the BEQ instruction, and
this behavior may consume unnecessary power. In our experiments we removed this
design flaw before synthesis.
The results after optimization are shown in Table 8.2. When fewer numbers of
instruction types are allowed, more code blocks become unreachable, and more optimization can be achieved. Note that most storage devices are always reachable in this
design; therefore, even when only the NOP operation is allowed, there are still 122
reachable blocks. In this case study, the maximum reduction of gate count is 81.4%
and the minimum one is 3.3%. In addition, the total timing slack is also reduced due
our optimizations, leading to a better performance and lower power consumption. It is
observed that runtime of these testbenches does not have an apparent trend. The reason
is that when more instructions are allowed, more code blocks will become reachable.
Since satisfiable problems are often faster to solve than unsatisfiable problems, SAT
solvers can spend less time solving the symbolic conditions. However, more reachable
blocks also mean more symbolic simulation must be done because more conditional
blocks will be entered. Therefore, the runtime does not show an obvious trend.

8.3.2

Case Study: Alpha Processor

In this section, we customize an Alpha design using symbolic reachability analysis.
Similar to the previous case study, we use the Alpha implementation by the BugUnder
Ground (BUG) project from Michigan [115]. We prepared six testbenches to constrain
the instructions allowed to be used by the Alpha processor and the results are presented
in Table 8.3. It is observed that if only instruction NOP is allowed, a lot of code blocks
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Table 8.2: DLX optimization through code statement reachability under different combinations of instructions.
Instruction allowed (DLX)
Runtime #Cond. #Cells Reduction Timing
blocks
ratio
slack
NOP
1 sec
122
2426
81.4% 1248 ps
ADD, ADDI, NOP
100 min
148
7793
68%
1563 ps
ADD, ADDI, SW, LW, NOP
103 min
165
9240
29.4% 1606 ps
ADD, ADDI, SW, LW, SRL,
97 min
176
11170
14.7% 2306 ps
SLL, SRA, BEQ, NOP
ADD, ADDI, AND, ANDI,
XOR, SLT, SLTI, SW, LW,
138 min
208
12661
3.3%
2596 ps
SRL, SLL, SRA, BEQ, BNE,
J, JAL, NOP

can be removed and the produced netlist is much smaller. As the number of instruction
types increases, more code blocks can be reached, thus the gate-count reduction ratio
is decreased. It is interesting to note that after optimizing the last testbench that has 17
instructions, there was slight increase in gate count. The reason is that removing code
may not always reduce synthesized gate count if synthesis tools do not handle don’tcares that became available in the new code wisely. But the general trend shows that we
can indeed simplify the design. In addition to gate-count reduction, we also observed
that timing slack was also reduced, which shows that our methodology can improve
both the size and the performance of SoC designs. These results also show that one
can find a trade-off between software and hardware for the best system performance.
To better illustrate this idea, we also tried a different set of instructions that does not
include MULQ and the results show that 34.7% gate-count reduction can be achieved.
Therefore, if MULQ is never or rarely used in the program that will be executed on the
Alpha processor, engineers can remove this instruction from the supported instruction
list. However, if multiplication is used often in the program, then this instruction must
be preserved. This example shows how engineers can use our techniques to perform
hardware/software co-optimization and co-exploration.
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Table 8.3: Alpha optimization through code statement reachability under
combinations of instructions.
Instruction allowed (Alpha)
Runtime #Cond. #Cells Reduction
blocks
ratio
NOP
1 sec
98
1339
95.7%
ADDQ, MULQ, CMPEQ, NOP, 25 min
120
27941
10.9%
ADDQ, MULQ, CMPEQ, NOP,
NOP, LDQ, STQ
24.5 min
127
28300
9.8%
ADDQ, MULQ, CMPEQ, NOP,
LDQ, STQ, JMP, BSR, SRL,
18.5 min
142
30265
3.7%
SLL, SRA
ADDQ, MULQ, CMPEQ, NOP,
LDQ, STQ, JMP, BSR, SRL,
15.5 min
149
32195
-2.6%
SLL, SRA, SUBQ, RET, XOR,
CMPULE, AND, BIS
ADDQ, CMPEQ, NOP,
15.5 min
146
20476
34.7%
LDQ, STQ, JMP, BSR, SRL,
SLL, SRA, SUBQ, RET, XOR,
CMPULE, AND, BIS

8.4

different
Timing
slack
747 ps
3240 ps
3280 ps
3268 ps
3298 ps
1848 ps

Summary

In this chapter, we proposed techniques and methodologies that utilize abundant external don’t-cares which exist in a System-on-Chip (SoC) design for optimization.
More specifically, we utilize existing testbench or other design blocks to search for
such don’t-cares and perform symbolic code-statement reachability analysis to identify code blocks that become redundant due to the don’t-cares. Since our goal is design
optimization instead of verification, the testbenches can be under-constrained and thus
is easy to develop. Furthermore, our approach is guaranteed not to change design behavior because the removed code will never be executed under the inputs constraints.
Because our approach focuses on high-level code directly, it can scale to larger designs and can identify many optimization opportunities that are difficult to be detected
at the gate level. Our empirical results using DLX and Alpha show that our symbolic reachability analysis can optimize designs in SoC environments, both in terms of
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gate count and timing slack. In addition, our methodology allows hardware/software
co-optimization and co-exploration to find the best trade-off between hardware and
software complexity.
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Chapter 9
Summary of Contributions
With the progress in design methodology, multi-million gate SoC circuits can be successfully designed in practice. However, several challenges still exist when designing
such circuits. One critical issue is to verify the functional correctness of the design. In
the past, techniques work at the register-transfer and gate level have been extensively
investigated for improving verification productivity. As the trend is growing towards
the use of higher-level design abstractions, it is imperative that bugs are caught at early
design phases.
In addition to functional verification, routing is another critical problem in SoC
design. Due to the rapid increase in the number of registers, routing the reset signal
to all registers is becoming more and more difficult. To cope with this problem, one
design methodology is to reset important registers only; however, the uninitialized
registers may cause nondeterminism in design behavior and eventually break all the
functionality associated with the design. Currently there are few methods that can
address this new problem.
In this dissertation, we addressed the challenges in current verification practice
and proposed several techniques for improving design verification and quality. Since
our proposed techniques work on high-level code natively, they can provide effective,
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scalable, and flexible mechanisms for design verification. The characteristics of these
techniques are as follows.
• BugHunter framework consists of several enhancements to improve the scalability and efficiency of symbolic simulation.
• Verification guides specially designed to utilize the unique proving power provided by high-level symbolic simulation. They are: 1) data dependency, 2) data
transport, 3) statement reachability analysis and 4) design embedded constraints.
These constructs can perform additional checks for designs and testbenches in a
more flexible manner and improve the performance of symbolic simulation.
• X-observability checking technique that uses symbolic simulation and SAT solvers
to accurately handle X-propagation at the RTL.
• Scalable X-verification methodology that utilizes design and temporal partitioning techniques to improve the scalability of X-observability checking.
• Based on our X-verification technique, we proposed a methodology that can fix
gate-level logic simulation problems in the design, allowing designers to trust
their simulation waveforms again.
• To address the problem that bugs are detected after tape-out, we proposed a
software-based post-silicon bug repair methodology that can automatically generate constraints for software so that hardware bugs can be worked around. we
also proposed a novel optimization method based on don’t-cares that can dramatically reduce the size of the constraint, making sure our constraints can work
efficiently, either online or offline.
• Algorithms that can automate the reset register reduction process – identifying
the registers that can be uninitialized for synthesis optimizations.
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• Code-statement reachability analysis technique that utilizes the unique proving
power provided by high-level symbolic simulation to formally prove the reachability of code statements.
• Automatic unreachability diagnosis technique that uses symbolic simulation to
identify key variables that caused the unreachability and provide execution paths
that can reach the target code.
One major characteristic in SoC designs is the reuse of design blocks to accelerate
the design process. However, such design paradigm may leave abundant don’t-cares
in the final chip because the blocks may be over-provisioned with respect to the target
functionality. To this end, we utilize our formal reachability analysis methods to identify redundant code under the given input constraints. By removing such redundant
code, smaller netlists can produced after synthesis. This methodology can facilitate
hardware/software co-design and co-optimization, a feature that is useful in early SoC
design phases.
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